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Abstract

Morphogenesis, the shaping of a new organism along development, is driven by four pro-
cesses: cell division, growth, migration and apoptosis. In most plants, only two processes
remain: cell division and growth. Mechanical stress is one of the coordinating factors that
couple these two processes. Growth generates mechanical stress during development and,
in turn, mechanical stress can impact cellular events, including cell division, and channel
morphogenesis. In animal cells, mechanical stress is known to influence the orientation
of division plane (Fink et al. 2011), as well as mitotic progression (Itabashi et al. 2012).
In plants, mechanical stress was shown to influence gene expression (Braam 2004) and
cytoskeleton organization (Hamant et al. 2008; Uyttewaal et al. 2012; Sampathkumar
et al. 2014), but its contribution on division remains to be demonstrated. Here we fo-
cused our attention on the potential contribution of mechanical stress on the orientation
of cell division plane at the shoot apical meristem of Arabidopsis thaliana. At the end
of the XIXth century, cell geometry was proposed to play a key role in plant cell divi-
sion plane orientation and several geometrical division rules were proposed by Hofmeister,
Errera and Sachs (Hofmeister 1863; Errera 1888; Sachs 1878). Recently, the rule of Er-
rera was re-examined and generalised into a probabilistic rule: the Besson-Dumais rule.
The Besson-Dumais rule has been tested only on tissues with rather isotropic shapes or
growth and the exact molecular mechanism controlling division plane orientation is still
unknown. A mechanical stress patterns can be derived from the three-dimensional shape
of the meristem (Boudaoud 2010), revealing a anisotropic stress in the boundary region
separating the outgrowing primordia from the meristem. Moreover, in this region growth
is also anisotropic. We performed time-lapse imaging on dissected meristems using a con-
focal microscope and processed the stacks with MorphoGraphX. We used the script of
Sébastien Besson to predict probable planes associated with each cell geometry and com-
pared this output to observed orientations. We found that if a majority (three quarter)
of the cells chose the shortest plane, the distribution of planes was spatially biased. The
boundary region displayed longer planes than expected. Growing tissue were simulated
with two possible division rules: geometrical or mechanical. Tissues simulated with a
mechanical division rule displayed an enrichment in long planes, especially when tissue
was submitted to an anisotropic stress field comparable to those in the boundary region
of the SAM. Mechanical perturbations of local stress pattern, by laser ablations biased
cell division plane orientation. We explored other means of perturbing mechanically the
tissue and developed a protocol to apply continuous controlled loads with an indenter.
We tested our protocol by analysing the microtubule response in two microtubule marker
lines, as well as in the katanin and spiral2 mutant backgrounds. We confirmed previous
results and proposed different quantitative tool to quantify the response of microtubules
to mechanical stress in regard to a quantified load. In parallel, we developed a pipeline
based on the statistics and data analysis oriented R-software to synthesize information
from confocal microscopy images in a semi-automatic way. Altogether these new tools
should help us understand how mechanical stress controls cell division plane orientation
and microtubule behaviour.
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1 Introduction

Morphogenesis, the shaping of a new organism along development, is driven by four pro-
cesses: cell division, elongation, migration and apoptosis. These four processes are co-
ordinated to form new organs. In plants, apoptosis is limited to very specific types of
morphogenesis such as the formation of xylem or during the formation of dissected leaves
(for instance, those of Monstera) (Doorn and Woltering 2005). Migration is prevented
by the cell wall, a polysaccharide matrix gluing the cells together, and the growth or the
pollen tube is not a true form of cell migration.

Here we focus on cell division. Cell division is a complex cellular process, controlled both
temporally, by the cell cycle, and spatially, by the position of the division plane. The
molecular basis of division are now well known and involve in particular cytoskeleton
components. However, we do not understand well how cells, and in particular plant cells,
position their division plane. Cell shape was proposed as a possible directional cue but do
not explain all observed divisions. In a supracellular context, where cells are connected
together, internal mechanical stress appears as another major candidate.

In this introduction, we give an overview of the temporal and spatial aspects of cell divi-
sion and its coupling to growth, and we focus more particularly on a hotspot of division in
plants: the shoot apical meristem (SAM) of Arabidopsis thaliana (see §1.1). We review the
main features of the cytoskeleton and detail its implication during cell division (see §1.2).
We highlight the existence of mechanical stress within tissues, and we review different
ways of quantifying, perturbing and predicting mechanical stress patterns (see §1.3). We
conclude this introduction with a review published in 2013 in Current Opinion in Plant
Biology, which summarizes our current knowledge of the interplay between mechanical
stress and cell division (see §1.4). Another review on mechanical stress and morphogen-
esis in the shoot apical meristem is added in Appendix §A, as direct contribution of M.
Louveaux is limited to the paragraph concerning cell division in the SAM.

1.1 Cell division

Division, also called M phase, is the process by which a (mother) cell is splitted into two
(daughter) cells. It is preceded by a phase of duplication of the genome and organelles,
during the interphase. The alternation of interphase and M phase constitutes the cell cycle,
that will be described later. M phase is divided into 2 parts: mitosis and cytokinesis.
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Figure 1.1: Cell division. (A-E) Close-up of confocal images of p35S::GFP-MBD (Microtubule
Binding Domain) dissected shoot apical meristem. Images are taken every 2 h. White asterisk
points at a dividing cell. (F-J) Schematic representation of plant cell division, adapted from
Zhu and Dixit 2011. Blue lines: microtubules. Pink structures: chromosomes condensed (F-G),
aligned at metaphase plate (H) and separated between the two daughter cells (I-J). Green line:
new cell wall. (A and F) Interphase. (B and G) Preprophase Band. (C and H) Spindle. (D and
I) Phragmoplast. (E and J) New cell wall (E), and cell plate and late phragmoplast (J). (K-N)
Snapshots from a film of the first division of a Caenorhabditis elegans embryo, tubulin::GFP and
histone::GFP. Total duration of the first division: 2 min. Size of the embryo: 50*30 µm. Courtesy
of Marie Delattre, LBMC, ENS de Lyon. (O-R) Schematic representation of animal cell division,
adapted from Silkworth and Cimini 2012. Blue and green thick structures: chromosomes. Red
dots: kinetochores. Thin black cables: Microtubules. Green dots at spindle poles: centrosomes.
(K) In C. elegans embryo, the phase preceding cell division differs from a traditional interphase
(pictured in (O)): following gametes fusion, the two parental nuclei stay side by side. (L and
P) Metaphase. Chromosomes are aligned at spindle equator. (M and Q) Anaphase. (N and R)
Cytokinesis.

1.1.0.1 Mitosis

Mitosis is the series of events that leads to the separation of chromosomes and organelles
between the future daughter cells into two identical pools. Mitosis is divided into five
stages: prophase, prometaphase, metaphase, anaphase and telophase (Alberts et al. 2014
and Fig. 1.1). Before M phase, each chromatid is duplicated and glued to one another by
ring-shaped cohesins. In plants, cortical microtubules reorganise to form a ring surround-
ing the nucleus: the preprophase band (PPB) (Fig. 1.1A-B and F-G). During prophase,
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1.1 Cell division

replicated chromosomes condense and sister chromatids are resolved into distinct, sepa-
rable units, under the action of condensins (Alberts et al. 2014 and Fig. 1.1O). Outside
the nucleus, the spindle, a microtubule based structure assemble. In animals, spindle as-
sembly is coordinated by two centrosomes (Fig. 1.1P). Each centrosome contains a pair of
centrioles and several proteins, among which the gamma-tubulin ring complexes that nu-
cleate microtubules and retain microtubule minus end. Centrosomes are absent in plants,
and this is often associated with the presence of wider spindle poles (Fig. 1.1C and H).
Phosphorylation of nuclear pore complexes and components of the nuclear lamina leads
to disassembly of nuclear lamina and nuclear envelope breakdown (NEB). In plants, dis-
assembly of the preprophase band occurs concomitantly to NEB. Chromosomes attach to
spindle microtubules via their kinetochore, a multi layered protein structure built at the
centromeric region of the chromatid on each side of the chromosome (Alberts et al. 2014).
Three types of microtubules exist in animal spindle: astral microtubules, radiating from
the poles to the plasma membrane, which are involved in spindle positioning, polar micro-
tubules, which overlap at spindle equator and stabilise spindle architecture and control its
length, and kinetochore microtubules, which pull and push on the chromosomes to align
them at the equator of the spindle (Fig. 1.1L and P). In Arabidopsis, astral microtubules
were reported only in suspension cells (Chan et al. 2005). At metaphase, each duplicated
chromosome is attached by each side to a kinetochore microtubule from opposite cell poles
(Fig. 1.1P). The molecular mechanism validating the correct attachment of chromosomes
to kinetochore microtubule could be based on tension. Aurora-B kinase phosphorylation
activity creates a low microtubule binding affinity at kinetochore site while chromosome
is not attached or only attached on one side. When chromosome is attached on both
sides, kinetochore is stretched and targets of Aurora-B phosphorylation are out of reach.
Cleavage of cohesins release sister chromatids, which are pulled apart during anaphase by
kinetochore microtubules (Fig. 1.1M and Q). The two set of daughter chromosomes are
send to the opposite pole of the cell. During telophase a new nuclear envelope is formed
around each set, isolating the two daughter nuclei (Fig. 1.1N and R).

1.1.0.2 Cytokinesis

Cytokinesis is the physical process of separation of the two daughter cells. Divisions are
said to be symmetric when the two daughter cells have an equivalent volume and/or fate,
and asymmetric when daughters have a different volume and/or fate (Rasmussen et al.
2011). In animals cells, a contractile ring of actin and myosin pinches the cell into two
halves. Cleavage furrow forms at the equator of the spindle during anaphase (Fig. 1.1N
and R). Displacement of spindle with a glass sphere melted at the end of a needle during
anaphase provokes disparition of cleavage furrow and reformation around new equator,
highlighting the role of spindle in positioning of cleavage furrow and thus contractile ring
(Alberts et al. 2014; Rappaport 1961). In plants, mechanism of cytokinesis is completely
different. The presence of a stiff polysaccharidic cell wall hinders constriction. Partition
of the two daughter cells is instead performed by building a new cell wall between the
two nuclei (Fig. 1.1E and J). Golgi vesicles containing polysaccharides, glycoproteins and
enzymes are guided by a microtubule based structure called the phragmoplast (Fig. 1.1D
and I). They fusion at the centre of the cell in a structure called the cell plate. Extension of
the cell plate is centrifuge, e.g. cell plate extend from the centre of the cell to the periphery
(Fig. 1.1J). Its correct attachment to mother cell wall requires notably the action of the
protein TPLATE (Müller et al. 2009).
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1.1.1 Temporal control

1.1.1.1 The cell cycle, a molecular clock

Metaphase/Anaphase

G2

G1/S

G2/M

S
G1

M

C D E F G

A B

Figure 1.2: The cell cycle and its checkpoints. (A) Cell cycle and major checkpoints. (B)
Example of defects at metaphase/anaphase transition in a meristematic root cell expressing
H2B:YFP (white channel) and stained with FM4-64 (red channel) of the Arabidopsis mad3.1
mutant, adapted from Paganelli et al. 2015. (a) At metaphase, some chromosomes are not well
aligned. (b) At telophase, some chromosomes (white arrow) are still at cell equator, near the
expanding cell plate. (C-G) Example of developmentally programmed skip of M phase in the
giant cells of the sepals of Arabidopsis, adapted from Roeder et al. 2010. (C) Arabidopsis flower.
s: sepals. (D-E) Scanning electron micrographs of a mature wild type sepal. Giant cells (false
coloured red) are interspersed between smaller cells. (F) Flow cytometric analysis of the DNA
contents of nuclei in the mature sepal epidermis (front and back) (G) Graph of DNA content
(integrated density of DAPI fluorescence) versus cell area (µm2) of mature sepal cells. The trend
line of the data is displayed and R2 = 0.82 (n = 47 pavement cells, normalized with fifty-nine
guard cells which are known to be 2C). Ploidy of cells is indicated by color (red, 16C; magenta,
8C; green, 4C; and blue, 2C).

Division is preceded by a series of events in interphase: the duplication of the genome
and organelles, and in most of the cases, growth. Interphase can be discretized in three
phases: G1, S and G2 (Fig.1.2A). G1 is the first phase of the cell cycle and starts just
after the previous round of division. S is the phase of replication of DNA, necessary to
compensate for the split of chromatids in each daughter cells. G2 is a second short phase
of growth. Progression through the cycle is dictated by the activity of cyclin-dependant
kinases (CDKs), which are regulated by cyclins and other regulators. CDK are active
only when bound to a cyclin. Concentration of CDKs is constant over time, whereas
concentrations and activity of cyclins oscillated over time and determine the cell cycle
stage (Alberts et al. 2014). These oscillations are at the base of cell cycle in all eukaryotes.
However, there is subtle differences between species in term of proteins involved the cell
cycle progression.
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1.1 Cell division

1.1.1.2 Progression through the cell cycle

Progression through the cell cycle orchestrates numerous events in the cell, and in par-
ticular the coordination of the molecular players of mitosis. In plants, several cell cycle
proteins are localised on mitotic microtubule arrays. Whereas Cyclin-dependent kinases
A;1 and B2;1 were found in PPB, spindle and phragmoplast of Arabidopsis, Cyclin A1;1
and B1;2 were found only on PPB and spindle (Duroc et al. 2011). Some were shown
to interact with mitotic microtubule arrays or with proteins regulating dynamic of these
arrays. Microinjection of an active Cyclin-dependent kinaseA;1/CyclinB in Tradescantia
stamen hair cell caused rapid depolymerization of PPB, but not of interphase microtubule
array, spindle or phragmoplast, and accelerated progression of mitosis by triggering chro-
mosomes condensation and nuclear enveloppe breakdown (NEB) (Hush et al. 1996). The
Arabidopsis MAP65-1 interacts with interphasic microtubules, with PPB, with midzone of
the anaphase spindle and with the phragmoplast midzone during telophase, but not with
metaphase spindle (Smertenko et al. 2006). Mutation of a potential cyclin-dependent
kinase phosphorylation site restore binding of AtMAP65-1 with metaphase spindle. Phos-
phorylation of AtMAP65-1 by multiple kinases during prophase and metaphase inhibits
its bundling activity. Expression of non-phosphorylatable AtMAP65-1 induces an accu-
mulation of microtubules in the metaphase spindle midzone and a delay in the metaphase-
anaphase transition.

We saw above that cyclin D and B homologues control the transition between G1 and S,
and G2 and M, respectively (Fig. 1.2A). These transitions are conserved checkpoints. A
third one is located at the transition between metaphase and anaphase and called the spin-
dle assemble checkpoint (Fig. 1.2A). Cell progresses through the cycle only if checkpoint
conditions are satisfied. Progression is regulated by intracellular and extracellular cues.
Intracellular cues inform on the complete replication of DNA (before G2/S transition) or
on the correct attachment of chromosomes on kinetochore microtubules at the transition
between metaphase and anaphase ("spindle assembly checkpoint", see also §1.1.0.2). Ara-
bidopsis mad3.1 mutant is affected at metaphase/anaphase transition and present defects
of chromosomes alignment on metaphase plate and of chromosomes lagging behind during
anaphase (Paganelli et al. 2015 and Fig. 1.2B). In some cell types, checkpoints can be
skipped by cells. For instance, giant cells of sepal skip the M phase and keep replicating
their DNA, in a process called endoreduplication (Roeder et al. 2010). (Fig. 1.2C-G).
Cytokinesis can also be disconnected in time from karyokinesis. In the Drosophila em-
bryo, the first 13 round of nuclear division occur synchronously and without cytokinesis.
Cellularisation occurs later, after migration of nuclei to the cortex (Alberts et al. 2014).
Another example of syncitium is the plant endosperm (the tissue surrounding the seed).
In this tissue, mitotic cells lack PPB (C. Lloyd and Chan 2006). Extracellular cues inform
the cell on the opportunity to divide in the current environment. In animals, mitogens,
such as the protein PDGF (platelet-derived growth factor), stimulate cell proliferation (Al-
berts et al. 2014), whereas antimitogen factor, such as the protein TGFβ (transforming
growth factor-β) block cell cycle in G1 (Alberts et al. 2014). In plants, an intermediate
ratio of the phytohormones auxin and cytokinin promotes callus induction from differ-
entiated cells in which cell cycle is arrested, while a high ratio of auxin-to-cytokinin or
cytokinin-to-auxin induces root or shoot regeneration, respectively (Ikeuchi et al. 2013).
Auxin induces the expression of two genes coding for the transcription factors LBD18
and LBD33. LBD18 and LBD33 form an heterodimer, which activates E2Fa (E2 PRO-
MOTER BINDIN FACTOR). E2Fa is a transcription factor, which in turn, dimerizes with
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DIMERIZATION PARTNER (DP) and induces the expression of genes involved in DNA
replication during S phase. Auxin also downregulates KIP-RELATED PROTEIN (KRP)
genes, which encode Cdk inhibitors. Apart from these biochemical cues, light, as well as
mechanical stress were shown to affect cell cycle. In protonemata of the fern Adiantum
capillus-veneris L., divisions can be synchronized by blue light (Murata and Wada 1991).
Compressive stress inhibits cell proliferation in tumor spheroids: cells are blocked in late
G1 (Cheng et al. 2009; Montel et al. 2011; Montel et al. 2012). Compression was shown
to provoke an overexpression of the p27Kip1 cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor, which is
usually down-regulated to pass from G1 to S phase (Delarue et al. 2014). Compression of
the spindle of single HeLa cells was shown to alter mitosis progression by either delaying
(compression along spindle axis) or accelerating (compression perpendicular to spindle
axis) the metaphase-anaphase transition (Itabashi et al. 2012). Compression is thought
to act directly on mechanoperception of chromosomes attachement at spindle assembly
checkpoint (see §1.1.0.2). In plants, experiments on the link between the cell cycle and
mechanicals stress are rare. Yeoman and Brown 1971 reports that both stretching and
compression of explants accelerate division rate.

1.1.2 Spatial control

1.1.2.1 Molecular actors involved in cell division plane orientation

In plants, the division plane position is determined before mitosis, during late G2, with
the formation of the PPB (Fig. 1.1B and G). Localisation of the PPB coincides with the
position of the future division plane. Centrifugation of plant cells highlights the role of
the nucleus is positioning the PPB and the role of the PPB in division plane orientation
and maturation of the new cell wall. Centrifugation of protonemata of the fern Adiantum
capillus-veneris L. before division caused a displacement of the nucleus and PPB formed
around the new position of the nucleus (Murata and Wada 1991). Less than 10 % of
oblique (e.g. mispositioned) cell plates were observed. When nucleus was displaced after
or during the formation of the PPB (at the apex), a second thinner and fainter PPB
formed sometimes around the displaced nucleus, revealing the role of preprophase nucleus
in the induction of PPB. In all centrifugation experiments, division occurred at the last
location of the nucleus after centrifugation. When nucleus was displaced after or during
the formation of the PPB, in 50 % of the cases, new cell wall was oblique, highlighting the
role of the PBB in the correct location of cell wall. Centrifugation during metaphase or
anaphase of dividing Tradescantia stamen hair cells did not affect localisation and matu-
ration of cell wall, whereas centrifugation during cytokinesis delayed cell plate formation
(Mineyuki and Gunning 1990). When cell plate formed at a distinct location from the
PPB, maturation of cell wall was altered, suggesting a role of PPB in the recruitment of
maturation factors to the future division site (Mineyuki et al. 1991).

In Arabidopsis, the formation of the preprophase band is under the control of a complex of
proteins: TONNEAU1, TONNEAU2 (also called FASS) and TRM (TON1 RECRUITING
MOTIF). tonneau mutants lack preprophase band. In these mutants, cell division still
occurs but division plane orientation is altered (J. Traas et al. 1995; Azimzadeh et al.
2008). The PPB is a transient structure, which disappears when the spindle is formed
(Vos et al. 2004). Memory of the localisation of the PPB is kept by several proteins: some
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1.1 Cell division

remain located where the PPB formed and others are specifically absent from this region.
The proteins Ran GTPase activating protein 1 (RanGAP1) and TANGLED were shown
to colocalize with the PPB during preprophase and to maintain their location throughout
mitosis (Walker et al. 2007). PPB of tan mutants are oriented as in WT, but phragmoplasts
are shifted, as well as division planes. The double mutant pok1-1;pok2-1 displays the same
defects in phragmoplasts and division plane orientation (Müller et al. 2006; Walker et al.
2007). In this double mutant, TANGLED and RanGAP1 do not remain at division site
after metaphase. POK1 and POK2 also localise at PPB and TANGLED interacts with the
C-terminal domain of POK1. Maintenance but not recruitment of TANGLED to future
division site requires POK1 (Lipka et al. 2014). POK1 thus appear as a reader of PPB
position and TANGLED as the molecular link between phragmoplast and POK1 (Lipka
et al. 2014). On the contrary, actin and KCA1 are depleted from PPB region (Lipka and
Müller 2012; Rasmussen et al. 2013). KCA1 was reported to interact with CDKA;1 and
with the microtubule severing protein KATANIN, but its role remains elusive (Lipka and
Müller 2012; Rasmussen et al. 2013). Actin was shown to be involved in PPB narrowing
and orientation of division plane (Mineyuki and Palevitz 1990; Kojo et al. 2013).

1.1.2.2 Identifying the centre of mass of the cell

The nucleus controls indirectly the position of the division plane, as it control localisation
of the spindle (which forms around nucleus), and, in plants, localisation of PPB. Spindle,
in animals, and PPB, in plants, control the orientation of the division plane. The nucleus
is connected to the cytoskeleton by motor proteins (Tamura et al. 2013). The cytoskeleton,
and in particular microtubules, stabilise the nucleus at the centre of mass of the cell prior
to symmetric division. Stabilisation is achieved through the balance of forces between the
different filaments. In vacuolated plant cells, nucleus is embedded in cytoplasmic strands,
which contain actin and microtubules. Nucleus of vacuolated cells of Datura stramonium
relocates toward centre of the cell before division (Flanders et al. 1990). Laser ablation
of these cytoplasmic strands demonstrated that they are under tension (Goodbody et
al. 1991 and Fig. 1.3A-B). Springs (modelling cytoplasmic strands) connected on one
end to the edges of a rigid frame and on the other end by a central metallic element
(modelling the nucleus) adopt the same configuration as cytoplasmic strands in a cell of
the same shape (Flanders et al. 1990). In this analogy, springs are free to move along
metallic edges of the frame. Position of the nucleus at cell centre of mass result from
the balance of forces exerted by the different springs, which depend on cell shape. As
demonstrated by modelling (Fig. 1.3C) and experiments on urchin egg cells (Fig. 1.3D-F),
a modification of cell shape modifies the balance of forces and displace the nucleus toward
the new centre of mass. Modification of the shape of urchin eggs induced a relocalisation
of the nucleus toward the new centre of mass of the cell in less than 3 min (Minc and
Piel 2012 and Fig. 1.3E). Relocalisation was blocked upon the addition of nocodazole,
a drug inducing microtubules depolymerization, but not latrunculin B, a drug inducing
actin depolymerization (Fig. 1.3F). Spindles of dividing urchin eggs blocked in metaphase
also reoriented upon a change of shape in a microtubule but not actin dependent manner.
Deformation of the nucleus gave an indirect evidence of the pulling and pushing forces
exerted by microtubules.
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Figure 1.3: Positioning the nucleus. (A-B) Phase-contrast micrograph of Nautilocalyx lynchii
epidermal peel after culturing on nutrient agar, adapted from Goodbody and C. W. Lloyd 1990.
The nucleus is linked to plasma membrane by cytoplasmic strands populated by microtubules.
(A) Some of these strands are severed with a laser (large black arrow). (B) Nucleus migrates
towards the opposite, lower anticlinal wall. (C) Schematic 2D representation of the cellular
organization used for modelling the balance of forces exerted by microtubules on the nucleus
in urchin eggs. The nucleus (gray) is located at the centre of mass and oriented along an axis
a. Microtubules (green) emanate from two centrosomes (orange) attached to each side of the
nucleus and extend out to the cortex. The total force generated by the two MT asters along
the α axis is F(α), and the total torque at the cell’s centre is T(α). Inset: A microtubule
in the aster has a length L and is nucleated at an angle θ from the axis α. It produces a
pulling force f at its nuclear attachment and a torque τ at the nucleus centre. The projection
of the force along the axis α is denoted fp. (D-F) Modification of cell shape impacts nucleus
position in urchin eggs, adapted from Minc et al. 2011. (D) Urchin eggs (diameter: 118 µm)
are constrained in microfabricated PDMS wells of various shapes. (E) Dynamic alteration of
interphase cell shape and imaging of nucleus position (stained with Hoechst). Time is indicated
in min. (F) Alteration of interphase cell shape combined with cytoskeletal drug treatment: 1 %
DMSO (control), 20 µmol Nocodazole (microtubule depolymerizing drug), 20 µmol Latrunculin
B (actin depolymerizing drug). Black arrows: asters adjacent to the nucleus. Red dot: cell
center of mass. Purple dashed line: nucleus.

1.1.2.3 A probabilistic rule for division plane orientation

Since the end of the XIXth century, the contribution of cell geometry on division plane
positioning has been postulated empirically, both in animals and plants. Several rules were
proposed at the same period. Hertwig’s rule postulated that animal cells divide at cell
centre of mass and perpendicular to longest axis (Hertwig 1884). Sach’s rule postulated
that new division plane is perpendicular to parent wall and divide the cell evenly (Sachs
1878). Hofmeister’s rule postulated that cell division planes are perpendicular to the
direction of the fastest growth (Hofmeister 1863). Errera’s rule originally postulated that
"a cell wall, at the moment of its formation, tends to assume the form which a weightless
liquid film would assume under the same conditions" (Errera 1888; Besson and Dumais
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Figure 1.4: The Besson-Dumais rule, adapted from Besson and Dumais 2011. (A) Two
young glandular trichomes of Dionaea muscipula. The glands are made of four nearly identical
quadrant cells that can divide according to three different planes: two mirror image anticlinal
planes and one periclinal plane. (B) Equilibrium configurations of soap bubbles reproducing the
observed periclinal and one of the two anticlinal divisions of the quadrant cells. (C) Experimental
search of the configuration landscape for two soap bubbles trapped in a circular quadrant. The
configurations corresponding to the observed division planes are local area minima, which are
also energy minima in the case of soap bubbles. (D) Left: Replicas of recently divided cells in
the leaf of the fern Microsorum punctatum. Cell divided along the second shortest plane. Right:
The four shortest division planes predicted by the Besson-Dumais rule for this cell shape. (E)
Mechanistic model for the selection of the division plane proposed by Besson and Dumais 2011.
1. Before preprophase, microtubules radiate from the nucleus. 2. Microtubules reorganize into a
finite number of configurations corresponding to the shortest distances between the nucleus and
cell edges. 3. The equilibrium configuration favours short microtubules. 4. The PPB forms on
the edges most heavily populated by microtubules. 5. The cell plate forms at the same position
as the PPB.

2014). This latter rule was simplified as "the cell divide along the shortest path and
divide the cell evenly" during the whole XXth century. Derivations of Errera’s and Sach’s
rule were successfully implemented in simulation of simple growing tissue, such as the
meristematic region Coleochatea, which is a flat single cell thick layer (Dupuy et al. 2010).
However, none of these rules perfectly explained divisions at the shoot apical meristem of
Arabidopsis thaliana, but Errera’s rule in its shortest path version was the closest (Shapiro
et al. 2015). Moreover Errera’s shortest path rule failed to explain why the quadrant cells of
the trichomes of Dionae, which, despite their identical shapes, can select different possible
division planes (Fig. 1.4A). Recently, Besson and Dumais 2011 went back to the exact
definition of Errera’s rule (Besson and Dumais 2014) and could reproduce the predicted
planes positions with two soap bubbles confined in a quadrant shaped box (Fig. 1.4B).
They showed that these planes were equilibrium configurations of soap bubbles interfaces
and local length minima (Fig. 1.4C). They proposed a probabilistic version of Errera’s
rule in which several possible planes exist with different probabilities to be selected (Fig.
1.4D).

Based on the observations of Flanders et al. 1990 (see §1.1.2.2), the molecular mechanism
behind this rule was proposed to involve tension in microtubules guiding the relocation of
nucleus at cell centre of mass prior to division and the selective stabilisation of microtubules
spanning the shortest distance between the plasma membrane and the nucleus (Fig. 1.4E).
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The higher dynamicity of microtubules during the formation of the PPB (Dhonukshe and
Gadella 2003; Vos et al. 2004) was proposed to favor the exploration of a large number of
division plane configurations.

Supracellular cues, such as auxin or mechanical stress may overcome this rule. While
divisions of early Arabidopsis embryo stages are following Errera’s rule, those giving rise
to the 16-cell stage deviate from the rule and produce asymmetric cells (Yoshida et al.
2014). In the bodenlos mutant, affected in auxin signalling (BODENLOS is IAA12), default
Errera’s rule was restored, indicating a role of auxin in deviation from the geometrical
rule. Microtubules align along maximal tensile stress in the meristem, suggesting that
cell division plane could also follow this orientation (Hamant et al. 2008). But so far
the relation between the principal direction of mechanical stress and the orientation of
division remains unclear, as several contradicting results have been obtained (Louveaux
and Hamant 2013) (reproduced below in §1.4). Bending explants of Helianthus tuberosus
randomizes the orientation of division planes (Yeoman and Brown 1971). Compression
of Coleus internodes and Nicotiana tabacum explants induce a preferential orientation of
cell division planes perpendicular to the axis of compression (P. M. Lintilhac and T. B.
Vesecky 1981; Philip M. Lintilhac and Thompson B. Vesecky 1984). And compression
protoplasts or single cells from tobacco roots embedded in agarose induce a preferential
orientation of cell division planes perpendicular to the axis of compression in three quarter
of the tests and parallel to the axis of compression in the remaining quarter in one quarter
(Lynch and Philip M. Lintilhac 1997).

1.1.2.4 The importance of cell division positioning and timing of division in
development

Cell cycle was first studied in yeast (Nurse 2002). In this organism, progression through
the cell cycle is coordinated with growth and division occurs at fixed cell size in constant
growth conditions. This particular feature of yeast allowed discovery of genes, such as
wee1, involved in the progression of the cell cycle. In multicellular organisms, and in par-
ticular in plants, increase or decrease in cell cycle rate can be compensated by a decrease
or an increase of cell size (Inzé and De Veylder 2006). Moreover growth and cell prolifera-
tion are not always correlated. For instance, muscle and nerve cells, as well as some eggs
grow without division (Alberts et al. 2014).

Randomized cell divisions can have important consequences on morphogenesis. In verte-
brates, they are correlated with tumorigenesis and polycystic kidney disease (Castanon
and González-Gaitán 2011). During embryo development of zebrafish, divisions are first
oriented parallel to the animal-vegetal axis during gastrulation and then perpendicular
during neurulation. During neurulation, cell divisions are coordinated: cells dividing in
mirror accros the midline of the neural rod. These mirror divisions are involved in lumen
formation of the neural tube. In mutants displaying two midlines, mirror divisions still
occur across both midlines and lead to the formation of two neural tubes (Tawk et al. 2007;
Castanon and González-Gaitán 2011). In Arabidopsis, mispositioning of division planes
in mutants such as tangled or pok1-1;pok2-1, have important consequences on global mor-
phology of the plant. Double mutants pok1-1;pok2-1 are dwarf, with thick stems, thick
roots, thick roundish leaves and small siliques. In the root cell files are altered. Sev-
eral polarized processes are regulated at plasma membrane, among which the direction of
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auxin fluxes by PIN1 and disorganization of division plane orientation could perturb these
fluxes. Development is also slower. However organs are positioned correctly on body plan
and organ identity is not altered. Oriented asymmetric cell divisions are thought to be
important for delimiting cell layers. In the poltergeist/poltergeist-like Arabidopsis double
mutant loss of cell division asymmetry in the procambium and hypophysis of embryo ac-
companied by a loss of fate asymmetry and defects in specification of vasculature and root
meristem (Song et al. 2008). In Arabidopsis embryo, asymmetric divisions at the transition
between 8 and 16 cell stage parallel to the surface delimit the future epidermis. Transgenic
Arabidopsis lines misexpressing BODENLOS protein and thus affected in transcriptional
auxin response display switched planes, anticlinal to the surface. However, they do form
an epidermis (Yoshida et al. 2014).

1.1.3 Case study: the shoot apical meristem, a place of divisions

A

B

C

Figure 1.5: The shoot apical meristem of Arabidopsis thaliana. (A) The SAM is located
at the tip of the stems and forms the leaves and flowers, adapted from Carles and Fletcher 2003.
(B-C) The SAM has a stereotyped organisation. (B) Top view (scanning electron microscopy)
of the SAM showing the regular spacing of primordia (P1 to P7) with a mean divergence angle
of 137°, adapted from Besnard et al. 2011. (C) Orthogonal view of a confocal laser-scanning
micrograph of the SAM, adapted from Carles and Fletcher 2003. False color highlight the
meristem layers: the epidermis (L1) and the subepidermal layer (L2), forming the tunica, and
the internal layers (L3), also called corpus. L1 and L2 are maintained by anticlinal divisions
(white arrowheads). The black outlines represent the approximate boundaries between the
different meristematic zones: peripheral zone (PZ), central zone (CZ) and rib zone beneath the
central zone (RZ). The same organization is found in outgrowing flower primordia, albeit without
a true L2 layer (FM: flower meristem).

In plants, divisions occur in specific places named meristems. Meristem come from the
Greek word merizein (µεριζειν), meaning "to divide". Primary meristems are located in
the root and in the shoot of the plant. The root meristem provide the precursor cells
for vasculature and surrounding tissues and the shoot apical meristem generates all the
aerial organs (leaves and flowers) (Fig. 1.5A-B). In Arabidopsis thaliana, the shoot apical
meristem (SAM) undergoes two phases: vegetative, during which the leaves of the rosette
are produced, followed by the inflorescence phase, during which the flowers are produced.
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Here we focus on the shoot apical meristem of Arabidopsis at the inflorescence stage and
review a few studies on the cell cycle and division plane orientation at the SAM. Some were
performed on fixed material (Laufs et al. 1998; Breuil-Broyer et al. 2004), while others
were conducted on living meristems with either time-lapse confocal imaging or electron
microscopy of epoxyresin replicates of living meristems (Reddy et al. 2004; Kwiatkowska
2004).

In the SAM, the M phase last less than 1 h (Reddy et al. 2004) but the total duration of cell
cycle in the SAM is not homogeneous. Four regions can be distinguished on their division
rate (Table 1.1 and Fig. 1.5C): the central zone, dividing slowly, the peripheral zone,
where new primordia are initiated, which divide two to three times more rapidly than the
central zone, the primordia, which division rate is similar to the peripheral zone until stage
2 and where a burst of divisions is observed at the transition between stage 2 and stage
3, and the boundary, where few divisions were observed. Several cell cycle genes, such
as CyclinD2;1, CyclinD3;1, E2Fa and KRP2 and 3 were not detected in the boundaries,
suggesting that the overall cell cycle has slowed down in this domain (Breuil-Broyer et al.
2004). CyclinD3;1 was shown to control the G1/S transition (Menges 2006). Cell cycle
length is more homogeneous in the peripheral zone and primordia than in the central
zone. Neighbouring cells can have very different cell cycle rates in the central zone (Laufs
et al. 1998; Grandjean et al. 2004; Reddy et al. 2004), whereas synchronised divisions
-within and accross cell layers- were observed in the peripheral zone and in primordia
during the transition between stage 2 and stage 3 (Reddy et al. 2004). Cell cycle length
is not constant within a lineage, as it can vary by a factor two between a cell and its
immediate descendants (Reddy et al. 2004). Division rates in the SAM can be modified
by local induction of cell cycle genes, suggesting that division rate is actively regulated in
the SAM. Conversely, the increase or decrease in cell numbers can be buffered later on, as
effects on adult organs are limited (J. Traas and Bohn-Courseau 2005).

Region Division rate
Central zone 36 to 72 h
Peripheral zone 18 to 36 h
Boundary rare
Primordia until stage 2 24 to 36 h
Primordia at stage 3 12 to 18 h

Table 1.1: Division rates in the SAM from (Laufs et al. 1998; Breuil-Broyer et al. 2004;
Reddy et al. 2004; Kwiatkowska 2004). Primordia stages as defined in Reddy et al. 2004: P1
correspond to a visible bulge on the meristem flank ; P2 to its extension in the X-Y dimension
and appearance of first sign of a groove between primordium and the meristem -e.g. the future
boundary- ; P3: primordium begins to acquire height.

The orientation of division planes in the SAM are not random. Because of the presence
of very small vacuoles and small cell size, nucleus occupies almost all the cell volume and,
contrary to large vacuolated cells does not really relocate before mitosis. An orthogonal
view of SAM reveals an organization into layers. The two most outer layers, referred as
the tunica, or the L1 (epidermis) and L2, are clearly separated (Fig. 1.5C). In L1 and L2,
divisions are mostly anticlinal (J. Traas and Bohn-Courseau 2005), maintaining the sepa-
ration between layers. As a primordium emerges, divisions in the L2 can become periclinal
and this can even be used as a landmark of organogenesis. Interestingly, ablation of L1
cells also provokes a local shift from anticlinal to periclinal in division plane orientation of
dividing cells in the L2 (Reinhardt et al. 2003). The inner layers, referred as corpus, are
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1.2 The cytoskeleton

less well organised. In the L1, primordia outgrowth coincide locally with a preferential
orientation of divisions parallel to the future boundary (Reddy et al. 2004). Not all the
lineage originating from this division became part of the primordium.

1.2 The cytoskeleton

The word "cytoskeleton" was first used by a french scientist, Paul Wintrebert, in 1931, to
describe the idea that cells have an internal organisation (Frixione 2000). Since the begin-
ning of the XXth century, it was clearer and clearer that cells could not be inorganised bag
of enzymes. Centrifugation had been shown to disorganise the intracellular organisation of
the cell only temporarily and the number and complexity of chemical reactions occurring
in a cell implied a strict spatial and temporal compartmentalisation and dynamic organi-
sation of the intracellular content (Frixione 2000). Thus, early on, the word "cytoskeleton"
was used to reflect the idea of a physical structuration of the cell, without any reference
to precise molecular structures. Fibrillar structures, such as sarcomeres and spindles, had
been described since the XIXth century, but the link with the conceptual idea of Paul
Wintrebert was made only 20 years later, in the 1950’s. At this time, development of
electron microscopy had allowed to observe more clearly these fibrillar structures and to
admit that they were not just artefact of preparation (Frixione 2000). Three families of
small polymers of a diameter of a few nm were successively discovered: actin in 1943,
microtubules in 1963 and intermediate filaments in 1976. They constitute the canonical
components of the cytoskeleton. New components of the cytoskeleton have been identified
in Prokaryotes in the past decades, some of them related to actin, microtubules, or inter-
mediate filaments, such as mreB, ftsZ or crescentin respectively, and other unrelated such
as bactofilins (Ingerson-Mahar and Gitai 2012). Here we will only provide an overview of
the Eukaryotic cytoskeleton.

1.2.1 Historical and biochemical description of members of the cytoskeleton
elements

1.2.1.1 Microtubules

Microtubules were discovered first in plants in 1963 (Ledbetter and Porter 1963). They are
present in all Eukaryotes. Microtubules are cylindrical filaments of a diameter of 25 nm,
constituted, most of the time, of 13 protofilaments (Chrétien et al. 1992; Alberts et al.
2014). Each protofilament is a regular association of two globular proteins : α and β
tubulins. α and β tubulins are associated by pair with a non covalent link, forming an
heterodimer: the microtubule subunit. The numerous non covalent links between micro-
tubules subunits and between protofilaments confer to the filament a strong stability to
thermal agitation and a high flexural rigidity (or bending stiffness), similar to those of
plexiglas (Gittes et al. 1993). Flexural rigidity can be deduced by measuring the length,
called persistence length, of a growing polymer before it starts to bend because of thermal
fluctuations. The persistence length of microtubules is the highest of the 3 cytoskeleton
components: it can reach several millimetres in vitro (Suresh 2007). However, in vivo,
microtubule can bend at a scale of a few micrometres. MAP65-1, a microtubule binding
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protein, involved in microtubule bundling, was shown in vitro to decrease microtubule
persistence length by a factor of 4 (Portran et al. 2013b). Microtubules are almost inex-
tensible and are expected to respond to forces either by bending or sliding along other
microtubules (Gittes et al. 1993). Because of asymmetry of heterodimers of tubulin and
ordered succession of these heterodimers in the protofilament, extremities of microtubules
are structurally different: microtubules are polar. New heterodimers are added preferen-
tially at the + end of the microtubule, where GTP molecules are exposed by β tubulins.
In vivo, free heterodimer of αβ tubulins are linked to GTP. One molecule of GTP is linked
to the α tubulin and never hydrolysed because of the presence of β tubulin. The other
GTP molecule is linked to the other side of the β tubulin and is exposed to cytoplasm.
Incorporation of this heterodimer to a microtubule filament modifies the conformation of
the heterodimer and accelerates GTP hydrolysis into GDP.

1.2.1.2 Actin

Actin was first discovered in 1943 in muscle extracts, in association with myosin. Like
microtubules, actin is present in all Eukaryotes. Actin is a thin filament of 5 to 9 nm of
diameter, constituted of two protofilaments coiled up together with a torsion period of
37 nm (Alberts et al. 2014). Actin filaments are more flexible than microtubules: their
persistence length is only of a few dozens of µm. One protofilament is constituted of
globular proteins : the actin monomers, which constitutes the actin subunits. Actin
monomers are linked to ATP. The asymmetric structure of this globular protein and its
ordered association in a protofilament creates a polar actin filament. New actin subunits
are added preferentially at the + end of actin.

1.2.1.3 Intermediate filaments

Observation of intermediate filaments started also with the development of electron mi-
croscopy but they were identified as a distinct class of cytoskeletal components of inter-
mediate size only at the end of the 1970’s (Eriksson et al. 2009). Intermediate filaments
exist only in metazoans (Eriksson et al. 2009; Alberts et al. 2014). In contrast to mi-
crotubules and actin, they are very diverse biochemically but share common structural
features and the property of being insoluble under physiological conditions (Eriksson et
al. 2009; Alberts et al. 2014). They have a diameter of around 10 nm and a rope-like struc-
ture, composed of many filaments. Each filaments is a complex assembly of monomers.
Monomer structure is a conserved α-helical rod domain flanked by globular N and C ter-
minal heads. Monomers assemble by two as a coiled-coil dimer, N terminal head along
with N terminal head. Dimers are staggered along each other as tetramers, N terminal
head with C terminal head, suppressing polarity of the filament. Tetramers are packed
head to head in a protofilament. Eight protofilaments are twisted together in a filament.
Intermediate filaments self assemble without any input of energy comming from nucleo-
side triphosphates such as ATP or GTP (Eriksson et al. 2009; Alberts et al. 2014) and
incorporation of new subunits can occur at both ends of the apolar filament (Windoffer
et al. 2011). Intermediate filaments are flexible (persistence length of less than 1 µm) and
very resistant to traction forces. Four types of intermediate filaments were defined at the
end of the 1970’s, based on the structural features of the monomer (Eriksson et al. 2009):
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acidic keratins (I), neutral-basic keratins (II), vimentins and desmins (III) and neurofila-
ments (IV) (Eriksson et al. 2009; Alberts et al. 2014; Peter and Stick 2015). Lamins were
identified as a V th type of intermediate filaments and the ancestors of this superfamily a
decade later (Eriksson et al. 2009). In plants, only lamin-like analogues have been found
(Ciska et al. 2013).

1.2.2 Regulation of cytoskeleton polymers

In the following we will review the mechanisms controlling cytoskeleton dynamics and
organization, focusing on microtubules and including some comparisons with actin fila-
ments.

1.2.2.1 Nucleation

Since the 1970’s, in vitro studies revealed that actin and microtubules are very dynamic
polymers. In vitro, polymerisation of purified actin or microtubules subunits is divided in
3 phases: a lag phase, where free subunits are dominant and seldom assemble into short
polymers, a growth phase, where polymers elongate by addition of subunits, following
a increase of temperature of the solution or addition of salt, and an equilibrium phase,
characterised by a constant exchange of subunits between a pool of free subunits and the
polymer (Alberts et al. 2014). Lag phase do not exist in vivo and disappears in vitro
when fragments of stabilised polymers are added to the solution of free subunits. In vivo,
nucleation is initiated by a small fragment of polymer stabilised by several proteins, such
as the γ-tubulins (microtubules) and the Arp2/Arp3 complex (actin).

γ-tubulins associated with other proteins help stabilizing the minus end of microtubules
in all Eukaryotes (Pastuglia and Bouchez 2007; Alberts et al. 2014). γ-tubulins were
found to associate with γ-tubulins complex proteins (GCP) 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, forming γ-
tubulin ring complexes (γ-TURC) (Nakamura and Hashimoto 2009). These complexes are
found near the nucleus, at centrosomes. Centrosome contain γ-TURC, other proteins and
a pair of centrioles, which are small microtubule based structures (Alberts et al. 2014).
In interphase, the centrosome organizes microtubules radially, trapping minus end near
the nucleus. Centrioles are duplicated during S phase. During prophase, the centrosome
splits into two and migrates at each pole of the nucleus, each with a pair of centrioles,
to form the spindle. The Arabidopsis genome encodes putative orthologues for all GCPs
(Pastuglia and Bouchez 2007), but only GCP2 and 3 were found in association with γ-
tubulins by tandem affinity purification (Nakamura and Hashimoto 2009). γ-tubulins and
GCPs associate with pre-existing microtubules and nucleate branched microtubules with
an angle of 40° (Pastuglia and Bouchez 2007). Plants cells lack centrosome, but GCP2
was found to localise near nucleus, at cell edges and at cell cortex, suggesting existence of
microtubule organization centers at each of these locations (Ambrose andWasteneys 2014).
Plant microtubule networks are mostly cortical and organised in parallel or net-like arrays
(Wightman and Turner 2007). GCP2 seem to be important for the angle of branching,
as in gcp2 mutants, angle of microtubule nucleation is less tightly controlled (Nakamura
and Hashimoto 2009). Other proteins were shown to be involved in geometry of plant
microtubule network, both in interphase and during mitosis, and share homologies with
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centrosomal proteins, suggesting a conserved role in organisation of microtubule arrays.
Two proteins, TONNEAU 1 and 2, were shown to be involved in PPB formation: ton1
and ton2 mutants lack PPB (J. Traas et al. 1995; Azimzadeh et al. 2008). TON2 was also
shown to regulate ratio of branching to in-bundle microtubule nucleation during interphase
(Kirik et al. 2012) and ton1 mutant display highly disorganized interphasic microtubule
arrays (Azimzadeh et al. 2008). Interestingly, TON1 was shown to interact with centrin,
which is homologous to a human centrosomal protein, and is itself homologous to FOP,
another human centrosomal protein (Azimzadeh et al. 2008; Spinner et al. 2013). TON1
was also shown to interact with TRM1 (TON1 RECRUITING MOTIF1) (Drevensek et al.
2012). TRM1 belongs to the TRM superfamily. TRM is a superfamily of proteins sharing
common motifs, which are also found in the sequence of the CAP350 mammal protein,
which is also located at centrosomes (Drevensek et al. 2012).

Three classes of nucleation factors are involved in the nucleation of actin: (i) the
Arp2/Arp3 complex, (ii) formins and (iii) Spire, Cobl, Lmod and JMY (Chesarone and
Goode 2009; Firat-Karalar and Welch 2011). Class (i) and (ii) are found in all Eukaryotes
(Alberts et al. 2014), and so far class (iii) seem to have been reported only in animals. The
Arp2/3 complex consist of seven subunits mimicking the beginning of an actin filament
with a modified minus end. This modified end associates with already polymerized actin
filaments at a 70° angle and integrates new actin subunits at plus end, creating branched
actin networks. Arabidopsis mutants of these subunits show severe defects in the shape of
pavements cells and trichomes, but no obvious changes in global plant morphology (S. Li
et al. 2003). Formins associate dynamically with the growing plus end of the actin filament
and thus do not prevent loss of actin subunits at the minus end. Formins are involved in
the formation of actin bundles. Proteins of class (iii) gather and stabilise actin monomers
into nucleation complexes.

1.2.2.2 Polymerization and depolymerization

The localisation and diversity of nucleation complexes and types of nucleation complexes
create various types of network architectures, which are remodelled dynamically. One
of the most spectacular remodelling mechanism is the use of toxins by plants, fungi
and sponge to protect themselves from voracious animal predators: such molecules
can control cytoskeleton network architecture by affecting the dynamics of polymeriza-
tion/depolymerization (Fig. 1.6). For instance, by binding free tubulin, colchicine pre-
vents the polymerization of new microtubules and, because of the adjustment of equilib-
rium between subunit pool and elongated polymers, provokes a massive depolymerization
of microtubular arrays, and in particular of mitotic structures (PPB, spindle and phrag-
moplast) (Pickett-Heaps 1967). These drugs can destabilise or freeze whole cytoskeletal
networks and have dramatic effects on numerous cells functions including mitosis. They
are commonly used in research to explore the functions of cytoskeleton, and in medicine,
notably in chemotherapy.

The cell itself controls its own networks architecture by using a very diverse range of
proteins and strategies, very similar to those observed in the presence of cytoskeletal
drugs. The diversity of proteins and their coordinated action insure a fine spatio-temporal
tuning of network architecture, at local or whole cell scale (in the case of cell migration
or mitosis, for instance).
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Limiting polymerization

Limiting depolymerization

Binding of monomers 

Stabilisation of filament

Cytochalasin (fungi)
capping of + end

Latrunculin
Latrunculia magnifica (sponge)

Colchicin
Colchicum autumnale (flower)

Phalloidin
Amanita phalloides (fungi)

Taxol
Taxus baccata (shrub)

Figure 1.6: Examples of toxins produced by plants, fungi and sponge, which affect cy-
toskeletal dynamics, adapted from (Alberts et al. 2014). Colour code indicate the cytoskeletal
component targeted by the drug: actin (red) or microtubules (green) and the specie producing
this toxin (in grey)

1.2.2.3 Monomers sequestering and modulation of + and - ends

Polymers are constantly growing and shrinking, exchanging subunits with a cytoplasmic
pool of free monomers. Sequestering monomers displace equilibrium between polymer and
monomers and provoke depolymerization of existing polymers until a new equilibrium is
found. Sequestering a pool of monomers also allow to rapidly mobilise a bigger quantity
of monomers, without new synthesis, and to respond quickly to changing conditions. Se-
questering can be achieved by binding physically to the monomer or by modifying the
structure of the monomer. Stathmin or thymosin interact physically with microtubules
or actin monomers, respectively (Fig. 1.7). The Arabidopsis protein PROPYZAMIDE-
HYPERSENSITIVE 1 (PHS1) possesses a tubulin kinase domain and a phosphatase do-
main (Fujita et al. 2013). Phosphorylation of alpha-tubulin subunit by the kinase domain
prevent their integration to an existing filament and thus provoke depolymerization of
microtubules. Under normal physiological conditions, kinase activity is repressed by phos-
phatase domain. Hyper osmotic stress relieves this repression and provokes a transient
depolymerization of microtubules. Conversely, other proteins interact with polymers end
preventing or facilitating both loss and integration of monomers. Nucleation complexes,
such as Arp2/3 (actin) and gamma-TURC (microtubules) bind minus end and prevent loss
of subunits (Fig. 1.7). Capping proteins (actin) and +TIPs such as EB1 (microtubules),
bind plus end and prevent both loss and incorporation of new subunits. Growing + ends
can also be associated with elongation factors, which promote incorporation of new sub-
units or enhance + end dynamics. Formins and Ena/VASP facilitate + end elongation
of actin filament (Chesarone and Goode 2009). MOR1, the Arabidopsis homologue of
Xenopus MAP215, promotes rapid growth and shrinkage of microtubules (Kawamura and
Wasteneys 2008).
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Limiting polymerization

Limiting depolymerization

Provoking depolymerization

Binding of monomers
thymosin, stathmin

Stabilisation of filament

Arp2/3, ɣ-TURC

capping protein, +TIPs

tropomyosin, MAPs

ERM family

α-actinin, spectrin, MAPs

Binding to the filament

Binding the filament 
to the membrane

Binding the filament 
to other filaments

cofilin, kinesin 13

gelsolin, katanin

Accelerates disassembly 
of filament

Severing of filament

Binding to - end

Capping of + end

Figure 1.7: Examples of proteins modifying cytoskeleton dynamics, adapted from (Al-
berts et al. 2014). Colour code indicate the cytoskeletal network targeted by the drug: actin
(red) or microtubules (green).

1.2.2.4 Severing

In addition to these mechanisms of stabilisation or destabilisation of polymers, some pro-
teins can also provoke depolymerization, by breaking (e.g. severing) the filament. Severing
is provoked by a steric destabilisation of the filament, involving (or not) hydrolysis of nu-
cleotide triphosphate molecules.

Cofilin (Fig. 1.7) binds preferentially to ADP actin subunits, targeting the older parts of
the filament, and destabilises actin filament by inducing a conformational change (Galkin
et al. 2011; Blanchoin et al. 2014). Molecular motors, such as myosins, can provoke disas-
sembly of a whole polymer network, such as actin, by sliding filaments in an antiparallel
manner, which result in the contraction of the whole network (Blanchoin et al. 2014).

Katanin, as spastin and fidgetin belongs to the AAAATPase family (Roll-Mecak and Mc-
Nally 2010). These three proteins require ATP hydrolysis to sever microtubules (Fig. 1.7).
The Arabidopsis katanin plays an important role in the establishment and maintenance of
microtubules arrays architecture. Severing of microtubules was first discovered in extract
Xenopus laevis eggs arrested in metaphase of the second meiotic division in the early 1990’s
(Vale 1991). Incubation of this "mitotic" extract (sic) with taxol stabilized microtubules
lead to shortening of these microtubules, whereas no shortening of microtubules could be
observed in interphase extracts. Mitotic extract converted into interphase extract by addi-
tion of calcium and cycloheximide (cyclin degradation and blocking of new protein synthe-
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Figure 1.8: The katanin, a protein necessary to the establishment and maintenance of
microtubule network architecture. (A) Confocal image showing preferential localisation of
KATANIN-GFP at microtubules cross-overs in a wild-type Arabidopsis hypocotyl cell coexpress-
ing RFP-TUB6 (Zhang et al. 2013). (B) In vitro, katanin severs microtubules (Stoppin-Mellet
et al. 2002). (C-E) Inducible over-expression of katanin in Arabidopsis pavement cells. (C)
Wild type. (D-E) After induction of katanin, microtubules gather into bundle (D) and then are
severed (E) (Stoppin-Mellet et al. 2006). (F-G) Recovery after cold induced depolymerization
of microtubules in (F) wild type and (G) katanin mutant. (H) Microtubule reorientation in WT
and katanin (ktn1-1 ) mutant Arabidopsis etiolated hypocotyl cells under blue light stimulation
(Lindeboom et al. 2013). (I-L) Role of katanin on mitotic arrays. (I-J) Spindles of (I) wild
type and (J) katanin mutant. (K-L) Phragmoplasts of (K) wild type and (L) katanin mutant
(Panteris et al. 2011).

sis) showed little severing activity. Conversely, addition of cyclin to interphase extract pro-
voked an increase in severing activity. These experiments pointed out a cell cycle control
of severing activity, correlated with major rearrangements of interphasic microtubule net-
work into a spindle at the transition between G2 and M phase. The protein involved in this
severing process was discovered two years later in urchin eggs extract and named katanin
in reference to the japanese word "kata" meaning "sword" (McNally and Vale 1993). This
heterodimeric protein, composed of a regulatory subunit of 80kDa and a catalytic subunit
of 60kDa requires ATP hydrolysis to sever microtubles (McNally and Vale 1993).
Eight years later an Arabidopsis thaliana homologue with the gene of the animal catalytic
subunit was discovered independently and almost at the same time by three different
teams, in a screen for mutants with reduced cell elongation in the hypocotyl (Bichet et al.
2001), in a screen for mutants with reduced normal mechanical strength in the inflorescence
stem (Burk et al. 2001), and from the bioinformatic screen of a cDNA gene bank with a
research of homology similarities with animal katanin gene (McClinton et al. 2001). This
gene was named BOTERO1 (BOT1 ), FAT ROOT (FTR), FRAGILE FIBERS (FRA2 )
or AtKSS, underlying morphological and cellulose orientation defects of the mutant. In
fact, this mutant is dwarf, has impaired microtubules and cellulose orientation, which af-
fect cell expansion and mechanical resistance of the stem, and a few defects in division
plane orientation only in some cell types, which could be side consequences of defects in
cell expansion (Bichet et al. 2001; Burk et al. 2001; Burk and Zheng-Hua 2002). One
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year later erh3 and lue mutants were shown to be allelic to these previously described
katanin mutants (Webb et al. 2002; Bouquin et al. 2003). Confocal imaging epidermal
root cells from Arabidopsis transgenic lines expressing KATANIN fused to the Green Flu-
orescent Protein (GFP) showed that KATANIN-GFP colocalizes with microtubules and
in particular with crossovers (Zhang et al. 2013 and Fig. 1.8A). Physical interaction of
this KATANIN homologue, renamed AtKN1, with microtubules and its severing activity,
requiring the hydrolysis of ATP, was then demonstrated in vitro by time-lapse imaging
of purified taxol stabilised microtubules incubated with purified AtKN1 (Fig. 1.8B), co-
precipitation of purified taxol stabilised microtubules with AtKN1 and ATPase assay on
AtKN1 (Stoppin-Mellet et al. 2002). AtKN1 severing activity was confirmed in vivo by
generating Arabidopsis inducible lines overexpressing AtKN1. Induction of AtKN1 over-
expression in pavement cells result first in increased bundling and secondly in an increase
of shorter microtubules (Stoppin-Mellet et al. 2006 and Fig. 1.8C-E).
Different type of microtubules network architecture exist in plants and the role of
KATANIN in establishing and modulating these architecture has been studied intensively.
Two main types of microtubules network architecture can be described: aligned networks,
which can be found in hypocotyls, in elongation zone of the root and in petiole cells, and
net-like networks, which are found in pavement cells and the division zone of the root
(Wightman and Turner 2007). Severing events are more frequent in aligned networks
than in net-like networks and occur preferentially at microtubules crossovers and nucle-
ation sites (Wightman and Turner 2007; Zhang et al. 2013). At crossovers, KATANIN
seems to selectively severs the last of the two microtubules arrived at crossover site (Zhang
et al. 2013). The molecular mechanism behind this preference is not known, but it has
been shown in vitro and by modeling that KATANIN targets preferentially defects in mi-
crotubules lattice (Davis et al. 2002; Díaz-Valencia et al. 2011). These defects can be for
instance a change in the number of protofilaments, which can happen in vivo (Chrétien
et al. 1992), a loss or misincorporation of tubulin, or any conformational change weakening
the filament (Davis et al. 2002). When a microtubule crosses over another microtubules, it
has to bend over it. This local change of conformation of the microtubule may look like a
defect in the microtubule lattice and may attract the KATANIN (Zhang et al. 2013). This
selective severing by the KATANIN protein has huge consequences on microtubules net-
work architecture and their ability to respond to various stimuli. Severing by KATANIN
is necessary to establish the architecture of the microtubule network, as demonstrated
by the lower degree of coalignment of microtubule networks of atkn1 hypocotyl cells af-
ter cold-induced depolymerization and recovery at room temperature (Zhang et al. 2013
and Fig. 1.8F-G) and microtubules networks in the katanin mutant are mostly net-like
(Bichet et al. 2001; Burk et al. 2001; Burk and Zheng-Hua 2002). Severing by KATANIN
is also necessary to reorganize microtubule networks in response to blue light (Lindeboom
et al. 2013 and Fig. 1.8H) or mechanical stress perturbation (Uyttewaal et al. 2012; Sam-
pathkumar et al. 2014). A few regulators of KATANIN are known. SPIRAL2 (SPR2), a
microtubule-associated protein, has been shown to physically regulate access of katanin to
crossover sites (Wightman et al. 2013). Auxin, through the ROP6-RIC1 signalling path-
way, was shown to activate KATANIN in pavement cells of A. thaliana (Lin et al. 2013).
Four homologues of p80 regulatory subunit were found in the Arabidopsis genome, but
their regulatory activity in Arabidopsis has not been demonstrated yet.
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1.2 The cytoskeleton

1.2.2.5 Filament stabilisation, bundling and zippering

Other proteins stabilise filaments, either by binding to the filament, or by binding the
filament to another filament or to another cell component (Fig. 1.7). Cross-linking of
cytoskeletal components can occur either in branched networks, or in parallel or antipar-
allel networks. In the second case, this association is called bundling. In vitro studies
showed that MAP65-1 has a greater affinity for antiparallel overlapping microtubules than
for single microtubules or parallel overlapping microtubules, and is able to bundle only
microtubules that form a shallow angle (below 40° to 60°) (Tulin et al. 2012). The in-
corporation of a microtubule at a shallow angle into a bundle is called zippering. Such
antiparallel bundles are formed by polar microtubules at spindle equator. The type of
bundling protein determines the space between polymers and allow the interaction with
motor proteins. For instance, crosslink distances imposed by actin crosslinkers can vary by
a factor 16 (from 10 nm for fimbrin to 160 nm filamin) (Blanchoin et al. 2014). Antiparallel
actin bundles cross-linked with alpha-actinin are more spaced than parallel actin bundles
cross-linked with fimbrin, allowing the interaction of actin with myosin. Myosins, along
with kinesins and dyneins, are molecular motors. Myosins move along actin, whereas
kinesins and dyneins move along microtubules. Molecular motors are involved in sliding
of cytoskeletal components against each other, for instance in flagella (dyneins), in mus-
cle sarcomeres (myosins), or, as suggested by in vitro studies, in sliding of spindle polar
microtubules against each other (kinesins) (Portran et al. 2013a).

1.2.2.6 Cross-talk between cytoskeletal networks

D E

Figure 1.9: Examples of cross-talk between cytoskeletal networks. (A-C) Actin and
microtubules are coaligned in Arabidopsis hypocotyl cells. (A) GFP:F-actin binding domain
of fimbrin1 (GFP:FABD). (B) mCherry:alpha-tubulin 5 isoform (mCherry:TUA5). (C) merge
of (A) and (B) (Sampathkumar et al. 2011). (D-E) Effects of actin depolymerising drug on
the preprophase band in tobacco BY-2 cells stably expressing GFP-tubulin. (D) control. (E)
Lacuntruculin B treated cell (Kojo et al. 2013).

SEM and live-imaging of cytoskeleton networks highlighted colocalisation of actin and
microtubules (J. A. Traas et al. 1987; Y. Li et al. 2010; Sampathkumar et al. 2011 and
Fig. 1.9A-C). Drug treatments, specific from one component, can impact another the
other network (Fig. 1.9D-E). Drug-induced stabilisation of actin filaments provoked a
disorganisation of microtubules array in Arabidopsis (Sampathkumar et al. 2011). Several
candidate proteins homologous to yeast, nematode or animal proteins, which physically
interact with both microtubules and actin, have been identified in Arabidopsis genome,
among which TANGLED, CLASP, EB1 and formins (Petrášek and Schwarzerová 2009).
The physical interaction of the CLASP, EB1 and Arabidopsis formin AFH14 with both
microtubules and actin was demonstrated in vitro (Y. Li et al. 2010). In vivo, AFH14
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decorates all mitotic structures: PPB, spindle and phragmoplast (Y. Li et al. 2010). Steric
effects between networks can also be important and modify the dynamic of networks. For
instance, microtubules are able to bear larger loads when embedded in a cytoskeletal
matrix (Brangwynne et al. 2006).

1.2.3 Case study: the importance of cytoskeleton dynamics during plant
mitosis

A F

G

B

C D E

Figure 1.10: Cytoskelal structures involved in mitosis. (A) Preprophase band. (B) Spin-
dle. (C) Early Phragmoplast. (D) Late Phragmoplast. (E) Interphase daughter cells (Müller
et al. 2009). (F-G) Staining of carrot suspension cells with rhodaminyl lysine phallotoxin reveals
an actin cage around spindle (F), and the presence of actin within phragmoplast (G) (C. W.
Lloyd and J. A. Traas 1988).

Mitosis is a phase during which several transitions between very different cytoskele-
tal networks occur. Interphase microtubule arrays reorganise drastically in late G2
to form the PPB (Fig. 1.1B and G and Fig. 1.10A). As described in §1.1.2.1 and in
§1.2.2.1, PPB formation requires a complex of proteins, including TONNEAU1, TON-
NEAU2 (also called FASS) and TRM, which share similarities with animal centrosomal
proteins. Preprophase band also contain actin filaments. Application of microtubules-
depolymerizing drugs at the end of G2 block both microtubules and actin PPB for-
mation. PPB can last several hours and narrows progressively around the future di-
vision site. Application of actin depolymerizing drugs on early PPB prevents its nar-
rowing (Mineyuki and Palevitz 1990). Disappearance of PPB upon nuclear envelope
breakdown is accompanied by a depletion in actin at the same location. This actin
depleted zone (ADZ) remains during the rest of mitosis (Müller et al. 2009). The cor-
tical actin pattern is thus characterized by depleted zone surrounded on each side by
actin populated zones, and seems to be involved in the control of division plane orien-
tation. Disorganisation, without total disruption of this pattern in BY-2 tobacco cells
and Arabidopsis root cells by drugs such as TIBA and jasplakinolide provoked defects in
spindle and cell plate orientation, but not on PPB (Kojo et al. 2013).
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1.3 Mechanical stress

Spindle forms during prophase. Plant spindles are bipolar. They are constituted of kine-
tochore and polar microtubules and most of the time lack astral microtubules, which
play an important role in connecting the spindle to the plasma membrane and control-
ling its position in animal cells (Kotak and Gönczy 2013). However plant spindles are
surrounded by an actin cage, which is connected to the plasma membrane (Müller et
al. 2009; Y. Li et al. 2010 and Fig. 1.10B and F). Application of actin depolymeriz-
ing drug provoke spindle rotation (C. W. Lloyd and J. A. Traas 1988). The whole
spindle structure can also undergo rotation movements during mitosis in physiological
conditions (Rasmussen et al. 2013). Kinetochore microtubules explore cellular space to
catch chromosomes and to align them along metaphase plate, which is oriented along
former PPB axis, and then drag chromosomes back to spindle poles.
At the end of telophase, a third cytoskeletal structure is formed: the phragmoplast. Phrag-
moplast consists in two cylinders of microtubules with antiparallel polarity that overlap
with their plus ends at the previous location of PPB (Rasmussen et al. 2013). Phrag-
moplast guide Golgi vesicles containing polysaccharides and glycoproteins to the previous
localisation of PPB. Fusion of these vesicles creates the cell plate. Cell plate expands
centrifugally under the constant remodelling of the phragmoplast. Phragmoplast also
contains actin and is linked to the cortex by actin strands (C. W. Lloyd and J. A. Traas
1988; Müller et al. 2009 and Fig. 1.10C, D and G). Physcomitrella patens dividing cells
lack PPB, providing an interesting model to study the role of phragmoplast in positioning
division plane. In Physcomitrella patens, Myosin VIII localises to the phragmoplast and
myosin VIII null mutants have defects in division plane orientation, pointing at a role of
myosin VIII and actin in phragmoplast guidance (Wu and Bezanilla 2014).

All these cytoskeletal arrays are dynamically regulated. We reviewed in §1.2.2.4 the im-
portance of the microtubule severing protein KATANIN in interphase to establish organ-
ised microtubules arrays (Fig. 1.8F-G) and to allow quick reorganisation of microtubule
networks in response to various cues, such as light (Fig. 1.8H) or mechanical stress. Ara-
bidopsis katanin mutants also present defects in microtubules network architecture during
mitosis. Dividing root cells of mutants exhibit poorly aligned microtubules in PPB, mul-
tipolar spindles (Fig. 1.8I-J) and deformed phragmoplasts (Fig. 1.8K-L), highlighting the
role of KATANIN in the organisation of these arrays (Panteris et al. 2011).

1.3 Mechanical stress

In this section, we highlight the existence of mechanical stress within tissues, review differ-
ent ways of quantifying, perturbing and predicting mechanical stress patterns. We focus
mainly on plants and give some examples in animals.

1.3.1 Definitions

Mechanical stress, or stress σ is a force per unit area and is expressed in Newtons per
metre squared N m−2 or in pascals Pa. 1 N m−2 = 1 Pa. The word "mechanical" is used to
make a distinction with other types of stress (chemical, heat...). Normal stress refers to a
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Figure 1.11: Definitions of Hooke’s law, stress and strain. (A) Normal stress: σnormal is
perpendicular to the area A. (B) Shear stress: σshear is parallel to the area A. (C) Generalisation
to 3D stress state. σxx: stress along x axis acting on the area Ax (perpendicular to x axis),
σyx: stress along y axis acting on the area Ax (perpendicular to x axis) etc. (D) A force F
is applied on a spring of original length l0 and of spring constant k. Hooke’s law for a spring:
F = −k(l − l0). (E) A linear, elastic and isotropic bar is loaded uniaxially (here along x axis) by
a stress σ (a force divided by the area A). Hooke’s law along axis x: σ = Eε, with E, the Young’s
modulus, and ε the normal strain (here ε = (lx − lx0)/lx). In 3D, for a linear, elastic, isotropic
material, normal and shear stress and normal and shear strains are also related through a 6x6
matrix, which coefficients are a combination of the three elastic moduli: the Young’s modulus,
the Poisson’s ratio and the Shear modulus.

force normal and shear stress to a force parallel to the area on which the force is applied
(Fig. 1.11A-B).

Strain ε is the amount of deformation per unit original length induced by the application
of a stress. Strain is dimensionless. Normal strain refers to a deformation normal and
shear strain to a deformation parallel to the area.

In the case of linearly elastic materials loaded uniaxially, Hooke’s law defines the rela-
tionship between stress and strain as σ = Eε, where E is the material Young’s modulus
(Fig. 1.11D-E). E also characterizes the stiffness of the material (for the strain ε, a bigger
amount of stress σ is needed to deform a stiff material compared to a soft one). Young’s
modulus is expressed in Newtons per metre squared N m−2 or in pascals Pa. In 3D (Fig.
1.11C), for a linear, elastic, isotropic material, normal and shear stress and normal and
shear strains are also related through a 6x6 matrix, which coefficients are a combina-
tion of the three elastic moduli: the Young’s modulus, the Poisson’s ratio and the Shear
modulus.

Compression (respectively tension) is the application of balanced inward compressive (re-
spectively outward tensile) stress on two opposite points of a material, provoking an de-
crease (respectively increase) in length of the material. Torsion is the application of shear
stress, leads to an angular deformation.
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1.3 Mechanical stress

1.3.2 Evidence of stress within tissues and their origin

Figure 1.12: Evidence of forces within tissues and their origin. (A) Trees’ morphology
is sculpted by the force of wind (Jaffe and Forbes 1993). (B) Arabidopsis thaliana respond to
repeated touch: control on the right, touched plants on the left (Braam 2004). (C) Peeling
of sunflower hypocotyl segment. Peeled tissues are incubated in water. OT: outer tissues (e.g.
epidermis) and IT: inner tissues. Scale bar=1 millimetre. (D) Scalpel cuts in sunflower capitulum
(Dumais and Steele 2000). (E) Emergence of a growing root from a tree though asphalt. Courtesy
of Olivier Hamant.

Whereas the effects of exogenous mechanical stress are easily visible, tissues also experience
intrinsic mechanical stress. Responses to mechanical stimuli, such as touch or wind are
well documented in plants (Jaffe and Forbes 1993; Braam 2004). Responses can be visible
at very short timescale, as when the carnivorous plant Drosera closes its trap when an
insect land on it, or when Mimosa pudica fold its leaves in response to touch (Braam 2004).
In contrary, tree morphogenesis is sculpted by wind over several years (Jaffe and Forbes
1993 and Fig. 1.12A), and elongation of inflorescence of Arabidopsis thaliana is reduced by
repetitive touch over several weeks (Braam 2004 and Fig. 1.12B). Although this is often
ignored when looking at development from a biochemical point of view, mechanical stress is
also present within growing organisms of all kingdoms. The presence of internal stress can
be revealed by simple dissection. Peeling experiments on an excised hypocotyl segments
of sunflower reveal an epidermis under tension -the peeled cortex shrinks when peeled
off- and inner tissues in compression -the medulla expand when peeled off- (Kutschera
and Niklas 2007 and Fig. 1.12C). Similarly, a cut in a sunflower capitulum stays wide
open, revealing the presence of tensile stress in the cortex of the capitulum (Dumais and
Steele 2000 and Fig. 1.12D). Mechanical stress are also present at subcellular scale. For
instance, laser dissection of cytoplasmic strands in plant cells leads to their immediate
shrinkage, revealing that they were under tension before their severing (Goodbody et al.
1991). In plants, one of the origin of mechanical stress within tissues is turgor pressure,
the difference in osmotic pressure between the inside and the outside of the cell. Turgor
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pressure is the motor of plant growth. Growth can be high enough to lift and/or crack
stiff material such as asphalt (Fig. 1.12E).

1.3.3 Quantification of stress
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Figure 1.13: Range of forces, pressure and stiffness within tissues. (A) Range of forces in
Newtons. [1] Brangwynne et al. 2006 [2] Toba et al. 2006 [3] Gennerich et al. 2007 [4] Grishchuk
et al. 2005 [5] Rief et al. 1997 [6] Fink et al. 2011 (B) Range of pressure in Pascals. [7] Stewart
et al. 2011 [8] Hochmuth 2000 [9] Engler et al. 2006 [10] Beauzamy et al. 2014 [11] Milani et al.
2011 [12] Sampathkumar et al. 2014.

If the existence of internal stress is relatively easy to demonstrate, its quantification is
much harder. Stress cannot be measured directly, thus its quantification is done indirectly
by measuring strains. In the case of linear elastic materials (or approximated so), an
estimation of Young’s modulus is sufficient to deduce stress from strains (from Hooke’s
law). Despite these simplifications, forces within living tissues are not easy to measure.
Beyond the problems associated with the micrometric scale, intracellular forces are often
low (on the order of pN between molecules, nN between animal cells and µN between
plant cells) and exert their effects over short distances (Fig. 1.13). Moreover, measuring
tools can perturb the measure by inducing a mechanical modification of the tissues (for
instance, an induced synthesis of cell wall components to reinforce cell walls, as in reaction
to pathogens (Hardham et al. 2008) or even destroy the cell. Different types of forces can
be measured: forces exerted by the cell on its environment, forces perceived by the cell
and forces within the cell. Most of forces quantifications have been done on single animal
cells or on isolated cells components in vitro.

1.3.3.1 Mechanical properties of living materials

Effects of mechanical stress on a tissue or a molecule depend on its mechanical properties.
Mechanical properties of living tissues are complex. For instance, the plant cell wall is a
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1.3 Mechanical stress

Proteinaceous filaments Young’s modulus
microtubules 1.2 GPa
actin 1.3 to 2.6 GPa
keratin (in wool) 4 GPa
other intermediate filaments 1 to 5 GPa

Table 1.2: Young’s modulus of some proteinaceous filaments, from Gittes et al. 1993 and
Suresh 2007.

composite material, composed of stiff cellulose microfibrils embedded in a gel-like structure
of hemicellulose, pectins, enzymes and structural proteins (Cosgrove 2005). It composition
is variable between cell types, cell ages, tissues and species and allow both to resist turgor
pressure and to let the cell elongate (Milani et al. 2013). It thickness varies between a
few hundreds of nm to a few µm (Milani et al. 2013). The cell wall is considered as visco-
elastic. Under small variations of turgor pressure the cell wall behaves as an elastic solid:
stress induced deformation is reversible and instantaneous (Braybrook et al. 2012). At
higher stress, the cell wall behaves as a viscous fluid: stress induced deformation is time
dependent and might be irreversible (Braybrook et al. 2012). Small deformations at small
scales can thus be used to probe elastic behavior of the cell wall, and notably to extract
the Young’s modulus. The Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) is originally a tool to probe
sample topography with a nanometric tip hold by a flexible cantilever, but it can also be
used to indent a sample at a known depth in order to extract the Young’s modulus of the
sample. AFM gives an apparent Young’s modulus of the sample, under the hypothesis
that material is locally isotropic, elastic and linear. The higher the Young’s modulus
of the sample is, the more the cantilever arm will be deflected for the same indentation
depth. The AFM was recently adapted to measure Young’s modulus of the plant cell wall
(Milani et al. 2011; Sampathkumar et al. 2014). Shallow indentations between 40 and a
100 nm with a tip of a few dozens of nm in diameter limits adhesion effects of cuticle, is
insensitive to turgor pressure and remains in the range of elasticity of the sample (Milani
et al. 2013). In these conditions, apparent Young’s modulus characterizes cell wall stiffness
of the outer cell wall of epidermis, which varies between 2 and 8 MPa, depending both on
genetic domain and on local heterogeneities. Deeper indentations or bigger tips measures
both cell wall stiffness and turgor pressure, if tissue is turgid, and merely cell wall stiffness
is tissue is plasmolysed. AFM together with other indentations methods are reviewed
in detail in Milani et al. 2013. Mechanical properties of tissues can be related to their
biological properties, as detailed below in §1.3.6.

Mechanical properties of isolated cell components can easily be probed in vitro, but their
mechanical properties may be modulated by their association with other cell components
in vivo. Cytoskeleton components, actin, microtubules and intermediate filaments are well
mechanically characterized in vitro (Suresh 2007). They are characterized by their Young’s
modulus (see Table 1.2) but also their flexural rigidity. Flexural rigidity, also called bend-
ing stiffness, is deduced by measuring the persistence length a growing polymer before it
starts to bend because of thermal fluctuations. Actin has a persistence length of 15 µm and
a bending stiffness of 7× 10−26 N m2. Microtubules have a persistence length of 6 mm and
a bending stiffness of 2.6× 10−23 N m2. Intermediate filaments have a persistence length
of 1 to 3 µm and a bending stiffness of 4 to 12× 10−27 N m2. A few in vitro experiments,
suggest that bending stiffness can be modified by the interaction of cytoskeleton compo-
nents with other proteins. For instance, association of actin with tropomyosin increase
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persistence length of a few µm (Gittes et al. 1993), whereas association of microtubules
with MAP65-1 decreases persistence length by a factor of 4 (Portran et al. 2013b). More
generally, as microtubules are embedded in cytoplasm and other cytoskeleton components,
they can bear loads that are a 100 time larger without buckling in vivo than in vitro when
they are isolated (Brangwynne et al. 2006).

1.3.3.2 Intrinsic mechanical stress

As for mechanical properties, intrinsic mechanical stress can be quantified at cell/tissue
and molecular scales. In plants, turgor pressure inflates cells, putting cell wall under
tension. Cell wall stretches and cell increases in volume (e.g. grows). Turgor pressure
can be measured with different destructive and non destructive tools (see Beauzamy et
al. 2014 for a detailed review). Here we describe only three methods to measure turgor
pressure. (i) At turgid state, turgor pressure is supposed to be equal to osmotic pressure
which is related to the osmolarity of inner cell’s content. Turgor pressure can be decreased
by increasing osmolarity of external medium. When plasma membrane starts to detach
from cell wall (plasmolysed state), osmolarity of external medium is equal to osmolarity of
inner cell content and initial turgor pressure can be deduced, if the volume change between
turgid and plasmolyzed state is considered to be negligible. This method also supposes
that no osmoregulation occurs during the increase of osmolarity of external medium. (ii)
Another way to measure turgor pressure is to insert a capillary filled with water in the cell.
Pressure of cell content compresses the air bubble trapped between the cell content and
water. Pressure can be deduced from the deformation of the air bubble. This method,
known as pressure probe method, was first described by Paul Green (Beauzamy et al.
2014). It gives precise measurements but it is destructive and works well only on big
cells. (iii) Turgor pressure can be deduced from indentations. However, it is hard to
separate the contribution of cell wall stiffness from the contribution of turgor pressure with
such methods. All these methods predict an internal pressure between 5 to 10× 106 Pa
(Beauzamy et al. 2014).

At molecular scale, depolymerization of microtubules generate forces of a few dozens of pN
(Grishchuk et al. 2005). Molecular motors also exert forces when crawling on cytoskeleton.
These forces contribute to the sliding of polar microtubules with one another and to the
displacements of astral microtubules when positionning the spindle. Force exerted by
dyneins crawling on microtubules are in the range of pN (Toba et al. 2006; Gennerich
et al. 2007). Measurements of forces acting on the different components of the cell directly
in vivo are not easy, due to the complexity of the system. In vitro experiments provide
a simpler frame to test the importance of mechanical stress on small molecular systems,
such as polymerizing actin, which polymerizing rate decreases when force of fluid flow
exceed 0.2 pN (Courtemanche et al. 2013), or dyneins attached to the cortex, which exert
pulling forces of a few pN on microtubules when centering asters of the spindle (Laan et al.
2012).
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1.3.3.3 Range of forces exerted by the cell on its environment

Quantification of the range of forces exerted by the cell on its environment can be ob-
tained by quantifying deformations of cell’s environment, if its mechanical properties are
known.

Adherent cultured animal cells exert traction forces when migrating on a substrate and
when dividing, as they round up. Adhesive cells are anchored on the substrate by retraction
fibres. Ablations of retraction fibres of HeLa cells reveal that each bear a tension of around
250 pN, exerting a total load of around 7 nN on the substrate (Fink et al. 2011). Thin
sheets of silicone of a known stiffness observed by interference reflection microscopy wrinkle
under traction forces of migrating cells (Harris et al. 1980). Quantification of wrinkles
geometry allows to compute forces exerted by the cell, which is on the order of a few
dozen of nN. This technique has the advantage to be non invasive. This method was later
improved: adhesive cells are spread on PDMS (Poly(dimethylsiloxane) micropillars of a
known Young’s modulus (Du Roure et al. 2005). Position of top of each pillar is recorded
across time and compared to its rest position to estimate the amount of deformation, and
thus of force exerted by the adhesive cells on the substrate. When dividing, adhesive cells
detach partially from the substrate and round up. As migrating forces, rounding force of
dividing cells can be deduced from deformations of a silicon substrate of a known Young’s
modulus (Burton and Taylor 1997) Rounding force exerted by a dividing cell can also be
measured with AFM. Cantilever is approached from prophase cell. When cell rounds up at
metaphase, cantilever is displaced and rounding (pushing) force can be estimated (Stewart
et al. 2011). The mitotic cell exert a force on the cantilever which is ten times higher,
e.g. around 70 nN than the one exerted on the substrate by crawling cell, corresponding
to a measured rounding pressure around 0.04 nN µm−2. This rounding is generated by an
osmotic pressure and is balanced by the actomyosin cortex, which limits cell expansion.

1.3.3.4 Range of mechanical stress perception

Quantifying the range of perception of cells gives an idea of their sensitivity to mechanical
stress and if the response is proportional to intensity of stress. This also sheds light on
biases, such as cell wall reinforcement, that repeated indentation or too high indentations
measurements could induce. Quantified application of exogenous stress allows to identify
range of forces to which the cell respond. Ablation of cell in plant tissue induce local
circumferential reorientation of microtubules (Hamant et al. 2008; Sampathkumar et al.
2014). Raw modifications of the size of the ablation allow to distinguish two cases of high
or low perturbation and underline a correlation with the response of microtubules (Sam-
pathkumar et al. 2014). Quantitative relationship between mechanical loading of a bend
stem was correlated with the level of expression of a mechanosensitive gene (Coutand et
al. 2009). Culture of mesenchymal stem cells on substrates with an elastic modulus com-
prised between 1 kPa (softness of brain tissue) and 100 kPa (stiffness of collagenous bone
tissue, way below stiffness of rigid mature bone: 106 kPa), induced different differentiation
responses (Engler et al. 2006). The range of force exerted by fungi on plants lie within the
range of 5 to 100 µN. This is higher than AFM local measurements of cell wall stiffness
(Milani et al. 2013) but lower than AFM turgor pressure measurements.
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1.3.4 Prediction/Deduction of stress patterns

A B

C

D

E F

G

H I

Figure 1.14: Prediction/Deduction of stress patterns. (A-B) Analogy between soap bub-
bles and epidermal cell of Tradescantia leaf (Flanders et al. 1990). Interfaces of soap bubbles
mimick cytoplasmic strands of Tradescantia cell and show that surface tension is sufficient to ex-
plain positionning of nucleus. (C-D) Analogy between rubber bands and gut (Savin et al. 2011).
(C) A thin rubber sheet mimicking the mesentery was stretched uniformly along its length and
then stitched to a straight, unstretched rubber tube mimicking the gut. The system was then
allowed to relax, free of any external forces and deformed into a structure very similar to the
chick gut (D), demonstrating that differential growth of the two tissue (here mimicked by differ-
ential strain) is sufficient to make the gut loop. (E-G) Pressure vessel model and its application
to the shoot apical meristem of Arabidopsis thaliana. (E) The SAM can be be modeled as a thin
vessel -the epidermis- of a radius R inflated by turgor pressure P. Each point has a coordinate
in the orthoradial (r) and meridional (s) direction and is characterized by a stress tensor (σss,
σrr, σrs) (Hamant et al. 2008). (F) Stress pattern can be deduced from pressure vessel model
and shape of the SAM. In the boundary region, stress is positive and tensile along the crease
and negative and compressive in the perpendicular direction. (G) Scanning electron microscopy
of a young inflorescence meristem (ecotype WS). P1 to P7: primordia. (Laufs et al. 1998) (H-J)
Simulation of drosophila epithelium (Farhadifar et al. 2007). (H) Cells of drosophila epithelium
have a similar height and a polygonal section. Epithelium can be simulated as a 2D vertex
system, where cells are defined by their vertices i, j and edges of length lij . (I) Exploration
of parameter space of the model. Normalized contractility reflects the influence of contractile
forces compared to those from area elasticity. Similarly, line tension is normalized to area elastic
tensions. When it is negative, cell boundaries tend to expand; when it is positive, they tend to
shrink.

Because these measurements can involve specific set-up (e.g. AFM), and cannot always
be conducted in parallel to live imaging, theoretical models and numerical simulations
are very helpful to predict stress patterns in tissues, sometimes also building on these
mechanical measurements.
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1.3.4.1 Analogies with physical systems

Analogies with simpler physical systems offer precious tools to understand mechanics of
tissues, scaling up and simplifying the problem. Flanders et al. 1990 observed that the
nucleus of vacuolated plant cells is embedded in cytoplasmic strands and gets centered
before mitosis. When nucleus was at the centre of the cell, position of cytoplasmic strands
in the cell could be reproduced qualitatively by packing soap bubbles packed in a metallic
frame of the same shape as the cell (Fig. 1.14A-B). As soap bubbles, tend to minimize
surface tension, their position result from the balance of forces between the different
interfaces. With this analogy, Flanders et al. 1990 proposed that cytoplasmic strands
are under tension and, as soap bubbles interfaces, seek to minimize their length. The
existence of tension within cytoplasmic strands was proved one year later by laser ablation
Goodbody et al. 1991. The parallel with a simpler physical system has also been used
to analyse the balance of forces in the intestine of chick (Fig. 1.14C-D). The intestine
tube of mammals has a looped shape structure and is associated on its whole length to
another tissue, the mesentery. Surgical separation of the intestine from the mesentery
results in a straight gut and a shrunk mesentery, revealing that the intestine was under
compression before separation, while the mesentery was under tension (Savin et al. 2011
and Fig. 1.14D). The difference in growth rates and elasticity between the mesentery (fast
growing, stiffer) and the gut (slow growing, softer) creates mechanical stress, which is
balanced by the apparition of loops all along the tube. To generate an analogue model
of this organ, Savin et al. 2011 associated two elastic materials with different stiffness
properties and different initial tension loading, a rubber tube associated with a stretched
latex sheet (Fig. 1.14C). Strikingly, this was sufficient reproduce qualitatively these loops.
These helicoidal structures help the plant to hold on a support when searching for light.
These structures are not simple springs, but laterally reinforced springs, as demonstrated
by the comparison of the behaviour of real tendrils with different types of springs (Gerbode
et al. 2012).

1.3.4.2 Numerical mechanical models

However analogies with simpler physical systems offer limited possibilities understand
the complexity of living tissues, which can modify their mechanical properties and their
geometry dynamically over time. Numerical mechanical models are used to integrate me-
chanical parameters (elasticity of membranes and cell walls, internal pressure, shape...)
and to predict theoretical stress patterns, which can in turn be compared with experi-
mental data. The simplest mechanical model defines the shoot apical meristem as a thin
elastic shell under pressure and orients directions of stress only according to the shape
of the meristem (Boudaoud 2010 and Fig. 1.14E-G). The meristem can be modelled as
a dome surrounded by smaller domes, the primordia. At the tip of the dome, stress is
isotropic. On the flanks, stress is anisotropic. Analogy with a cylindrical vessel predicts
that, on the flanks, circumferential stress is twice the axial stress. In the boundary be-
tween meristem and primordia, stress is also anisotropic. Other parts of the meristem
are all under tension, but the boundary is particular. Because of it saddle shape, stress
is expected to be positive along the crease (tension) and negative perpendicular to the
crease (compression). This simple model is continuous and assumes that the epidermis
of the shoot apical meristem behaves as a thin linear elastic isotropic shell, with an ho-
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mogeneous stiffness. Other types of models take in account local stiffness heterogeneity
and have a cellular resolution. Cell walls (or membrane portion) can be modelled in 2D
with springs or in 3D with elastic sheets discretized with Finite Element Method. The
wing disk epithelium of drosophila was modelled by a mass-spring 2D vertex model: cells
shapes are approximated as polygons with straight elastic edges (springs) connected by
vertices (mass) (Farhadifar et al. 2007 and Fig. 1.14H-I). The model integrates the dif-
ferent sources of stress existing in drosophila epithelium (cell elasticity, cell contractility
and cell-cell interactions along edges) and compute equilibrium state of the network for
which sum of forces at each vertex is null at each step of growth. This model is used to
explore the influence of mechanics on tissue geometry and can be complexified by adding
cell division. Stiffness of springs and sheets can be adjusted individually to modellize local
heterogeneities and integrate mechanical feedbacks, such as cell wall reinforcement along
principal stress directions (Hamant et al. 2008).

Stress patterns can also be modelled at cellular and subcellular scale. The model of Théry
et al. 2007 on spindle positioning (see Fig. 1.3C) is based on the hypothesis that the stress
pattern correlates with the position and density of retracting fibres on the substrate and
that these forces act as levers on the astral microtubules to position the spindle. Final
position of the spindle correspond to the equilibrium of these forces. Other models, such
as those of Minc et al. 2011 on positioning of nucleus in urchin eggs, are based on the
balance of internal tension within cytoskeleton, which is supposed to be proportional to
the length of the microtubules. These numerical models echo analogies with soap bubbles
used by Flanders et al. 1990 and Besson and Dumais 2011 to highlight the potential role of
tension within cytoskeleton and tension balance in nucleus and PPB positioning in plant
cells, and experimental laser ablation of cytoplasmic strands populated by cytoskeleton,
also in plant cells, by Goodbody et al. 1991. In this example, experimental data, analogies
with material science and numerical models give complemental informations and converge
to the same conclusions.

1.3.5 Exploring the effects of mechanical stress on cells and tissues

The effects of mechanical stress on tissues and single cells have been widely explored in
animal and plants. Mechanical stress was shown to have effects from tissues to cells and
from molecular actors to genes. These effects can in turn induce new stress.

Various methods can be used to perturb the mechanical stress pattern in a tissue: abla-
tion, compression, shear, stretching, touch and bending, or modifications of geometry or
stiffness of cell’s environment (Tab.1.3). These mechanical perturbations have different
effects on cells and tissues. They can cause displacement of the nucleus (Goodbody et al.
1991; Minc et al. 2011) and other organelles (Braam 2004; Hardham et al. 2008). They
can also perturb the dynamics (Courtemanche et al. 2013; Trushko et al. 2013), as well
as the spatial organisation, of the cytoskeleton (Hardham et al. 2008; Hamant et al. 2008;
Risca et al. 2012; Sampathkumar et al. 2014). In single animal cells, mechanical perturba-
tion of cell shape by shearing or by modifying contact points of retraction fibers perturb
spindle orientation and thus the position of division plane (Théry et al. 2007; P. Fernandez
et al. 2011; Fink et al. 2011). Mechanical perturbations also impact cell cycle progression:
compression of spheroids block cells in G1 (Montel et al. 2011; Delarue et al. 2014) and
compression of single HeLa cells delay or accelerate the transition between metaphase and
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Mechanical
perturbations Type References
Ablation cell compo-

nents
(Goodbody et al. 1991; Fink et al. 2011)

group of
cells

(Goodbody et al. 1991; Hamant et al. 2008; Uyttewaal
et al. 2012; Sampathkumar et al. 2014)

Shear stress single cells (Gao et al. 2007; P. Fernandez et al. 2011)
Compression single cells (Brangwynne et al. 2006; Zhou et al. 2006; Minc et al.

2011; Itabashi et al. 2012)
whole
tissues

(Hernandez and Green 1993; Farge 2003; Desprat et
al. 2008; Hamant et al. 2008; Jacques et al. 2013; Kuhl
2014; Sampathkumar et al. 2014)

Stretching single cells (Fink et al. 2011)
Touch whole

plants
(Braam 2004)

Bending explants
and plants

(Yeoman and Brown 1971; Coutand et al. 2009)

Substrate stiff-
ness

single cells (Engler et al. 2006)

Substrate geome-
try

single cells (Théry et al. 2007; Minc et al. 2011; Fink et al. 2011)

Table 1.3: Examples of exogenous mechanical perturbations.

anaphase, depending on the angle between axis of compression and axis of the spindle
(Itabashi et al. 2012). For a more detailed review on mechanical stress and division, see
Louveaux and Hamant 2013 (reproduced below in §1.4). Mechanical stress can also affect
genes expression (Farge 2003; Braam 2004; Desprat et al. 2008), cell differentiation (Engler
et al. 2006) and even global morphogenesis, through the control of growth (Zhou et al.
2006; Kuhl 2014), tissues reinforcement and even tissues and organs identity (Hernandez
and Green 1993; Braam 2004). The molecular pathways involved in transduction of forces
into biological processes are not fully known. There is evidence of physical links between
the cytoskeleton and extracellular proteins. Components of extracellular matrix of ani-
mal cells, such as fibronectin, contain RGD motif (Arginin-Glycin-Asparagin). This motif
is recognised by transmembrane proteins connected to actin cytoskeleton: the integrins
(Schwartz 2009). Plant cells are embedded in a polysaccharidic cell wall. They lack inte-
grins, but have other proteins sharing structural homologies with integrins. One of these
proteins, NDR1, was shown to be involved in plasma membrane-cell wall adhesion (Knep-
per et al. 2011). Combination of shear stress with exogenous addition of RGD-peptide on
plant protoplasts indicates that plants cells are able to recognize RGD-peptide and may
use other RGD-binding proteins in mechanotransduction (Gao et al. 2007). Another plant
specific example of physical link between the cytoskeleton and extracellular proteins is the
interaction between microtubules and transmembrane cellulose synthase via a molecular
linker named CSI1 (S. Li et al. 2012).

In turn, cells’ response to stress may in turn induce new stress. For instance, in plants,
turgor pressure inflates cells, putting cell wall under tension. Cell wall stretches and
cell increase in volume (e.g. grows). Cells are glued by the cell wall. They may have
different growth rates, because of different cell wall stiffness and/or because of differences
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in turgor pressure. These differences in growth rate create local supracellular compressive
and tensile stress.

1.3.6 Case study: mechanical stress within the shoot apical meristem of
Arabidopsis thaliana

This PhD thesis used the shoot apical meristem (SAM) of the model plant Arabidopsis
thaliana (see Fig. 1.5) to probe the contribution of mechanical stress to division plane
orientation. Here we provide key elements about mechanical stress at the SAM. A review
on mechanical stress and morphogenesis at the shoot apical meristem is added in Appendix
§A, as direct contribution of M. Louveaux is limited to the paragraph concerning cell
division at the SAM.

Existence of intrinsic stress at the SAM is highlighted by the gaps provoked by laser
ablations on the epidermis of the SAM of Arabidopsis thaliana (Hamant et al. 2008).
AFM measurements of cell wall stiffness at the SAM revealed heterogeneities which might
be correlated with biological heterogeneities such as gene expression patterns. Cells at
the centre of the SAM, where the CLAVATA3 gene is expressed, are stiffer than cells
at the periphery (Milani et al. 2014). Tissue elasticity is greater in primordia and that
it may be triggered by local demethylesterification of pectins (A. Peaucelle et al. 2011).
Experiments of plasmolysis and swelling on the shoot apical meristem of tomato also
highlighted heterogeneities in the elastic properties of these regions (Kierzkowski et al.
2012). Cells at the centre of the SAM are stretched at their maximum at smaller loads,
explaining their greater stiffness and smaller growth rate in vivo. Note that in Kierzkowski
et al. 2012, localisation of CLV3 was not compared to cell’s properties and that central
zone was defined only according to cell’s growth rates. At the periphery, cells are not
stretched at their maximum and thus keep enough elasticity to allow emergence of a new
primordia in this region. Analogies with simpler systems also help understanding concepts
such as "strain-stiffening" (Kierzkowski et al. 2012). Two elastic band of different Young’s
modulus are attached together and stretched. They bear the same load, but the softer
elastic band deforms much more than the other one until it reaches its maximum size
and stiffen. At this time, the other elastic band starts to deform. This analogy is useful
to describe how differences in elastic properties of cell walls on the centre of the SAM
versus the flanks can explain why cells are stiffer and have slower growth rate at the
centre compared to the flanks. At a global scale, as described in §1.3.4.2, the SAM can
be modelled as a thin elastic shell under pressure (Boudaoud 2010 and Fig. 1.14E-G). In
this model, principal stress directions and isotropy of the stress can be deduced from the
curvature of the SAM to predict a global mechanical stress pattern.

Organ emergence is thought to be preceded by wall softening. AFM measurements showed
that tissue elasticity is greater in primordia and that it may be triggered by auxin-
dependent local demethylesterification of pectins (A. Peaucelle et al. 2011; Braybrook
and Alexis Peaucelle 2013). Auxin also plays an important role in organ emergence by
affecting microtubule dynamics through ABP1 and KATANIN (Sassi et al. 2014). Mi-
crotubules guide cellulose synthases and thus regulate cell wall anisotropy. Computer
simulations showed that combination of small decrease of cell wall stiffness with local
loss of microtubules and cellulose anisotropy was sufficient to observe outgrowth of an
organ (Sassi et al. 2014). Conversely, can mechanical stress channel organ emergence?
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Organogenesis has been proposed to derive from mechanical buckling of tissue, induced
by differential growth between tunica and corpus, or within tunica, in the meristem of
sunflower (Dumais and Steele 2000). Cells grow slowly in the centre of the SAM and
are spatially constrained on the flanks, forcing quick growing peripheral zone to buckle.
Periodicity of buckling depend on mechanical properties of the tissue. Tomato and Ara-
bidopsis meristem do not have the same shape and thus the buckling theory may not
be translated from the sunflower capitulum to tomata or Arabidopsis meristems. More-
over, laser ablation of L1 of tomato meristem did not affect organ emergence within the
next days, thus questioning the validity of the buckling theory (Reinhardt et al. 2003).
However, mechanical stress was shown to affect both auxin transport and microtubules
orientation. Application of exogenous mechanical stress on tomato shoot apex revealed
that PIN1 auxin efflux carrier accumulated preferentially on the most strained membranes
(Nakayama et al. 2012). Microtubules were shown to align along the crease of the bound-
ary, along maximal tension predicted by the pressure shell model (Hamant et al. 2008).
And local perturbation of mechanical stress pattern by ablation at the center of the SAM
provoked a circumferential reorientation of microtubules, consistent with the new stress
pattern (Hamant et al. 2008). However, out of the boundary, microtubule orientation nei-
ther correlated strictly with curvature nor with principal growth directions (Burian et al.
2013). Shape of the SAM is only an indirect output of mechanical stress, which arises
primarily from local difference in growth rates.

1.4 The mechanics behind cell division

We reviewed above the main features of cell division, cytoskeleton and mechanical stress,
with a particular focus on the shoot apical meristem. In this section, we present a review
published in 2013 in Current Opinion in Plant Biology, which summarizes our current
knowledge of interplay between mechanical stress and cell division.

Due to copyright restrictions, the article Louveaux and Hamant 2013 cannot be reproduced
here. To read this article, please connect to doi:10.1016/j.pbi.2013.10.011 .

1.5 Aims of the PhD thesis

Cell division is a complex cellular process, controlled both temporally, by the cell cycle,
and spatially, by the position of the division plane. Cell division involves both micro-
tubules and actin, and a broad diversity of other proteins. In animal cells, division plane
position is determined by the orientation of the spindle, which forms around the nucleus,
just before nuclear envelope breakdown between the two centrosomes. The spindle is a mi-
crotubule based structure, which gather at its equator and then segregates chromosomes
between the two daughter cells. In plant cells, division plane is controlled by another
microtubule based structure, the preprophase band. The preprophase band forms at the
end of G2, by a drastic reorganisation of cortical microtubules, and surrounds the nucleus.
Preprophase band disappears concomitantly to nuclear envelope breakdown. Its position
is memorized by several molecules, which ensure that phragmoplast, another microtubule
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based structure guiding Golgi vesicles involved the formation of the new cell wall between
the two daughter cells, takes the same localisation as the preprophase band.

However, we do not understand well how preprophase band is oriented at first. Its position
is tightly controlled, as mutant impaired in either the formation of the preprophase band,
or memory of its position and guidance of phragmoplast display disorganized cell patterns
and have important morphological defects, such as dwarfism. Cell shape was proposed as
a possible directional cue guiding the formation of the preprophase band. At the end of
the XIXth century, Sachs, Hofmeister and Errera formulated three different rules based
on cell geometry. Recently, the rule of Errera was re-examined and generalised into a
probabilistic rule: the Besson-Dumais rule (Besson and Dumais 2011). The molecular
mechanism supporting this rule was proposed to be based on length-dependent tension
within microtubules during the formation of the preprophase band. Microtubules would
seek to minimize tension and thus favor the shortest path between the nucleus and the
plasma membrane. Cytoplasmic strands containing microtubules were shown to be under
tension and to control nucleus position within the cell. This mechanism is cell based
and suppose that microtubules are insensitive to other external mechanical stress. In
this introduction, we highlighted the existence of mechanical stress in any supracellular
context. Moreover single animal cells were shown to reorient their spindle in response
to external mechanical stress (Fink et al. 2011). They can also be affected in mitosis
progression (Itabashi et al. 2012) and even arrested in the G1 phase of the cell cycle by
compressive stress (Montel et al. 2011; Delarue et al. 2014). In plants, the contribution
of mechanical stress to division plane orientation is not clearly established (Louveaux and
Hamant 2013) and nothing is known about the temporal control of division by mechanical
stress. An hypothetical mechanical stress pattern can be deduced from the shape of
the shoot apical meristem of Arabidopsis thaliana, based on the hypothesis that SAM
behave like a pressure vessel (Boudaoud 2010). Hamant et al. 2008 showed that, at the
SAM, microtubules align at supracellular level along maximal stress tension predicted by
this mechanical stress pattern. Moreover, perturbation of this mechanical stress pattern
by ablation or compression provoked a reorientation of microtubules along the maximal
tension of the new stress pattern Hamant et al. 2008.

Several questions remain:

(i) Is the Besson-Dumais rule valid in a anisotropic tissue? (ii) Does mechanical stress
contributes to division plane orientation in plant cells? (iii) To which range of mechanical
stress plant cells are sensitive? (iv) Does mechanical stress affect cell cycle and/or mitosis
progression in plant cells?

In the first chapter of this thesis, we address the question (i) at the epidermis of the shoot
apical meristem of Arabidopsis thaliana. We show quantitatively, using a bootstrap-like
approach, that Besson and Dumais geometrical rule is insufficient to explain divisions in
this epithelia, and in particular in the boundary region. We then address the question
(ii) and explore the contribution of mechanical stress with two strategies: modelling of
a growing tissue with two possible division rules (geometrical or mechanical), which was
closer to real tissues with mechanical division rule, and perturbation of mechanical stress
pattern by laser ablation, which was sufficient to bias division plane orientation toward
the new mechanical stress pattern.
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In the second chapter, we propose a new compressive set-up to perturb mechanical stress
pattern and quantitative image analysis tools adapted to the precision of this set-up, which
could allow to answer question (iii).

In the last chapter, we present a R pipeline developed to explore cell division at the shoot
apical meristem.
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2 A mechanics-based rule accounts for the
orientation of cell division in the boundary
of the shoot apical meristem of
Arabidopsis thaliana

Authors and contributions
M. Louveaux did all confocal image acquisition and laser ablations, computed Besson-
Dumais rule predictions and performed bootstrap analysis on real and simulated obser-
vations of cell divisions. J.-D. Julien performed simulations. V. Mirabet wrote scripts
to convert data to Matlab format. M. Louveaux, J.-D. Julien and V. Mirabet adapted
Besson Matlab script to process large datasets. A. Boudaoud and O. Hamant supervised
the work.

2.1 Abstract

Regulation of cell division plane orientation is a way for multicellular organisms to control
the topology and geometry of their tissues, in particular in plant, where cells are glued
to each other by stiff pectocellulosic cell walls. At the end of the XIXth century, cell
geometry was proposed to play a key role in cell division plane orientation and several
geometrical division rules were proposed by Hofmeister, Errera and Sachs. However none
of these deterministic rules describes all the divisions at the shoot apical meristem (SAM)
of Arabidopsis thaliana. Recently, the rule of Errera was re-examined and generalised into
a probabilistic rule: the Besson-Dumais rule. The Besson-Dumais rule has been tested
only on tissues with rather isotropic shapes or growth and the exact molecular mechanism
controlling division plane orientation is still unknown. In the present paper, we tested the
application of Besson-Dumais rule to the divisions at the SAM of Arabidopsis thaliana,
which present both isotropic and anisotropic regions. We found that a non negligible
proportion of cells do not choose the shortest plane at the epidermis of the SAM. The
Besson-Dumais division rule partially accounted for observations but long plane were over-
represented, in particular in the boundary region. We simulated growing tissues submitted
to anisotropic stress and compared two division rules: geometrical or mechanical based.
We found that the mechanical rule reproduced the enrichment of long planes observed
in the boundary and thus better accounted for cell divisions in this region. We also
simulated tissues submitted to isotropic stress. However, in these tissues, we could not
found a perfect match between outputs of simulations with a mechanical rule and observed
divisions in isotropic domains of the SAM.
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2 A mechanics-based rule accounts for the orientation of cell division in the boundary of the
shoot apical meristem of Arabidopsis thaliana

2.2 Introduction

Regulation of cell division plane orientation is a way for multicellular organisms to con-
trol the topology (number of neighbours) and geometry (cell shapes and sizes) of their
tissues, as highlighted by simulations of growing tissue under different division rules (see
for instance Sahlin and Jönsson 2010). Whereas this process may be compensated by cell
death and cell rearrangement in animal tissues, this is an essential mechanism in plants:
plant cells are glued to each other by stiff pectocellulosic cell walls, which prevent cell
movement, while cell death does not occur in young, rapidly dividing tissues.

At the end of the XIXth century, Hofmeister, Errera and Sachs proposed cell geometry as
a spatial cue guiding cell division plane orientation, at least for symmetric cell divisions
(Hofmeister 1863; Sachs 1878; Errera 1888). In particular, Léo Errera observed that cells
behaved like soap bubbles when positioning their division plane, i.e. they tend to minimise
the length of new interfaces between daughter cells. From this statement was derived the
rule of Errera: "cells divide along the shortest path", which is a rough simplification of
Errera’s initial observation (for a full review, see Besson and Dumais 2014). The rules of
Hofmeister, Errera (simplified version) and Sachs were recently tested at the shoot apical
meristem (SAM) of Arabidopsis thaliana (Shapiro et al. 2015). None of these rules fully
described all the divisions at the SAM, but Errera’s rule was the one which described the
highest percentage of divisions.

Errera’s exact statement was recently reexamined and the deterministic "shortest path"
rule was generalised in a probabilistic one by Sébastien Besson and Jacques Dumais
(Besson and Dumais 2011). Here this rule will be referred as the Besson-Dumais rule.
Like soap bubbles, cells do not always choose the shortest path, but one of the shortest.
For a given cell geometry, several minima of energy exist and the probability to divide
along one of these minima is related to the length of the interface. However, the Besson-
Dumais rule has only been tested on tissues with rather isotropic shapes or growth, like
the thallus of the green alga Coleochaete orbicularis, whereas most of the epithelia have
a 3D shape and a non isotropic growth. Moreover, the molecular mechanism behind this
rule remains speculative and limited to vacuolated cells: it was proposed to involve min-
imization of tension within cytoplasmic strands of vacuolated cells (Besson and Dumais
2011). Cytoplasmic strands are populated with microtubules, guide the relocation of nu-
cleus at cell the centre of mass prior to division and coalesce into the phragmosome at
the future division site. Such a mechanism would suggest that the reorganization of inter-
phasic microtubules into the preprophase band (PPB) is primarily driven by cytoplasmic
strands. The PPB circles the nucleus prior to division and marks the future division site.
Its formation requires the presence of TONNEAU1 and TONNEAU2. PPB disappears
concomitantly with nuclear breakdown but its former localisation is kept by the persis-
tence of several molecular actors, such as TANGLED and POK, which are involved in
phragmoplast guidance at division site. The tonneau, tangled and pok mutants exhibit
defects in division plane orientation (J. Traas et al. 1995; Müller et al. 2006; Walker et al.
2007). Finally epithelial cells are exposed to different patterns of biochemical factors and
mechanical stress. Microtubules are able to sense supracellular mechanical stress, as they
were shown to align along maximal tensile stress direction in the boundary domain of
the SAM of Arabidopsis thaliana (Hamant et al. 2008). And auxin signalling through the
Aux/IAA factor BODENLOS was recently shown to bias Errera’s rule towards longer divi-
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sion planes in young embryos (Yoshida et al. 2014). How this heterogeneity and dynamics
impact cell division plane orientation has not been characterized quantitatively yet.

In the present paper, we tested the application of Besson-Dumais rule to the divisions at
the shoot apical meristem (SAM) of Arabidopsis thaliana, which present both mechanically
isotropic and anisotropic regions. We found that a non negligible proportion of cells did
not choose the shortest plane at the epidermis of the SAM. The Besson-Dumais division
rule partially accounted for observations but long plane were over-represented, in particu-
lar in the boundary domain. We simulated growing tissues submitted to anisotropic stress
and compared two division rules: geometrical or mechanical based. We found that the
mechanical division rule reproduced the enrichment of long planes observed in the bound-
ary and thus better accounted for cell divisions in this region. We also simulated tissues
submitted to isotropic stress. However, in these tissues, we could not found a perfect
match between outputs of simulations with a mechanical rule and observed divisions in
isotropic domains of the SAM.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 A non negligible proportion of cells does not select the shortest plane
at the epidermis of the SAM

We analysed cell division plane orientations at the epidermis of the shoot apical meristem
of Arabidopsis thaliana with the plane classification used in the Besson-Dumais rule. We
acquired confocal images of LTi6B-GFP (WS-4) dissected meristems every 12 h during
48 h (Fig. 2.1A). On each snapshot, 3D surface was reconstructed and segmented with
MorphoGraphX to extract cell shapes (see Material and Methods and Fig. 2.1B). New cell
walls were identified by a visual comparison between snapshots (from T=12 h to T=48 h).
We hypothesized that cell shape did not change much immediately after division and thus
that the recorded cell wall position between the two daughter cells corresponded to the
position of the former PPB in the mother cell. The Besson-Dumais rule applies only to
symmetrically dividing cells. Comparison of the areas of the two daughter cells, computed
on the 3D surface, showed that 78 % of the cells within the SAM divided almost equally,
i.e. the smallest daughter cell occupying between 40 % and 50 % of the sum of the two
daughters areas (see Fig. 2.6B in §2.6 Supplemental Figures). The 22 % of asymmetrical
dividing cells were located preferentially in the meristem region of the SAM (see Fig. 2.6C
in §2.6 Supplemental Figures, and Fig. 2.2A for the definition of SAM regions). In the
following, these asymmetrically dividing cells are removed from analysis, to be in line with
the Besson and Dumais rule. The Besson and Dumais rule is defined only in 2D. Epidermis
of the SAM has an almost constant thickness of around 5 µm and new cell walls in this
layer are perpendicular, e.g. anticlinal, to the surface (Fig. 2.6A and Fig. S1 in Uyttewaal
et al. 2012). Thus we could restrict our analysis to 3D surface of the SAM. Although SAM
surface is curved (Fig. 2.1C and Fig. 2.6A), the surface of the pair of daughter cells is small
enough compared to the variations of curvature to be locally flattened in 2D without too
much shape deformations (see Material and Methods and Fig. 2.7).

We computed predictions of the Besson-Dumais rule using Sébastien Besson’s Matlab
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script (see Material and Methods). This script is later referred as Besson script. For each
cell, the Besson script seeks the shortest plane between each pair of edges that divide
equally the mother’s area (e.g., on our dataset, the fused daughter cells area). It happens
that the Besson script do not find any solution satisfying the condition on area for a
given pair of edges. All possible planes are ranked from the shortest to the longest. The
probability Pi to divide along a given plane i depends on the length of the plane and takes
the form (Besson and Dumais 2011):

Pi = e−β`i/ρ

N∑
j=1

e−β`j/ρ
(2.1)

where `i is the length of plane i, ρ the mean cell diameter, β a constant and N the total
number of theoretical possible planes of the cell.

The Besson script also compares theoretical predictions to observations and give the rank
of the observed plane and its probability Pi to be chosen among other possibilities (Fig.
2.1F and Fig. 2.8). More precisely, the Besson script compares pair of edges connected
to predicted cell walls to the pair of edges connected to the observed cell wall. In only 5
to 8 % of the cases (depending on SAM), the Besson script did not find a match between
observations and theoretical predictions (Fig. 2.1G). These observed planes are referred
as NP for "not predicted" (by Besson script). By opposition, other planes are referred as
predicted planes.

As cells in the SAM display different shapes and shape anisotropy and as the number of
possible planes may vary from one cell to another, ranks are not sufficient to compare
cells. As shown in Fig. 2.8A-B, the shortest plane (rank=1) in an elongated cell (Fig.
2.8A) has a higher probability P1 to be observed than the shortest plane (rank=1 also) of
a roundish cell (Fig. 2.8B). And the longest plane of the cell showed in Fig. 2.8C (rank=9)
has a higher probability to be observed than the longest plane of the cell showed in Fig.
2.8D (rank=4).

In order to compare cells with one another, we compared all predicted planes of a given
cell with the shortest predicted plane of this cell: we computed the pairwise probability
ppw between the shortest predicted plane of length `1 (e.g. Errera’s predicted plane) and
the observed plane of length `obs, with `1 ≤ `obs as the ratio between the probability Pobs
of observed plane and the sum of the probabilities Pobs and P1 (probability to observe the
shortest plane):

ppw = Pobs
P1 + Pobs

(2.2)

Pairwise probability ppw varies between 0 (long plane) and 0.5 (short plane). When ob-
served plane is the shortest one (as for instance in Fig. 2.8A-B), pairwise probability is
strictly equal to 0.5.

We defined 5 classes of pairwise probability: = 0.5 ; [0.375 ; 0.5[ ; [0.250 ; 0.375[ ;
[0.125 ; 0.250[ ;[0 ; 0.125[ and added a 6th class, when no match between theoretical predic-
tions and observations had been found. These classes are later referred as planes classes.
The first class correspond to the choice of the shortest plane by the cell. Planes classes
are not strictly equivalent to ranks, but they are independent of cell shape (Fig. 2.9).
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Proportions of planes classes between meristems are similar but not identical (Fig. 2.1G).
In each SAM, 65 to 77 % of all planes, (corresponding to 68 to 81 % of predicted planes),
correspond to the shortest.
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Figure 2.1: Division planes at the shoot apical meristem of Arabidopsis thaliana. (A)
Confocal image of LTi6B-GFP (WS-4) dissected shoot apical meristem. Scale bar=10 µm. (B)
Cellular segmentation of the shoot apical meristem with MorphoGraphX. Cells sharing the same
colour are daughters from a division which occurred during the last 12 h. Scale bar=10 µm.
(C) Segmentation is done on 3D surface. Scale bar=10 µm. (D) Close up of (B) in a young
boundary region. The black asterisk points at a mother cell (e.g. two fused daughter cells)
which is analysed with Besson script in panels (E) and (F). Scale bar=5 µm. (E) Flattened
mother cell. Only the main vertices (i.e. at the junction between three cells) are kept. The new
plane is coloured in green. Scale bar=2 µm. (F) Planes predicted by the Besson script for cell
(E). The arrowhead indicates that the observed plane in cell (E) corresponds to predicted plane
of rank three. ppw = 4× 10−11, e.g. this cell belongs the 5th plane class of pairwise probability.
(G) Proportion of planes classes in each SAM (total number of symmetrically dividing cells in
SAM1, 2 and 3 is respectively 150, 218 and 182). Classes 1 to 5 correspond to the ratio between
the probability for a cell to choose the observed planes and the probability to choose the shortest
plane, as predicted by the Besson script. Ratio varies from 0 to 0.5. Class 1 [=0.5] corresponds to
the choice of the shortest plane and Class 5 [0;0.125[ correspond to the choice of one of the longest
planes. NP (not predicted) corresponds to an absence of match between theoretical predictions
and observations. (H) Map displaying planes classes for the divisions which occurred in the
12 h following this snapshot. (I) Comparison of observed planes proportions within the different
classes (red dots) with fluctuation range obtained by bootstrap among theoretical predictions
given by the Besson script (boxplots). Planes which did not match prediction (NP class) were
excluded from this analysis. Total number of symmetrically dividing cells: 517.
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2.3.2 The Besson-Dumais division rule partially accounts for observations,
but long planes are over-represented at the SAM

When compared to elongated cells of the hypocotyl, meristematic cell shapes are rather
isotropic; this could explain the relatively high proportion of cell not dividing along the
shortest plane in the shoot apical meristem. To test this hypothesis, we computed the
range of fluctuation of the proportion of each planes class and compared to observed
proportions. To compute the range of fluctuation of the proportion of each planes class,
we used a bootstrap approach to produce theoretical set of planes corresponding to the
observed tissue geometry. To compute a particular set of planes, for each dividing cell
that had chosen a plane predicted by the Besson script, we sampled a new plane among
the theoretical predictions given by the Besson script. The probability to sample this
plane i was equal to the probability Pi described above. We then computed the pairwise
probability ppw between the shortest predicted plane of length `1 and the sampled plane
s of length `s, with `1 ≤ `s. We obtained a first set of simulated pairwise probabilities
and computed the frequencies of each class, using the planes classes defined previously.
We repeated this procedure a thousand time to generate a thousand sets of planes and
the corresponding proportions. We plotted boxplots of proportions for each plane class
and added our observed proportions (red dots) on the same graph (Fig. 2.1I). The boxplot
(with its notches) represents a confidence interval at 95 %. For a given plane class, if
observation dot is out of the boxplot, the probability to get this proportion of planes is
lower than 5 %. Here, the probability to get observed proportions of planes classes 1 to 4
are is above 5 %, whereas the probability to get observed proportion of class 5 is below 5 %.
This result indicates that long planes are over-represented at the shoot apical meristem of
Arabidopsis thaliana and that the Besson-Dumais rule only partially accounts for observed
planes.

2.3.3 The boundary region is enriched in long planes

We spatialized results of the bootstrap analysis to evaluate the impact of tissue anisotropy
on planes classes proportions. Three regions were defined manually: the meristem, which
corresponds to the central zone and peripheral zone, the outgrowing primordia and the
boundary, between primordia and meristem (Fig. 2.2A). Meristem and primordia have a
rather isotropic shape and growth, compared to the boundary, which is creased and char-
acterized by a lower growth rate when compared to surrounding tissues (Kwiatkowska and
Dumais 2003). Cell localisation was identified on the timepoint preceding cell division. In
the primordia, proportions of planes classes were found to be within the confidence inter-
val, showing a good agreement between predictions of Besson-Dumais rule and observed
planes (Fig. 2.2B-C). In the meristem, as in the whole tissue, the the probability to get the
observed proportion of planes of class 5 was lower than 5 %. The proportion of long planes
was higher than expected. This could be due to our restrictive definition of the boundary
regions. In the boundary, the probability to get the observed proportion of planes of class
1, 4 and 5 was lower than 5 % (Fig. 2.2D). In this region, proportion of planes of class 1
was lower than expected and proportion of planes of class 4 and 5 higher.
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Figure 2.2: A domain-based comparison between observations at the SAM and pre-
dictions of the Besson-Dumais rule. (A) Example of expert manual definition of the bound-
ary domain (blue), the meristem domain (beige) and the primordia domains (green). (B-D)
Comparison of observed planes proportions (red dots) with fluctuation range obtained by boot-
strap among theoretical predictions given by the Besson script (boxplots), displayed in function
of regions: (B) Meristem, (C) Primordia and (D) Boundary. Planes that were not predicted
by the Besson script (NP planes) were excluded from this analysis. Number of symmetrically
dividing cells in these regions is respectively: 401, 100 and 16.

2.3.4 Simulation of a growing boundary suggests a contribution of
mechanical stress to the bias in the division plane distribution

Boundaries have a very specific identity compared to other part of the SAM, both genet-
ically and mechanically. In particular, the boundary domain is defined by the expression
of specific transcription factors (Aida and Tasaka 2006; Rast and Simon 2008), hormonal
levels (e.g. Heisler et al. 2005; Brunoud et al. 2012 and highly anisotropic tensile stress
(Hamant et al. 2008). Dissecting the different factors contributing to the boundary iden-
tity and identifying the ones that are involved in this bias is thus complex. Simulations
offer the possibility to simplify the system and test alternative and integrative hypotheses,
notably by focusing on tissue geometry.

We used a vertex model that allowed to compute the mechanics and the geometry of the
tissue at the cellular scale. The tissue is a two dimensional lattice of growing and divid-
ing cells. Cells behave like rubber balloons, with a certain wall elasticity, under (turgor)
pressure. They are packed together and thus cannot reach their optimal shape. Addi-
tional mechanical stress either emerges from differential growth (growth-derived stress)
or is imposed as an anisotropic mechanical stress, mimicking shape-derived stress that
are prescribed by the anisotropic curvature of the boundary (curvature-derived stress).
In the growth-derived stress simulations, a ring of slow-growing cells surrounds a disc of
fast-growing cells. Growth (e.g. displacement of vertices) is computed by minimizing the
energy of the tissue, which is a balance between pressure and curvature and elasticity
of cell walls resisting to this tension. Cells divide when reaching a certain size thresh-
old. In all the simulations, the new division plane goes through the barycentre of the
cell. Two division rules were tested: either the new division plane follows the direction
of the short axis of the cell (the geometrical division rule) or it follows the direction of
local maximal tensile stress (the mechanical division rule). These defined eight cases of
study: growing tissue following either geometrical or mechanical division rule, undergoing
either growth-derived or curvature derived stress, which is either isotropic (same growth
on all the tissue and same force in x and y direction), and mimics meristem and primordia
regions, or anisotropic (growth is three times higher in the central disc than in the sur-
rounding ring or force is three times higher along x axis than along y axis), and mimics
boundary regions.
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We computed cells’ aspect ratio (ratio of short over long axis of the cell) in the different
simulated tissues. Isotropic growth and curvature derived stress fields produced tissues
with similar cell aspect ratio whatever the applied division rule. When tissue was submit-
ted to anisotropic mechanical stress, the geometrical division rule produced tissues with
rather isotropic cells’ aspect ratio, whether the mechanical division rule produced tissues
with more anisotropic cell’s aspect ratio (Fig. 2.3A and B). In this last case, anisotropic
cell shapes were mostly located at the interface between the fast and slow growing tissues
in the differential growth simulations, and along maximal tensile stress in anisotropic cur-
vature simulations. In comparison, at the SAM, mean cell aspect ratio is equal to 0.74.
Boundary cells have a more anisotropic shape in average, with a mean aspect ratio of
0.58, compared to meristem and primordia cells (mean aspect ratio of 0.76, see Fig. 2.3E).
Thus, the mechanical division rule produced tissues with an aspect ratio close (in average)
to those of meristem and primordia when stress field was isotropic, and close (in average)
to those of boundary regions when stress field was anisotropic (Fig. 2.3A and B compared
to Fig. 2.3E). However, whereas mean aspect ratio do not differ much between dividing
and non dividing cells (e.g. will or will not divide in the next 12 h) in the meristem and
primordia, mean aspect ratio of boundary cells is higher (0.74) for dividing cells compared
to non dividing cells (0.58) (Fig. 2.3E). Thus, aspect ratio do not differ much between
dividing cells of the different regions.

We applied the Besson script on the output of simulated tissues to compute predictions
of Besson-Dumais rule and match with observed division planes. We computed pairwise
probabilities between observed plane and shorter predicted plane and subdivided this
variable into the 6 classes defined previously in §2.3.1 (Fig. 2.3C-D). Tissues simulated
with the geometrical rule, both in isotropic and anisotropic, growth- and curvature-derived
stress, displayed a majority of short planes, as expected. The implemented geometrical
division rule mimics Errera’s simplified shortest path rule, but do not follow exactly the
same conditions: division plane orient along short axis of the cell, with a straight cell
walls going through the barycentre of the cell, but without condition on the equality of
daughters area. This difference may explain the existence of planes in the class 2 to
5. Tissues simulated with the mechanical division rule displayed a higher proportion of
long planes than tissues simulated with the geometrical rule, with a peak associated with
the class 5, both in isotropic and anisotropic tissues, whatever the source of mechanical
stress. Among tissues simulated with the mechanical division rule, those submitted to
anisotropic stress displayed a higher proportion of long planes than those submitted to
isotropic stress. And tissues submitted to anisotropic curvature-derived stress simulated
with the mechanical division rule displayed a particularly high proportion of non predicted
planes.

We spatialized proportion of planes classes in function of regions of the SAM (Fig. 2.3F).
Proportion of planes classes in the meristem and primordia were very similar to proportion
obtained in tissues simulated with the geometrical division rule. Proportion of planes
classes in the meristem were also similar to tissues submitted to isotropic growth-derived
stress and simulated with a mechanical division rule, which displayed a high proportion
of planes of the class 1 and a small peak in the proportion of planes of the class 5 (Fig.
2.3C-D). The boundary had a high proportion of planes of the class 5 and of non predicted
planes (NP), which was very similar to the proportion observed in tissues submitted to
anisotropic curvature-derived stress simulated with a mechanical division rule (Fig. 2.3C-
D).
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Figure 2.3: Modeling the contribution of mechanical stress to division plane orien-
tation. (A-B) Aspect ratio of cells in simulated tissues, when mechanical stress is derived from
curvature (A) or growth (B). Tissues divide according to either geometrical or mechanical divi-
sion rule. Mechanical stress field is either isotropic (on the left) or anisotropic (on the right).
(C-D) Computation of planes classes proportion given by the Besson-Dumais rule on simulated
tissues, when mechanical stress is derived from curvature (C) or growth (D). Classes 1 to 5
correspond to the ratio between the probability for a cell to choose the observed planes and the
probability to choose the shortest plane, as predicted by the Besson script. Ratio vary from
0 to 0.5. Class 1 [=0.5] corresponds to the choice of the shortest plane and Class 5 [0;0.125[
correspond to the choice of one of the longest planes. NP corresponds to an absence of match
between theoretical predictions and observations. Tissues divide according to either geometrical
or mechanical division rule. Mechanical stress field is either isotropic (on the left) or anisotropic
(on the right). The order is the same order as above in (A-B). Number of dividing cells in each
simulation from left to right: 393, 402, 372, 391, 194, 139, 215 and 198. (E) Observed aspect
ratio of non dividing cells (grey) and symmetrically dividing cells (black) in the different regions
of the SAM. M: meristem, B: boundary, P: primordia. Number of cells from left (non dividing
meristem cells) to right (dividing primordia cells) is respectively 3220, 527, 1082, 422, 23 and
105. (F) Computation of proportion of planes classes given by the Besson-Dumais rule (see
definition in (C)) on the different regions of the SAM. Number of symmetrically dividing cells
in meristem, boundary and primordia is respectively: 422, 23 and 105

2.3.5 Mechanical perturbations influence division plane orientation

Our analysis so far showed that Besson-Dumais did not predict well all division plane
orientations at the SAM, and in particular in the boundary region. Simulations of growing
tissues revealed that, when submitted to curvature derived anisotropic stress and following
a mechanical division rule, simulated tissues mimicked both more anisotropic cell aspect
ratio and the high proportion of long planes observed in boundary regions of the SAM. An
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Figure 2.4: Effects of mechanical perturbation on division plane orientation. (A) Angle
α between principal stress axis (simulated tissues) or new cell wall (real tissues) and radius of
the ablation is measured in each cell neighbouring the ablation site. (B) Angle α before and after
ablation on simulated tissues. Close-up on a simulated tissue shows direction of maximal tension
within the cells (black bar). Cells are coloured according to the value of angle α, from blue (0°)
to red (90°). (C) Confocal image of LTi6B-GFP (WS-4) dissected SAM 30 min after pulsed UV
laser ablation. White arrowhead points at ablation site. White asterisk: same cell as in (E).
(D-E) New cell walls formed within 48 h (red lines) on (D) control and (E) ablated LTi6B-GFP
(WS-4) dissected SAM. White arrowhead points at ablation site. Yellow arrowheads: boundary.
White asterisk: same cell as in (C). (F) Distribution of the angle α in neighbouring cells of 30
ablated meristems. Control: 30 cells of the same meristem are taken as "ablation site" and α is
computed in neighbouring cells.

anisotropic modification of the mechanical stress pattern should thus also affect the pattern
of cell division plane orientation. We tested this hypothesis using single cell ablation.

FEM simulation of L1 layer under tension predicts that an ablation in the epidermis
induces circumferential maximal tensile stress directions in the cells adjacent to the ablated
zone (Hamant et al. 2008). We first ensured that our model was consistent with these
previously published results: on different tissues undergoing homogeneous growth and
isotropic external stress, a cell was removed from the template and the stress pattern
before and after the ablation was analysed (Fig. 2.4A). As expected, the stress pattern,
which was random before ablation, became locally circumferential after the ablation (Fig.
2.4B).

We next performed ablations on real meristems with a pulsed UV laser (Fig. 2.4C) and
computed the orientation of division planes in the neighbouring cells 48 h after ablation
(Fig. 2.4D-E). New cell walls formed after the ablation oriented circumferentially around,
following the predicted tensile stress pattern (Fig. 2.4F).
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Figure 2.5: Comparison between simulated tissues and predictions of the Besson-
Dumais rule (A) Isotropic mechanical stress pattern (either curvature or growth-derived).
Number of cells=587. (B-C) Anisotropic mechanical stress pattern derived from (B) curvature
(number of cells=391), or (C) growth (number of cells=198).

2.3.6 Towards a mechanics-based division rule?

We applied the same bootstrap approach described in §2.3.2 on tissues simulated with the
mechanical division rule to see how far this rule was from Besson-Dumais rule predictions
in isotropic cases and to confirm depletion in planes of class 1 and enrichment of planes of
class 5 in anisotropic, as observed in the boundary region of the SAM (Fig. 2.5). We found
that output of isotropic simulations (Fig. 2.5A) are closer to Besson-Dumais predictions
than output of anisotropic simulations (Fig. 2.5B-C). However, in all cases, we observed
a depletion in planes of class 1 and an enrichment of planes of class 5, with a probability
lower than 5 % to get these two proportions. Proportions of other planes classes were
within the confidence interval.

NB: In Fig. 2.3C-D we did not filter mother cells according to the symmetry of divisions
(as done in Fig. 2.6B), and we did not exclude either the most anisotropic cell shapes
(whereas in the boundary, the most anisotropic cells do not divide, see Fig. 2.3E). New
analysis are currently ongoing to assess if this could explain the discrepancy between
Besson-Dumais predictions and the proportion of planes classes of tissues simulated with
the mechanical division rule. Meanwhile, we propose to compare outputs of simulations
also to observations on all the divisions at the SAM, even the most asymmetrical (see
Fig. 2.10). We can see that the addition of the most asymmetrically dividing cells do not
change much the results, except for shortest and longest plane classes: the proportion of
shortest plane is slightly decreased, whereas the proportion of longest planes is slightly
increased. In any cases, proportion of planes classes from simulations of growing tissue
in an isotropic stress field with a mechanical division rule appear more biased (in planes
classes 1 and 5) than proportion of planes classes in the meristem and primordia.

2.4 Discussion

Cell division is a defining feature of the shoot meristem, both etymologically (meresis
means cell division) and histologically (the meristem organization in layers and zones re-
lates to cell division planes and rates respectively). The shoot apical meristem is therefore
a place of choice to investigate how cell division is regulated. Since the end of the XIXth
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century, geometrical division rules were proposed to explain positioning of new division
planes in plants. However none of these rules accounted for all the divisions at the shoot
apical meristem (SAM) of Arabidopsis thaliana (Shapiro et al. 2015). Recently, one of
these rules, the rule of Errera, was re-examined and generalised into a probabilistic rule:
the Besson-Dumais rule.

We investigated whether the Besson-Dumais rule can be extended to the different regions
of the SAM of Arabidopsis thaliana and most particularly to the boundary region. We
found that around one quarter of the cells did not choose the shortest plane at the epi-
dermis of the shoot apex. Throughout a bootstrap-like approach we showed that the
Besson-Dumais division rule partially accounted for observations, but that long plane
were over-represented. A spatialisation of our analysis revealed that the boundary was
enriched in long planes. Boundary have a very specific identity compared to other part
of the SAM, both genetically and mechanically. We chose a simulation-based approach to
simplify the system and tested two alternative division rules hypothesis, either based on
geometry or on mechanics, in isotropic or anisotropic mechanical stress field, mimicking
either meristem and primordia regions, or boundary regions. We classified planes with
the Besson script in order to compare outputs of the simulations with observations made
at the SAM. Simulations of a growing tissue following mechanical division rule and sub-
mitted to anisotropic stress field displayed a high proportion of long planes, very similar
to what had been observed in the boundary. Simulations of a growing tissue following
mechanical division rule and submitted to isotropic growth-derived stress field (but not
curvature-derived stress field) displayed planes classes proportions similar to those of the
meristem region, but not to the primordia. However, the geometrical rule better accounted
for planes classes proportions in the primordia. Simulations predicted a local circumfer-
ential mechanical stress pattern (e.g. anisotropic) in response to an ablation in a tissue
undergoing homogeneous growth and isotropic external stress, consistent with previous
simulations of mechanical stress (Hamant et al. 2008). We performed UV pulsed laser
ablations on the meristem region and observed that new cell walls formed after the abla-
tion were oriented circumferentially around. We performed bootstrap-like approach on the
predictions of Besson-Dumais rule on the output of simulations of growing tissue following
a mechanical division rule. We found that even if output of isotropic simulations are closer
to Besson-Dumais predictions than output of anisotropic simulations, they do not mimick
exactly predictions of Besson-Dumais rule. Thus we propose that Besson-Dumais rule is
valid in isotropic regions of the SAM, such as the meristem and the primordia, and that
anisotropic mechanical stress fields, such as the one in the boundary region or the one
provoked by the ablation, may overcome this rule.

Here we pointed at a possible interference between anisotropic mechanical stress field and
division plane orientation. Biochemical signals, such as auxin, may as well only interfere
with a local geometrical division plane rule, for instance by constraining localisation of
microtubules. The identification of the synergies and antagonisms between these molecular
and mechanical cues will certainly be a fruitful area of research in the future.

2.5 Material and Methods
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2.5.1 Plant material and growth conditions

The LTi6B-GFP (WS-4) was already described in Marc et al. 1998. Plants were sown
on soil, kept at 4 ◦C during 48 h, then grown in short day conditions (8 h light at 19 ◦C ;
16 h night at 17 ◦C) during 4 weeks and transferred 2 to 3 weeks in long days conditions
(16 h day at 21 ◦C ; 8 h night at 19 ◦C) prior to dissection. Meristems were cut from the
stem, dissected the day before imaging and stuck in "Arabidopsis apex culture medium"
(2.2 g l−1 Duchefa Biochemie MS basal salt mixture without vitamins, 1% sucrose, 0.8%
agarose, pH 5.8), as described in (Hamant et al. 2014). Medium was supplemented with
vitamins (1000X stock solution: 5 g Myo-inositol Sigma, 0.05 g Nicotinic acid Sigma, 0.05 g
Pyridoxine hydrochloride Sigma, 0.5 g Thiamine hydrochloride Sigma and 0.1 g Glycine
Sigma in 50mL water) and 200 nmol N6-Benzyladenine. Dissected meristems were kept
in a phytotron in long days conditions (Sanyo, 16 h day at 20 ◦C ; 8 h night at 20 ◦C,
synchronised with growth culture chambers).

2.5.2 Imaging

1024x1024 pixels stacks of dissected meristems, with Z slices every 0.5 µm, were acquired
every 12 h during 48 h on a Zeiss LSM 700 upright confocal microscope, with a 40x water-
dipping lens. Stacks from the kinetics were processed with a C++ script using Level Set
Method (Landrein et al., submitted) to detect the 3D surface of the meristem at high
resolution. Meshes of these surfaces were then created with MorphoGraphX (Kierzkowski
et al. 2012; Barbier de Reuille et al. 2015). Surface geometry of processed stack was
extracted with a marching cube algorithm. Initial mesh had a 5 µm resolution. Mesh
was smoothed and subdivided until its resolution went below membrane signal thickness
(around 0.5 µm). Fluorescence signal (1 to 3 µm below the surface) was projected on this
mesh. Semi-automatic segmentation was performed using watershed method, allowing
delineation of cells.

For each cell, lineage and localisation (referred as "primordia", "boundary" and "meristem",
e.g. central zone + peripheral zone) were recorded manually for each 12h-snapshots. A
boundary is defined as a curved region between an outgrowing primordia and the meris-
tem. Very young boundaries and primordia are gathered with the "meristem" region. Maps
of area and curvature (with a radius of 20 µm) for each snapshot, and growth rates and
growth directions between each pair of contiguous snapshots, were computed with Mor-
phoGraphX. Each snapshot was exported as a .vtk text file, recording vertices coordinates
and associations of vertices to cells. Lineage, localisation of cells, growth, curvature and
area raw data were saved as separate text files. .vtk and other MorphoGraphX output
text files were processed with R (R Core Team 2015) to extract various cells indicators
(orientation and length of long and short axis, area, growth rate, local direction and in-
tensity of curvature). For each of the snapshots between T12h and T48h, fused daughters
cells that came from a division between previous and current snapshot were projected in
2D using a principal component analysis on vertices. Vertices are more spread in x and
y, meaning that third dimension always correspond to z. Third dimension explain only a
few percent of dispersion of vertices (between 0 and 2.5 %, with a mean at 0.15 %, see Fig.
2.7C), indicating that local flattening does not deform too much mother cell shape. We
kept only the two first dimensions and ordered these vertices clockwise or anti-clockwise.
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We adapted the input required by Matlabr (The MathWorks, Inc. 2013) script, written by
Sébastien Besson. Predictions given by the rule of Besson and Dumais were obtained with
the Matlabr (The MathWorks, Inc. 2013) script written by Sébastien Besson. This script
seeks the shortest plane between each pair of edges dividing the cell into two equal areas
and rank these planes according to their length. It then compares observed plane with
theoretical predictions and gives the rank of the plane and the probability to observe this
plane. Principal Component Analysis were performed with the R package FactoMineR
(Lê et al. 2008).

2.5.3 Ablations

UV laser ablations were performed on an inverted Leica DMI4000 microscope, equipped
with a confocal spinning disk head (Yokogawa CSU22), with a 20x dry lens. Stacks from
the ablations were processed with MerryProj (Barbier de Reuille et al. 2005) to obtain
a top view 2D projection of the meristems. New cell walls within the two first rank of
neighbours around the ablation were identified manually using layers and paths tool of
the GNU Image Manipulation Program (The GIMP team 2012). Angles between the new
plane and the radius of the ablation zone were measured with Fiji angle tool (Schindelin
et al. 2012). A non ablated meristem was used as a control. On this meristem, 30 cells
were taken as "centre of non ablated zone" to compare with the 30 ablations.

2.5.4 Model

We modelled two possible mechanisms driving the positioning of the new wall during a cell
division: the new wall can be positioned either to minimize its length or in the direction of
highest tension. Then we compared the development of tissues following one or the other
mechanism.

We employed a vertex model that allows to compute the mechanics and the geometry of
the tissue at the same scale. The model is 2D but 3D information can be incorporated as
an external stress.

2.5.4.1 Mechanics

The cells form a flat polygonal tilling, each polygon being a cell. The mechanics of a single
cell C is driven by its anisotropic deformation MC −M (0)

C where MC is the actuel shape
of the cell and M (0)

C its equilibrium state. The shape tensor is computed as the covariance
matrix:

MC = 1
NC


NC∑
i=1

(xi − xC)2
NC∑
i=1

(xi − xC)(yi − yC)
NC∑
i=1

(xi − xC)(yi − yC)
NC∑
i=1

(yi − yC)2



where (xi, yi) are the coordinates of the cell’s vertices, (xC , yC) the barycenter of the
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vertices and NC the number of vertices. Thus we are able to measure the anisotropy of
the cells.

The positions of the vertices is given by the minimization of the mechanical energy of the
tissue. Taking into account the elasticity and the turgor pressure, we can define the energy
of a single cell:

EC = −pAC + α

2AC
∥∥MC −M0

C

∥∥2
F

tr2
(
M0
C

)
with p the pressure and α the shear modulus of the periclinal wall. The stress tensor of
the periclinal wall is then given by the functional derivative of its energy density with
respect to its strain:

SC =
∂

(
α
‖MC−M0

C‖
2
F

tr2(M0
C)

)

∂

(
MC−M0

C

tr(M0
C)

) = α
MC −M0

C

tr
(
M0
C

)

where I is the identity matrix.

In a folded boundary, stress is predicted to be anisotropic. Therefore, to take into account
the curvature of a real tissue, an external stress is introduced in the energy of the whole
tissue:

ET =
∑
C

EC −AT
MT −M0

T

tr
(
M0
T

) : ST

where AT is the area of the tissue, MT its shape, M0
T its reference shape and ST the

external stress. The reference shape of the tissue is computed by minimizing the energy
without the external term.

As new divisions in the epidermis of the shoot apical meristem are anticlinal (see Fig.
2.6A), we hypothesized that mechanical stress within periclinal cell walls controls the
orientation of new anticlinal cell wall. Thus we simulated only mechanics of periclinal cell
walls.

2.5.4.2 Tissue growth

Because of the turgor pressure and the cellular interactions, the cells’ shapes are different
from their targets when the mechanical energy is minimal. To model the growth as the
evolution of the equilibrium state of the cell, the target matrix evolves proportionally to
its difference with the actual shape.

dM0
C

dt
= aC

(
MC −M0

C

)
for Cin 1..NC

where aC is the growth rate of the cell.
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We employed an incremental approach to growth: after minimizing the mechanical energy,
the targets evolve according to the differential equation system.

2.5.4.3 Cellular division

During cell growth, if the area of a cell is higher than the division threshold, the cell is
divided according to one of the two following rules
For the geometrical hypothesis, we mimicked the simplified "shortest path" version of
Errera’s rule (Errera 1888) by choosing the division direction−→n as the one which minimizes
the shape of the cell:

−→n , −→n tMC
−→n = min

{−→u tMC
−→u
}
‖−→u ‖=1

For the mechanical hypothesis, the division direction −→n is the one which maximizes the
stress:

−→n , −→n tSC
−→n = max

{−→u tSC−→u }‖−→u ‖=1

The cell is divided by a straight line going through its center, which is defined as the
barycenter of its vertices.

2.5.4.4 Properties of the daughter cells

After division, the growth rate of the daughter cells is equated with the growth rate of the
mother cell:

aD = aM

The targets of the daughter cells are chosen in order to keep the stress constant over the
division:

MD −M0
D

tr
(
M0
D

) = MM −M0
M

tr
(
M0
M

)
where D stands for a daughter cell and M for the mother cell. One can show that this
relation is equivalent to the following definition for the daughter’s target:

M0
D = MD + tr (MD)

tr (MM )
(
M0
M −MM

)

As the two neighbouring cells in the direction of the division get a new vertex, their
shape matrix is slightly modified. Therefore, their targets are also adapted to keep the
mechanical stress constant. The relation is identical:
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M0
C′ = MC′ + tr (MC′)

tr (MC)
(
M0
C −MC

)

where C and C ′ stands for the neighbouring cell before and after the division.

2.5.4.5 Implementation

Model was implemented in a C program. The energy was minimized thanks to the BFGS
algorithm, implemented in the NLopt library. The differential equation system was solved
thanks to the GNU Scientific Library. Simulation parameters were p = 0.01 for the turgor
pressure, α = 2 for the shear modulus, ST,xx = 0.03 and ST,yy ∈ {0.01, 0.03} for the
curvature-derived stress, and aC ∈ {0.3, 1} for the growth rate. Initially the energy was
minimized every ∆t = 10−2, but this time step was reduced proportionally to the number
of cells in order to keep a constant temporal resolution on the divisions. Mechanical
parameters were set to lead to a strain corresponding to a few percent, as it is observed
in real tissues. The external stress was estimated to vary between 1 and 10 times the
pressure stress, thus we set the parameters so that the external stress contribution is 75%
of the total stress. The tissues are initially 100 cells large and grow up to 250 or 300 cells
depending on the simulation. Noise in the initial conditions and in the growth rates allows
us to perform each kind of simulation several times. The noise in the initial conditions
was tuned so that no vertex cross a cell wall. The noise in the growth rates was a white
noise of amplitude 10 percent that was reset at each time step.

2.6 Supplemental Figures
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Figure 2.6: Besson script can be applied on 3D surface of the SAM. (A) Orthogonal
view of a LTi6B-GFP (WS4) dissected meristem. L1 has a constant thickness and divisions are
anticlinal to the surface. White asterisk: crease of a forming boundary. (B) Distribution of the
surface ratio occupied by the smallest of the two daughter cells. N=702 cell divisions. Striped
bars: 78 % of cells divided almost symmetrically. (C) Distribution of the surface ratio occupied
by the smallest of the two daughter cells in the different regions of the SAM. Number of division
in the Meristem, Boundary and Primordia region is 544, 26 and 132, respectively.
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Figure 2.7: 2D projection of two daughter cells. (A-B) Example of individual factor map
of a projected daughters. Cell is the same as in Fig. 2.1D (black asterisk) and E. Vertices of new
cell wall are coloured in blue. (A) Plane of dimension one and two. (B) Plane of dimension two
and three. (C) Contribution of third dimension in percent in the different regions of the SAM.
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Figure 2.8: Examples of computations of the Besson script. (A-D) Different cell shapes,
theoretical predictions of the Besson script and their choice of plane. 1. Flattened divided cells.
Only main vertices (between the junction of three cells) are kept. New plane are displayed in
green. Division occurred in the last 12 h. 2. The Besson script computes theoretical predictions
and gives match between chosen plane and predictions (arrowhead). 3. The Besson script colours
cells according to the rank of theoretical plane matching with the chosen division plane. Blue =
shortest plane, purple = second shortest plane, magenta = third shortest plane. Green dashed
line indicate position of the shortest theoretical plane. 1. and 3.: X and Y axis are in µm.
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Figure 2.9: Comparison between ranks and pairwise probabilities. (A) Proportions of
plane ranks and classes of pairwise probabilities (ratio between probability of observed plane
and the sum of this probability and the probability of shortest plane). (B) Example of map of
planes choices in function of ranks. (C) Example of map (same snapshot as in (B)) of planes
choices in function of pairwise probabilities classes.
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Figure 2.10: Predictions of Besson-Dumais and bootstrap tests on all dividing cells
(including the most asymmetric divisions). (A) Proportion of plane categories in each
SAM (total number of dividing cells in SAM1, 2 and 3 is respectively 201, 272 and 229). Classes
1 to 5 correspond to the ratio between the probability for a cell to choose the observed planes
and the probability to choose the shortest plane, as predicted by the Besson script. Ratio
vary from 0 to 0.5. Class 1 [=0.5] correspond to the choice of the shortest plane and Class 5
[0;0.125[ correspond to the choice of the longest plane. NP corresponds to an absence of match
between theoretical predictions and observations. (B) Comparison of observed planes proportions
within the different classes (red dots) with fluctuation range obtained by bootstrap-like approach
among theoretical predictions given by the Besson script (boxplots). Planes which did not match
prediction (NP class) were excluded from this analysis. Total number of dividing cell: 645. (C)
Proportion of plane categories in function of cell localisation. (D) Comparison of observed planes
proportions within the different classes (red dots) with fluctuation range obtained by bootstrap-
like approach among theoretical predictions given by the Besson script (boxplots) in function
of regions. Planes which did not match prediction (NP class) were excluded from this analysis.
Total number of dividing cell in meristem, primordia and boundary is respectively: 504, 123 and
18.
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3 Mechanical compression leads to
microtubule bundling in Arabidopsis: a
quantitative approach

Authors and contributions
M. Louveaux did all confocal image acquisition, compressions with the indenter, image
processing, analysis of indenter curves, design of indices and writing of R script to analyze
indenter curves; S. Rochette wrote R script to compute indices; L. Beauzamy provided
training on the indenter. A. Boudaoud and O. Hamant supervised the work.

3.1 Preamble

In chapter 2, we showed quantitatively, using a bootstrap-like approach, that Besson
and Dumais geometrical rule was unsufficient to explain divisions at the shoot apical
meristem of Arabidopsis thaliana, and in particular in the boundary region. We proposed
a new division rule based on another directionnal cue, which can act both at cellular and
supracellular scale: the mechanical stress. We explored the contribution of mechanical
stress with two strategies: modeling of a growing tissue with two possible division rules
(geometrical or mechanical), which was closer to real tissues with mechanical division
rule, and perturbation of mechanical stress pattern of the SAM by laser ablation, which
was sufficient to bias division plane orientation toward the new mechanical stress pattern.
At the center of the SAM, mechanical stress pattern is predicted to be isotropic. Laser
ablation is predicted to create locally a circumferential stress pattern. We observed that
new planes were positionned circumferentially around the ablation.

However, perturbation of mechanical stress pattern by laser ablation presented several
limitations. In LTi6B-GFP meristems, ablation was followed by elongation of neighbours
(Fig. 3.1) and thus, we could not conclude if the observed bias in division plane orientation
was a direct or indirect consequence, e.g. mediated by cell elongation, of the perturbation
of mechanical stress pattern.

During the PhD thesis, we performed other mechanical perturbation tests and obtained
several preliminary results which were consistent with a mechanical bias of division plane
orientation and pointed at the limitations of our micromechanical tools.

We performed single or double UV laser ablation on clv3 GFP-MBD and GFP-MBD
meristems and acquired confocal stacks at 30 min and at 24 h after ablation to explore
consequences of ablation on preprophase band (PPB) (Fig. 3.2). Resolution of spinning
disk, on which the laser ablation system is installed, was not sufficient to target ablation
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Figure 3.1: Cell wall elongation following an ablation. (A-B) Confocal images of
p35S::LTi6B-GFP dissected meristem projected from top in 2D with MerryProj (Barbier de
Reuille et al. 2005) surrounded by orthogonal views of the stack obtained with Fiji (Schindelin
et al. 2012). (A) 30 min and (B) 48 h after the ablation. Red arrowhead: ablation site. (C)
Elongation rate is equal to (lB − lA)/lA with lA: cell wall length at 30 min and lB cell wall
length at T48 h after ablation. (D) Map of cell wall elongations projected on confocal image of
the tissue taken 30 min after ablation. Red arrowhead: ablation site.

laser near a preprophase cell and we could only count on luck. We observed a few pertur-
bations of preprophase band located near ablation sites. 14 PPB were observed at 30 min
on clv3 GFP-MBD meristems, 5 close to the ablation (first or second rank of cells neigh-
bouring the ablation site) and 9 at further distance. All these preprophase cells completed
cytokinesis within the next 24 h. All the cells far from the ablation positioned new cell wall
in the same orientation as PPB. Among the 5 cells close to an ablation site, 3 positioned
new cell wall in the same orientation as PPB, 1 had deviated slightly (Fig. 3.2A-B) and 1
had divided perpendicularly to previous PPB (Fig. 3.2C-D). In the last case, the cell was
located between two ablation sites. And in both cases, cell shape did not change much,
which . Among the 9 PPB observed on GFP-MBD meristems, 6 were close to an ablation
site and 3 far from ablation site. All these preprophase cells completed cytokinesis within
the next 24 h and all positioned new cell wall parallel to previous position of PPB.

We also performed compression with an homemade set-up: NPA treated meristem was
put on Arabidopsis medium and held with plastic blades. A coverslip was put on top of
the meristem and glued to the blades. This set-up was too simple to control applied load
and growing plants either crashed on coverslip or bent on the coverslip.

The aim of this chapter is to propose a new controlled compressive set-up to perturb the
mechanical stress pattern of the SAM, as well as quantitative image analysis tools adapted
to the precision of this set-up. This set-up, based on the indenter technique, offers many
advantages: compression is almost non invasive, compression can be applied over several
hours and stopped at any time, load is controlled and recorded at all time, and scale of
compression is determined precisely by the size of the tip. Moreover, the indenter has a
x10 (dry) objective allowing to localise the meristem on the stage and to position the tip.
Confocal images of the sample can be acquired before and after compression on a nearby
confocal microscope. No image can be taken during compression.
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Figure 3.2: Preliminary results on abnormal positionning of division plane close to an
ablation site. (A-D) 2D projections of confocal stacks of clv3 GFP-MBD meristems projected
from top in 2D with MerryProj (Barbier de Reuille et al. 2005). Red stars indicate ablation
sites 30 min after ablation. (A-B) Single ablation site. (A) 30 min after ablation. (B) 24 h
after ablation. A new cell wall, deviating slightly from preprophase band orientation at 30 min
(indicated with grey arrowheads) has formed at 24 h. (C-D) Double ablation site. (C) 30 min
after ablation. (D) 24 h after ablation. Two new cell wall are visible at 24 h after ablation. One
cell wall is perpendicular to preprophase band orientation observed at T30 min after ablation
(indicated with grey arrowheads).

3.2 Abstract

Exogenous mechanical perturbations on living tissues are commonly used to investigate
how cells react to mechanical stress, but applied stress is not always quantively correlated
with biological response. Here we used a microindenter to apply a controled compression on
living plant tissues. We tested two microtubule marker lines, GFP-MBD and TUA-GFP,
and two mutants impaired in microtubule dynamics, bot1-7 GFP-MBD and spr2-2 GFP-
MBD and we first observed qualitatively microtubule response in these different lines. We
observed that compressive stress induces reversible apparent bundling in the GFP-MBD
line and depolymerisation of microtubules in the TUA-GFP line. These observations
were consistent with previous published results. Compressive stress also induced apparent
bundling in the spr2-2 mutant, but not in the bot1-7 mutant. Our observations of the
bot1-7 mutant are consistent with previous published results. So far the response of spr2-
2 GFP-MBD to compression had never been explored. Then we explored different tools
to quantify objectively cytoskeleton response to mechanical perturbations and to provide
adapted tools to this new controlled compressive set-up. With these tools, we were able
to separate bot1-7 GFP-MBD from the other lines.

3.3 Introduction

Exogenous mechanical perturbations on living tissues are commonly used to investigate
how cells react to mechanical stress, but applied stress is not always quantitatively corre-
lated with biological response. Several set-ups exist to apply mechanical stress, either on
whole organs or only on part of the organ or isolated cells. Exogenous mechanical pertur-
bations in animals can be exterted at much shorter time scales than in plant cells. Farge
2003 applied a compression during a few minutes on Drosophila embryo with a cover-slip,
which position is precisely controlled in z, and records qualitatively the expression of Twist
gene. Itabashi et al. 2012 applied single mechanical impulses on the order of several tens
of milliseconds, with a precisely controlled amplitude, over metaphasic HeLa cells and
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recorded changes in centromeres distance before and after impulse. Yeoman and Brown
1971 inserted ends of a cylindrical explant of Helianthus tuberosus into ends of a U-shaped
tube, imposing a semicircular conformation on the tissue. They explored the qualitative
effects of mechanical stress (compressive on the inner face and tensile on the outer face)
on division rates and division plane orientation over several days. Coutand et al. 2009
bent stem of a young poplar around a plastic tube and quantified diameter growth and
level of expression of the mechanosensitive transcription factor gene PtaZFP2 relatively
to strain over several days.

Effects of exogenous mechanical stress on microtubules in plants are well documented. Ef-
fects occur within a few hours, a relatively short time scale compared to divisions or organ
growth. Microtubules are able to reorient along maximal stress direction in response to an
ablation or a compression (Hamant et al. 2008). Compression was shown to induce a bet-
ter supracellular coalingnement of microtubules (Jacques et al. 2013; Sampathkumar et al.
2014). However, none of these experimental protocols allowed to link quantitatively mi-
crotubule response to applied stress. Mechanism behind the reorganisation of microtubule
network in response to mechanical stress requires microtubule self-organization processes.
In particular katanin mutants reorganise their microtubules network in response to ab-
lation and compression much more slowly than the wild type (Uyttewaal et al. 2012;
Sampathkumar et al. 2014). Conversely, ablations increase the microtubule severing rate
in neighbouring cells (Sampathkumar et al. 2014). This shows that microtubule severing
by the KATANIN protein promotes the microtubule response to mechanical stress.

Here we adapted a microindeter-based system to apply quantified loads on living plant
tissues. This system compensates growth over time by adjusting the position of the com-
pressive tip, thus maintaining the load constant over time. We applied this system on shoot
apical meristems of Arabidopsis thaliana and tested two microtubule marker lines, GFP-
MBD and TUA-GFP, and two mutants, bot1-7 (e.g. katanin) and spiral2, both crossed
with GFP-MBD. We tested the effect of a compression of a few hours on the coalignement
of microtubules and its reversibility after compression arrest. Then we explored different
tools to quantify objectively cytoskeleton response to mechanical perturbations and to
provide adapted tools to this new controlled compressive set-up.

3.4 Results

3.4.1 Applying controled compression on living plant tissues with a
microindenter

Indenter are used in material science and industry to check mechanical properties of life-
less objects. While atomic force microscopy is adapted for nanoscale deformations, micro-
indenters allows to probe bigger domains of the tissue of a few µm to 100 µm, depending
on the choice of tip. Here we adapted this technology to the indentation of living material:
the shoot apical meristem of Arabidopsis thaliana (Fig. 3.3A and B). Shoot apices were
cut from the plant and young floral buds were dissected out to give access to the shoot
apical meristem at the centre of the apex. These apices were kept alive in agarose medium
supplemented with sugar and vitamins (see Material and Method). Meristems were im-
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Figure 3.3: Indentation protocol. (A) The indenter. 1. Motorized stage. 2. Tip and trans-
ducer. 3. x10 (dry) objective. 4. Bright light. (B) Schema of the transducer (black) indenting a
biological object (green). Transducer is a three-plate capacitor. The central plate is attached to
springs and can move between the two other fixed plates. When a voltage current E is applied
on fixed plate, central plate is displaced over a distance d. A feedback loop is implemented in the
system to compensate growth or shrinkage of the meristem over time. (C) Load∼Displacement
curve. A first indentation at known displacement (here d=10 μm) is performed on the sample
over a few seconds. The fitted part of the curve (red line) is the tip approach (1.) and is linear.
The slope is the apparent stiffness of the sample. The other part of the curve (2.) corresponds
to the retraction of the tip. Its non linearity highlights the visco-elastic behaviour of the sample.
(D) Load∼Time curve. A constant load is applied to the sample over 6 h 30 min, e.g. 23 400 s.
Load value is chosen according to the maximum load in (C). (E) Tip depth∼Time curve. Po-
sition of the tip along z axis over time. A linear fit (red line) was applied between 4000 and
20 000 s to compute speed displacement of the tip, which is linked to growth of the apex.

mersed in pure water during the whole experiment to avoid dehydration. To indent, a flat
tip of a 100 μm in diameter was used.

Indentations can be performed over variable time scale (from a few seconds to a few
hours) and indenter can be configured to apply either a fixed load or indent at a fixed
depth. As meristems may vary in shape and stiffness, they were indented first at a known
depth during a few seconds (Fig. 3.3C). This first indentation ramp gave an estimation
of the load needed to indent a given depth. Then, load was applied continuously during
6 h 30 min (Fig. 3.3D). Living plant tissues are continuously growing. If tip is static, the
growing meristem presses on the tip and increases progressively the total compressive force
exerted on the tissue. Growth can also deviates from the vertical axis. In such cases, the
apex escapes compression by growing preferentially on one side of the device and is thus
exposed to a smaller load. Here we took advantage of the indenter features and maintained
a constant known load on the sample, by adjusting the position of the tip in function of
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load measured at the tip. At any time during compression, current applied load and tip
position are precisely known (Fig. 3.3D-E).

The mechanical stress pattern of the indented region of the meristem before indentation
is predicted to be isotropic at the top and anisotropic circumferentially on the flanks. The
indentation is expected to lower stress intensity at the center of the indented region and to
increase stress intensity at the periphery. Thus mechanical stress pattern of the compressed
meristem is still isotropic at the center and becomes gradually more anisotropic and cir-
cumferential toward the periphery. This pattern (isotropy at the center and anisotropy on
the flanks) is not qualitatively different from the non indented situation.

3.4.2 Compressive stress induces reversible apparent bundling in the
GFP-MBD microtubule marker line and depolymerisation of
microtubules in the TUA-GFP microtubule marker line

A B C

D E F G

H I

Figure 3.4: Effect of compressions on GFP-MBD at a load value corresponding to
different initial displacements. (A-E) Confocal image of GFP-MBD meristems projected in
2D. (A-C) Load value corresponds to an initial displacement of 10 µm. (A) Before compression.
(B) A few minutes after release of compression. (C) 16 h after release of compression. (D) Load
value corresponds to an initial displacement of 5 µm. Image is taken a few minutes after the
release of compression. (E) Load value corresponds to an initial displacement 2 µm. Image is
taken a few minutes after the release of compression. (F-I) Close ups of B (F), C (G), D (H),
and E (I). (F-G) is centered on an ablation.

To analyze the microtubule response to mechanical compression, we acquired confocal
images of the meristems before (Fig. 3.4 A) and after (Fig. 3.4 B) compression. A 6 h 30 min
compression on p35S::GFP-MBD (WS-4) lines induced apparent microtubule bundling.
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This response was visible when imaging the meristem as early as 15 min after indentation
(Fig. 3.4 B and F). This response was also reversible: microtubule network at 16 h after
the end of compression looked very similar to microtubule network before compression
(Fig. 3.4 C and G). Our results confirmed previous observations of bundling on leaves
and cotyledons, after compression with a coverslip (Jacques et al. 2013; Sampathkumar
et al. 2014). However, the degree of apparent bundling varied among meristems from very
aligned network to very thick bundles (as the ones shown in Fig. 3.4 B and F).

To check whether dose-response could be induced with the indenter, we also tested different
indentation depths. Indentations at 5 µm, followed by continuous compression at corre-
sponding load, had a visible effect on cortical microtubules (Fig. 3.4 D and H), whereas
indentations at 2 µm had no visible impact (Fig. 3.4 E and I). These preliminary tests
guided choice of indentation depth. In the following experiments, an indentation depth of
10 µm was chosen to be sure to induce a maximal response.

It is worth noting that compression induced ablation of one or a few cells in several cases
(Fig. 3.4 F and G). Microtubules reoriented circumferentially around the ablation during
the following night and this local circumferential pattern (on the first row of cells neigh-
bouring the ablation) could still be observed 16 h after the end of compression, whereas
in other part of the meristem microtubules had recovered from compression (Fig. 3.4 C
and G). No correlation with asperity on the tip, which could locally increase load on a few
cells, could be established.

D E F

A B C

G H I

Figure 3.5: Effects of compression on TUA-GFP compared to GFP-MBD. (A-E) Con-
focal images of TUA-GFP meristems projected in 2D from the top, (A) before, (B) just after and
(C) 16 h after release of compression. Bottom right corner of (A-C): close ups on a preprophase
band (A-B) and the corresponding new cell wall (C). (D-I) Close-ups on one slice of the confocal
stack, at the equator of epidermal cells of a TUA-GFP meristem (D-F) and GFP-MBD meristem
(G-I), before (D and G), just after (E and H) and 16 h after release of compression (F and I).

Interestingly, the microtubule response in the TUA-GFP line was different from the GFP-
MBD line. Microtubular network seemed less intermingled, but no apparent bundling
could be observed (Fig. 3.5A-B). Views of cells’ equator revealed a cytoplasmic relocalisa-
tion of GFP signal, suggesting a depolymerisation of microtubules in response to the com-
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pression (Fig. 3.5D-F). Such relocalisation was not observed in GFP-MBD (Fig. 3.5G-I).
A depolymerization of microtubules in the TUA-GFP would been consistent with previous
published results on the effects of a local compression exerted with a needle on cotyledon
epidermal cells (Hardham et al. 2008). Both modification of network geometry and cyto-
plasmic relocalisation of GFP signal were reversible: microtubule network at 16 h after the
end of compression looked very similar to microtubule network before compression (Fig.
3.4C).

Close-ups of Fig. 3.5 A to C, are centered on a cell displaying a PPB at T0 before compres-
sion (Fig. 3.5 A), which is still present after compression (Fig. 3.5 B) and which is replaced
by a new cell with the same orientation at 16 h after compression (Fig. 3.5 C). This im-
age is representative of the longer persistence of PPB observed in compressed meristems
compared to control: in half of the TUA-GFP compressed meristems and three quarter
of the GFP-MBD PPB was still visible just after release of compression, whereas this
was the case in only of a third of TUA-GFP and GFP-MBD control meristems. To give
more details, in the compressed meristems of the TUA-GFP line, among a total of 11 cells
showing a PPB before compression, 1 cell had collapsed, 5 were still showing PPB just
after compression and completed mitosis and cytokinesis in the next 16 h, 2 had completed
mitosis and cytokinesis during compression, and 3 displayed no more PPB but at the end 2
of them still completed mitosis and cytokinesis in the next 16 h. Division plane orientation
was not affected by compression. In the TUA-GFP control (non compressed) meristems,
among the 13 cells displaying a PBB at T0 (before the compression experiment), 5 were
still showing PPB just after compression and had completed mitosis and cytokinesis in
the next 16 h and 8 had completed mitosis and cytokinesis on the snapshot taken just
after release of compression time. In the GFP-MBD, most of the confocal images were
taken only before and just after compression and thus we lack information at 16 h after
release of compression. In the compressed meristems, among the 16 cells displaying a PPB
before compression on indented meristems, 1 cell divided during compression, PPB was
not visible anymore in 3 cells and PPB was still there in 12 cells. In the control meristems,
among the 16 cells displaying a PPB at T0, a PPB was still visible after compression time
in 6 cells and the 10 other cells had completed mitosis and cytokinesis during compression
time. It is worth noting that compressions did not affect division plane orientation, as
new cell walls observed after the end of compression oriented in the same direction as PPB
observed before the compression.

To sum up, in both microtubule marker lines (GFP-MBD and TUA-GFP), preprophase
band seemed to persist a longer time in compressed cells compared to control cells. PPB
persisted with the same orientation after compression and, when cytokinesis was recorded,
division plane oriented along the same axis as the PPB. Compressive stress on top of the
meristem seems then to induce a delay in mitosis progression, but not to perturb division
plane orientation.

3.4.3 The spr2-2 mutant has a lower apparent stiffness and lower growth
speed compared to wild type microtubule marker lines and bot1-7
mutant

Previous experiments showed that in the bot1-7 GFP-MBD mutant, microtubules were
more disorganised than control microtubule marker line GFP-MBD and responded less to
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Figure 3.6: Apparent stiffness of meristems and tip displacement speed. (A) Apparent
stiffness (slope of part 1. of Load∼Displacement curve at d=10 µm, see Fig. 3.3C). (B) Dis-
placement speed of indenter tip during the compression (slope computed from Tip Depth∼Time
curve, see Fig. 3.3E). (C) Displacement speed of indenter tip during the compression in function
of apparent stiffness.

top compression over 6-7 hours and to ablation (Uyttewaal et al. 2012; Sampathkumar
et al. 2014). We included the bot1-7 mutant to test whether our compression protocol
revealed the same reduced response. As SPIRAL2, also called TORTIFOLIA (Buschmann
et al. 2004), was shown to act antagonistically on KATANIN (Wightman et al. 2013), we
also included the spr2-2 mutant crossed with GFP-MBD in the analysis.

We extracted apparent stiffness and speed displacement of indenter from indenter curves,
for both mutants and of both microtubule marker lines. Apparent stiffness was obtained by
fitting linearly the approach curve presented in Fig. 3.3C. Apparent stiffness is the global
stiffness of the meristem, resulting from both turgor pressure and cell wall stiffness. We
found an apparent stiffness of 0.10 to 0.30 µN nm−1. As expected, the apparent stiffness
varied among the different genotypes. The spr2-2 GFP-MBD mutant seemed to be softer
than the three others (Fig. 3.6A). Speed displacement was obtained by fitting linearly the
displacement time curve between 4000 and 20 000 s. We found a displacement speed of the
tip of a few nano metre per second (Fig. 3.3E). In most of the cases, we observed that the
tip was pushed backward (negative slope), consistent with the growth of the apex toward
the tip (Fig. 3.6B). Displacement was not perfectly linear in most of the cases and speed
displacement was often slower on the 3 last hours of the indentation test, suggesting either
that the compression may impact growth or that the growth medium cannot fully replace
the context of an intact stem, leading to reduced growth. For one spr2-2 GFP-MBD, we
observed that the tip was continuously going down (e.g. slope was positive, see Fig. 3.6B).
This response might reflect an incorrect fixation of the stem in agarose. All the spr2-2
GFP-MBD apices showed slower tip speed (Fig. 3.6B). Displacement speed of the tip was
not correlated to apparent stiffness (Fig. 3.6C).

3.4.4 Compressive stress induces apparent bundling in the spr2-2 mutant but
not in the bot1-7 mutant

Compressions during 6 h 30 min were performed on bot1-7 GFP-MBD and spr2-2 GFP-
MBD. As expected and contrary to the GFP-MBD control line (Fig. 3.7 A and D), no
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A

D

C

F

B

E

Figure 3.7: Effects of compression on spr2-2 GFP-MBD and bot1-7 GFP-MBD. Con-
focal images of dissected meristems projected in 2D from top and corresponding close-ups taken
(A-C) before compression and (D-F) just after release from 6 h 30 min of compression. (A and D)
GFP-MBD microtubule marker line (control). (B and E) bot1-7 GFP-MBD. (C and F) spr2-2
GFP-MBD dissected meristem.

bundling was observed in bot1-7 GFP-MBD (Fig. 3.7 B and E), and microtubule networks
seemed ony slightly less intermingled. A few ablation sites could be observed, but micro-
tubules did not show well circumferential reorientation, contrary to the GFP-MBD control
line.

Strong apparent bundling, stronger than in the GFP-MBD control line, was observed
on half of the spr2-2 GFP-MBD meristems just after compression (Fig. 3.7 C and F).
Other compressed meristems only showed less intermingled microtubule networks just
after compression. In two over the three meristems for which an image had been taken
16 h after release of compression, apparent bundling could still be observed in some cells
at this time. For one of these meristems, an ablation was visible and microtubules had
reoriented circumferentially at 16 h after release of compression (data not shown).

3.4.5 Quantifying the microtuble response to mechanical perturbations

To go beyond our qualitative assessments, we used previous and new quantitative tools
to estimate responses in the different lines. The approach was partially automatised
with the perspective to ease statistical analysis of big samples. Here, we analysed 13
GFP-MBD (4 indented and 9 control meristems), 7 spr2-2 GFP-MBD (4 indented and
3 control meristems), 6 bot1-7 GFP-MBD (3 indented and 3 control plants) and 2 TUA-
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GFP (1 indented and 1 control meristem). On each meristem, on the snapshots taken
before and just after compression, 80 cells were segmented manually with Fiji Polygon
tool (Schindelin et al. 2012). The Fiji plugin FibrilTool (Boudaoud et al. 2014) was used
to measure compute microtubule array anisotropy and mean orientation per cell. Polygon
segmentation was then imported in R software with the RImageJROI package (Sterratt
and Vihtakari 2015).
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Figure 3.8: FibrilTool measures of difference of microtubules anisotropy and orien-
tation. (A) Variation of microtubule anisotropy during compression. Microtubule anisotropy
characterizes the degree of alignement of microtubules in the cells. (B) Reorientation of micro-
tubules during compression. A mean direction of microtubules with the x axis is computed and
compared to those of the previous snapshot. Difference is computed in degrees modulo 90.

Response to mechanical perturbation on Arabidopsis meristems is known to induce a better
alignment of microtubules within the cell (e.g. an increase in microtubules anisotropy)
under compression and to induce the formation of supracellular microtubules alignements
in the direction of maximal tensile stress (Hamant et al. 2008; Sampathkumar et al. 2014;
Jacques et al. 2013). The difference of anisotropy between the two snapshots (before
and after compression) was computed separately for control and indented meristems of
each line. Results showed absence of variation of microtubule anisotropy between the two
snapshots (Fig. 3.8A). Reorientation of microtubules was also computed and revealed no
differences between indented and control meristems (Fig. 3.8B). In all cases, cells showed
little microtubules reorientation, with a median around 20 degree. These quantifications
seemed consistent with our qualitative observations: we observed bundling, but never in
a preferential direction. Therefore both direction and anisotropy at the entire cell scale
are not dramatically changed.

To quantify the increase in apparent bundling, we combined image analysis and geostatis-
tics approaches to compute different indices. Indices of fluorescence intensity within each
cells can be used to characterise effect of compression on microtubule network. The distri-
bution of fluorescent intensity of pixels composing each cell of a meristem was described
with different indices as presented on Fig. 3.9A: (i) coefficient of variation (CV) of the
pixel colour distribution (ratio of standard deviation over mean) is a measure of dispersion
of the distribution, (ii) skewness is a measure of symmetry of the distribution, and (iii)
kurtosis is a measure of peakedness of the distribution. Non parametric tests (Wilcoxon)
were used to test for significant differences between the distribution of indices, which are
not Gaussian. The two sample Wilcoxon test allowed to highlight or not the effect of
compression on each line (Table 3.1 in §3.7). In parallel, we computed two different ways
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Figure 3.9: Characterization of microtubule networks. (A) Example of analysis performed
on a GFP-MBD compressed cell (white asterisk). Several informations were extracted from green
channel of confocal images ("raw image") before and after indentation: distribution of fluores-
cence intensity in each cell (delineated with the red polygons) and its characteristic parameters
(coefficient of variation (standard deviation over mean), kurtosis, skewness). A threshold (here,
50) was applied on the distribution to extract microtubules. The percentage of microtubules per
cell, width of bundles ("distance ind") and complexity of microtubular network (Geary ind) and
their with ("distance ind") were also computed. (B, D and F) Indices relative to green fluores-
cence intensity. (C, E and G) Indices relative to microtubule network. Indices were computed
on raw images ("NULL") and on images corrected for fluorescence intensity ("focal and "gam")
(see Material and Method)
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3.4 Results

to normalize fluorescence intensity ("focal" and "GAM"), as distribution of fluorescence
intensity could be biased by image acquisition protocol. Indeed, gain and laser were not
exactly the same between the two snapshots and between meristems, though cell walls
were deliberatly over exposed but not microtubules. Both normalization methods aimed
at ensuring that each part of the meristem would have an equal fluorescence exposure,
relatively to nearby cell walls. Comparison between normalized and raw data revealed
that distribution of fluorescence intensity was unbiased by our image acquisition protocol
(Fig. 3.9B-G). We describe below only the results of Wilcoxon tests on raw data (NULL
normalization).

Cell coefficients of variation (CV, Fig. 3.9B and Table 3.1 in §3.7) increased significantly in
the indented region, when compared to the control in GFP-MBD, bot1-7 GFP-MBD and
spr2-2 GFP-MBD (p-value < 0.05), but not in TUA-GFP (p-value = 0.16), confirming
the visual impression that fluorescence is more contrasted after indentation.

Skewness (Fig. 3.9D and Table 3.1 in §3.7) increased significantly in GFP-MBD, bot1-7
GFP-MBD and spr2-2 GFP-MBD (p-value < 0.05), but not in TUA-GFP (p-value =
0.20), consistent with the longer tail of distributions toward high grayscale values after
indentation.

Kurtosis values were high (Fig. 3.9F and Table 3.1 in §3.7), indicating that distributions
were more peaked than a Gaussian distribution, but changes in Kurtosis was only signifi-
cant for bot1-7 GFP-MBD (p-value < 0.05).

To analyze further the microtubule response to compression, microtubules were skele-
tonized in each cell by applying a threshold on grayscale intensities of images. Some
preliminary tests on our 2D projected confocal images showed that a threshold equal to
50 over 255 gave the best compromise between a good filtering of microtubules and large
spreading of resulting indices, useful to discriminate the different cell configurations (See
example on Fig. 3.9A). Our qualitative observations indicated that compression induced
less complex (less intermingled) and more aggregated ("bundled") microtubules (see for
instance Fig. 3.9A -After-).

To verify this observation on microtubules network and quantify the changes, three indices
were computed: (i) the percentage of microtubules fiber per cell, (ii) the complexity of
the network and (iii) the width of microtubule network. The word fiber is used to design
and distinguish aggregated microtubules from isolated microtubules. As for the indices on
the fluorescence distributions, indices on microtubule network were also calculated with
different exposition normalisations.

(i) Percentage of microtubules fiber was computed as the ratio of the number of pixels
above threshold over total number of pixels in each cell between the two snapshots (before
and after) for indented and control meristems. Percentage of microtubules decreased
significantly for all genotypes, even if the difference was smaller for spr2-2 GFP-MBD
(p-value < 0.05, Fig. 3.9C and Table 3.1 in §3.7).

(ii) The complexity of the network was approached through the Geary index, which is a
measure of local spatial autocorrelation. The Geary index was computed on a 0/1 grid,
representing a not-microtubule/microtubule value for each pixel of a cell and averaged over
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3 Mechanical compression leads to microtubule bundling in Arabidopsis: a quantitative approach

each cell. An increase in Geary index reflects a decrease in complexity of the network, e.g.
network is less intermingled (see example on Fig. 3.9A). Geary index significantly increased
in all genotypes (p-value < 0.05) excepted in bot1-7 GFP-MBD (p-value =0.19, Fig. 3.9E
and Table 3.1 in §3.7). Results of Wilcoxon tests are consistent with our qualitative
observations: microtubules networks of compressed meristems seem less intermingled for
all genotypes excepted bot1-7 GFP-MBD.

(iii) Width of microtubule network is complementary to Geary index and also characterizes
the complexity of a microtubular network. This index was calculated as the distance of a
microtubule pixel to the nearest non-microtubule pixel. In our case, small width indicates
that microtubules are isolated and large width that the network is intermingled (Fig.
3.9A). Width significantly decreased in all genotypes (p-value < 0.05, Fig. 3.9G and Table
3.1 in §3.7), but results were more contrasted in TUA-GFP depending on normalisation
method applied.

Interestingly, in the control (not compressed) bot1-7 GFP-MBD lines the different indices
showed opposite results compared to other lines. CV and kurtosis were centered on zero
indicating no evolution of both parameters accross the duration of the compression experi-
ments, skewness and Geary were lower than in other lines and the differences of percentage
of microtubule fibers and mean fiber width were higher. These differences could reflect the
difference of microtubule architecture (more intermingled) observed in the bot1-7 GFP-
MBD line. However, as revealed by indices computed on compressed meristems, response
of bot1-7 GFP-MBD is similar to the response of other lines, except for the Geary index
(Fig. 3.9E and Table 3.1 in §3.7). These quantitative results contradict the qualitative
impression that bot1-7 GFP-MBD do not respond to compression and suggest that bot1-7
GFP-MBD might respond as well, but that its response might be partially hidden by its
particular microtubule network architecture.

3.5 Discussion

In this chapter, we used an indenter to apply a quantified and constant mechanical com-
pression on a living tissue over several hours. We coupled this system with confocal
imaging and observed an apparent bundling response to compression in the GFP-MBD
marker line, but not in TUA-GFP line, which instead showed a depolymerization re-
sponse. Our qualitative observations on GFP-MBD confirmed previous results obtained
on cotyledons (Sampathkumar et al. 2014). Depolymerization of microtubules in the
TUA-GFP had been previously observed in response to a local compression exerted with
a needle on cotyledon epidermal cells (Hardham et al. 2008). The discrepancies between
the GFP-MBD and TUA-GFP lines might reflect differences in microtubule stability in
these different contexts: the GFP-MBD is known to stabilize microtubules, whereas the
TUA-GFP line tends to have a greater microtubule turnover. The stabilisation effect of
MBD might amplify or even be responsible for apparent bundling.

Apparent bundling was previously shown to be provoked by an increase in severing activity
of the protein katanin (Sampathkumar et al. 2014). We extended our compression tests
to two mutants, bot1-7 and spr2-2, both crossed with GFP-MBD. bot1-7 is a katanin
mutant. SPIRAL2 (SPR2) is known to prevent severing by a steric competition with the
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3.6 Material and Method

KATANIN protein at crossover sites (Wightman et al. 2013). bot1-7 GFP-MBD has a
more disorganised microtubule network, which responds less to mechanical perturbations
(Bichet et al. 2001; Burk et al. 2001; Burk and Zheng-Hua 2002; Uyttewaal et al. 2012;
Sampathkumar et al. 2014). So far, effects of mechanical stress on microtubules in the
spr2-2 mutant had never been explored. Here the number of meristems was too small to
conclude on a correlation between mechanical properties or growth, and genotype, but we
observed that spr2-2 GFP-MBD seemed softer and had a slower growth, when compared
to the others.

To go beyond these qualitative assessment, we used several quantitative tools to estimate
responses of the different lines to compression. Variation of microtubule anisotropy and
reorientation of microtubules over time, computed with an ImageJ/Fiji macro called Fib-
rilTool (Boudaoud et al. 2014), did not seem to be affected by the compression. Bundling
was much more pronounced in our images than in other studies where FibrilTool was
used (Uyttewaal et al. 2012; Sampathkumar et al. 2014), which might perturb measures
of FibrilTool macro.

We extracted fluorescence distribution of pixels of each cells and computed characteristic
features: coefficient of variation, kurtosis and skewness. After compression, fluorescence
distributions were more spread, with a longer tail on higher grayscale fluorescence values.
Normalisation of fluorescence intensity over meristems did not change a lot our results.
This supports the chosen image acquisition protocol, in which only cell walls (but not
microtubules) were over exposed and the image segmentation protocol, in which only cells
located at the top of meristem were delineated (those are more equally lighted and less
subjected to alterations by 2D projection). To go further on the analysis of fluorescence, we
selected a threshold and binarized confocal image to extract microtubules and computed
three indices: (i) the percentage of microtubules per cell, (ii) the complexity of the network
and (iii) the width of microtubule network. On the control meristems, all indices separated
bot1-7 GFP-MBD from the others. This result is consistent with previous description
of microtubular network of the mutant, which display a more intermingled architecture
(Bichet et al. 2001; Burk et al. 2001; Burk and Zheng-Hua 2002). However results on the
compressed meristems partially contradicted the absence of reorganization of microtubule
network in response to mechanical perturbations (Uyttewaal et al. 2012; Sampathkumar
et al. 2014).

The protocol proposed and its coupling with confocal live-imaging offers interesting per-
spectives to test quantitatively the response of actin and gene expression to a quantified
and constant mechanical compression. Biological response cannot be monitored during
application of compressive stress and switching from machines directly impose a minimum
of 15 min between the end of compression and observation under the confocal. Actual lim-
itations of the indenter software limit duration of compression to a few hours, but these
technical limitations could be circumvented, and such system could also help probing
effects of compressive stress on cell division.

3.6 Material and Method
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3 Mechanical compression leads to microtubule bundling in Arabidopsis: a quantitative approach

3.6.1 Plants material and growth conditions

The Microtubule Binding Domain marker line GFP-MBD (WS-4) was first described in
Marc et al. 1998. The TUA-GFP line was first described in Ueda et al. 1999. The bot1-
7xGFP-MBD line was first described in Uyttewaal et al. 2012. spr2-2 mutant (in Col0)
was ordered from NASC (NASC ID: N6549) and crossed with GFP-MBD (WS-4).

Seeds were sown on soil, kept at 4 ◦C during 48 h, then grown in short day conditions (8 h
light at 19 ◦C ; 16 h night at 17 ◦C) during 4 weeks and at last transferred 2 to 3 weeks in
long days conditions(16 h day at 21 ◦C ; 8 h night at 19 ◦C) prior to dissection.

Meristems were cut from the stem, dissected the day before indentation and stuck in
"Arabidopsis apex culture medium" (2.2 g/l Duchefa Biochemie—MS basal salt mixture
without vitamins, 1 % sucrose ; adjust pH to 5.8 with KOH and add 1.6 % agarose)
supplemented with vitamins and BAP. If necessary, meristems were stabilised by extra
drops of ACM without vitamins and BAP. Dissected meristems were kept in a phytotron
in long days conditions (Sanyo, 16 h day at 21 ◦C ; 8 h night at 19 ◦C, synchronised with
growth culture chambers).

3.6.2 Imaging

Plants were imaged prior to indentation, 15 min indentation and 18 h after indentation.
1024x1024 pixels images with slices every 1 µm were acquired on a LSM 700 upright con-
focal microscope (Zeiss), with a water-dipping 40x lens. At each indentation experiment,
a minimum of three plants (two control and one indented) were dissected and put in ACM
medium.

3.6.3 Indentation

30x10mm Petri dish is fixed on the stage with adhesive gum and optically centered. A
quick approach of the tip in the air is performed to position the surface of the meristem.
Then the meristem is drown in pure water.

The force (in µN) needed to indent the meristem at 10 µm depth is deduced from a first
indentation ramp (5 s from 0 to 10 µm ; 5 s from 10 µm to 0). This force value is used as
the setpoint of the second indentation ramp (5 s from 0 to setpoint ; 6 h 30 min at setpoint
; 15 s from setpoint to 0). Extended stage is on to compensate growth or shrinkage of the
meristem (rest position at 250 µm).

All indenter curves were exported as text files and analyzed in R software.
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3.6 Material and Method

3.6.4 Image analysis

All confocal stacks were projected in 2D with MerryProj (Barbier de Reuille et al. 2005).
On each stack, starting from the top of the stack, 80 cells were delimited as ROI with
ImageJ Polygon tool. Dividing cells were identified manually and suppressed from next
analysis steps, as their microtubule network is not comparable to interphase network. This
represented less than 4 cells in average on each image (between 0 and 9 cells maximum).

FibrilTool macro (Boudaoud et al. 2014) was used to compute direction and quality of ori-
entation of microtubules on 2D projection within each ROI. Reorientation of microtubules
during the two snapshots was computed as the difference of angle with the x axis, which
did not rotate between snapshots.

Polygon segmentation was then imported in R software thanks to the RImageJROI pack-
age (Sterratt and Vihtakari 2015).

Image fluorescence intensity could be linked to changes in image acquisition. Although, a
great attention has been taken to assure similar fluorescence exposition conditions among
snapshots, differences could remain, possibly intensified by the 2D projection. Two dif-
ferent ways of normalisation have been tested, allowing comparison of results with the
"NULL" normalisation, which is simply the raw image. Both methods used walls fluo-
rescence intensities as reference of maximum fluorescence, following the seminal idea that
contrast should normally have been fixed so that all walls should be over-exposed in each
slice. For each pixel, if no nearby cell wall reach maximal intensity (green=255), then it
is probably under-exposed and its green intensity should be increased. (i) The method
named "focal" is a local normalisation. For each pixel, the value of green intensity in sur-
rounding pixels in a radius of 70 pixels (big enough to include 1.5 to 2 cells on average) is
computed. If the maximum (255) was not reached, the pixel intensity was multiplied by
255 / max of the neighbours. This assured an intensity still included in the 0-255 interval
for each pixel. (ii) The method named "gam" is a global smoothed normalisation based on
cell walls. The aim is to fit a statistical model linking green intensity to the coordinates of
cell wall pixels only: intensity = f(x, y). As for "focal", this model predicts for each pixel,
the mean intensity of surrounding cell walls but smoothed over the entire meristem, thus
avoiding too local effects, in contrast to "focal". As green intensity cannot be used directly
to detect cell walls in a context of possible under-exposition, we needed to detect varia-
tions of intensities to detect cell walls. In spatial science, the topographic position index
(tpi) allows to detect hollows and bumps on altimetric maps. Here, we used a modified
tpi to detect major bumps of green intensities with an appropriately chosen radius (here,
3, which is the half of an average cell wall width). Bumps is defined as pixel for which
intensity >= 1.2 x average of 3-radius neighbours. This method could be applied here as
cell walls were generally well identified against microtubules. The model then applied is a
generalized additive model (GAM) defined with a tensor having a low smoothing param-
eter corresponding to configuration of our meristems: intensity = tensor(x, y, k = 5). As
for "focal", predictions of the model for each pixel were rescaled from 0 to 255 to estimate
the smoothed local maximum for each pixel of the meristem. If the maximum (255) is
not attained in the prediction, the pixel intensity is multiplied by 255 / prediction of the
model. Gam was fitted with library "mgcv" in the R-software (Wood 2011; R Core Team
2015).
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3 Mechanical compression leads to microtubule bundling in Arabidopsis: a quantitative approach

The distribution of fluorescent intensity of pixels and the microtubule network composing
each cell of a meristem were described with different indices calculated with the R-software
(R Core Team 2015). Skewness and kurtosis of distributions were computed with the R
package moments (Komsta and Novomestky 2015). The Geary spatial autocorrelation
index and the width index (e.g. distance to the nearest non-microtubule pixel) were
computed with the R package raster (Hijmans 2015). Geary index was computed on an
equally weighted 3x3 neighbourhood (default R library raster settings).

3.7 Supplemental Figures

CV GFP-MBD spr2-2 GFP-MBD bot1-7 GFP-MBD TUA-GFP
NULL 7.083132e-33 3.17881e-14 1.459396e-44 0.16349330
focal 1.978985e-32 8.90389e-14 5.156242e-45 0.36592830
gam 1.368895e-32 4.84739e-14 4.788727e-44 0.16782200

Skewness
NULL 6.305612e-05 0.01395385 1.574326e-06 0.20559291
focal 1.647689e-04 0.01906753 1.854049e-06 0.23352814
gam 7.752087e-05 0.04024234 1.711803e-06 0.09633574

Kurtosis
NULL 0.097406410 0.88756370 0.018752490 0.05201791
focal 0.146872990 0.91846720 0.036047160 0.08745534
gam 0.138218360 0.54433520 0.028909520 0.02220118

Percentage of fibers
NULL 8.966103e-22 0.00045129 1.981383e-15 6.69682e-06
focal 1.701260e-22 0.01094615 1.498439e-23 1.85753e-01
gam 2.572623e-31 0.42062100 1.492758e-15 5.51658e-02

Geary
NULL 6.814353e-09 2.10935e-01 0.193841760 6.03526e-08
focal 2.714735e-05 5.78762e-04 0.050436170 2.29855e-01
gam 4.977375e-20 1.39195e-05 0.332363740 3.65963e-05

Mean fiber width
NULL 8.666810e-17 2.17469e-05 1.911068e-03 0.01909140
focal 2.557572e-14 4.18810e-05 1.039310e-06 0.26627974
gam 1.151311e-16 1.81051e-01 2.786456e-04 0.01317896

Table 3.1: Wilcoxon tests. The Wilcoxon test was used to compare the effect of compression
(versus no compression) on meristems for each indice (Coefficient of Variation, Skewness, Kur-
tosis, Percentage of fibers, Geary, Mean fiber width), each genotype (GFP-MBD, spr2-2 GFP-
MBD, bot1-7 GFP-MBD and TUA-GFP) and each normalization procedure (NULL, focalLA,
gamLA). We considered the response of compressed meristems to be significatively different from
control (non compressed) meristems when Wilcoxon test p-value was inferior to 0.05
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Authors and contributions
M. Louveaux did all confocal images acquisition and all image processing. S. Rochette
provided R training and wrote .vtk reading script. Other parts of R script were written
by M. Louveaux. A. Boudaoud and O. Hamant supervised the work.

4.1 Preamble

In chapter 2 and 3, we improved already existing analysis pipelines and developped new
ones to face different challenges: (i) to integrate different sources of information, such
as outputs on division planes probabilities from Besson script (written on Matlab) and
outputs on cell geometry from 3D surface reconstruction and segmentation (performed on
MorphoGraphX), (ii) to synthetise information, for instance by the visualizing output of
the Besson script on 3D surface, and to create new indices, such as the proportions of
each class of planes probabilities, (iii) to ensure reproducibility of analysis and (iv) to give
weight to our results by increasing the number of observations.

The aim of the present chapter is to detail the possibilities offered by the tools developped
during the PhD and which could apply to any 3D surface epithelia processed with Mor-
phoGraphX. The potential applications are proposed in the case of the cell division at the
shoot apical meristem of Arabidopsis thaliana.

4.2 Abstract

Microscopy now offers the possibility to record complex morphogenetic processes and
produce big and complex spatio-temporal datasets within a few hours. Numerous tools
allow image processing and/or analysis of epithelia structure from microscopical outputs.
Each is written in a different language, designed for a specific question and cannot deal
with a high number of image acquisition at the same time. In the present paper, we
developed a pipeline based on the statistics and data analysis oriented R-software to (i)
fill the gaps between the different existing tools and allow a transverse integration of the
outputs of these tools and (ii) to compute new variables and synthesise information in a
semi-automatic way allowing for rapid computation of high number of microscopy images.
Our pipeline may apply to any epithelia processed with the visualisation and analysis of 3D
confocal images MorphoGraphX software and can easily be adapted to any 3D cell mesh
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structure. The ability of our R pipeline to merge information of multiple spatio-temporal
meshs opens multiple possibilities for the study of epithelia features or cell-tissue relations.
Here we present this pipeline in the context of the shoot apical meristem of Arabidopsis
thaliana and propose scientific perspectives about the study of cell division.

4.3 Introduction

Morphogenesis is a complex process during which multiple geometric, molecular and me-
chanical changes occur at subcellular, tissue and organ scale, across variable time scales.
Confocal microscopy now offers the possibility to record complex morphogenetic processes
such as growth of Drosophila wing imaginal disk (see for instance Aegerter-Wilmsen et al.
2012) or the polarization of auxin transport at the shoot apical meristem of Arabidopsis
thaliana (see for instance Nakayama et al. 2012). Within a few hours of acquisition, large
and complex spatio-temporal datasets can be produced. Human eye cannot capture and
synthesize all this information at once. Moreover, a qualitative and global visual analysis
would be biased, as the brain is in essence subjective. Information has to be quantified,
synthetised and represented simply in an objective way. In the case of epithelia, several
cells’ features can be used as descriptive indices: area, growth rate, growth direction,
local curvature, number of neighbours, angle at vertices, ... These measurements are by
essence objective because of their precise geometrical definition. Together these features
define cells’ profile. They can be compared (i.e. angle between growth direction and main
curvature axis) or combined (i.e. local growth heterogeneity compares growth rate of a
cell to growth rate of its neighbours) to create new features of interest. Biological features
such as gene expression patterns, hormone gradients and orientation and anisotropy of
cytoskeletal components can also be recorded.

Different tools exist to extract characteristics of epithelia, either from single or multiangle
confocal microscopy images or from multiangle electron microscopy images. Confocal im-
ages are 3D stacks, which can be projected in 2D with softwares such as Fiji (Schindelin
et al. 2012) or MerryProj (Barbier de Reuille et al. 2005). Confocal images and multi-
angle electron microscopy images can also be reconstructed in 3D by different means: (i)
Multi-angle scanning electron microscopy images of replicas of plant tissues have been
computed into Matlab to calculate growth and curvature on shoot apical meristem (Du-
mais and Kwiatkowska 2002). This method has notably been used to correlate microtubule
behaviour with tissue shape. In this case, a confocal stack was acquired just before mak-
ing the replica (Burian et al. 2013). (ii) Multi-angle confocal stacks can be processed
with MARS-ALT for 3D volume reconstruction, cell segmentation and automated lineage
tracking (R. Fernandez et al. 2010). (iii) Both multiple and single angle confocal stacks
can be processed with MorphoGraphX for 3D surface and volume reconstruction and cell
segmentation (Barbier de Reuille et al. 2015). Other softwares perform post processing of
projected or reconstructed images (either data analysis or modeling based on real tissue
output): for instance, FibrilTool is an ImageJ/Fiji plugin and a MorphoGraphX process,
which computes orientation and anisotropy of microtubules on 2D projected stacks (in Im-
ageJ/Fiji) and on 3D reconstructed surface (in MorphoGraphX) (Boudaoud et al. 2014;
Barbier de Reuille et al. 2015), and Besson Matlab script computes predictions of Besson-
Dumais rule (Besson and Dumais 2011). Contrary to 3D analysis, 2D analysis allows
manual quantification of cells and tissue features, such as the number of neighbours per
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cell on the epithelia of the Drosophila wing disk (e.g. Gibson et al. 2011). However most
of epithelia are not flat and results issued from top view images of a hilly surface may be
biased.

All these tools have interesting features but each is written in a different language, designed
for a specific question and cannot deal with a high number of image acquisition at the
same time. The aim of the present paper is to present a pipeline developed on the R-
software, which merges the outputs of multiple spatio-temporal meshes of epithelia in an
automatic way, in order to analyse efficiently the combination of a big amount of data.
Regarding the multiplicity of existing tools and programming languages, the development
of our pipeline is also an opportunity to propose R-scripts allowing integration of these
different tools (Fig. 4.1). The R-software was chosen for its flexibility to read multiple
input formats but also for its initial aim as a statistical software, which allows to propose
a set of maps and figures to describe cell and epithelia quantitative features.

The choice of the 3D recontruction and segmentation software MorphographX is discussed
first. Then, the steps of the pipeline are detailed from image processing to the development
of new variables exploration. The complete set of operations and softwares used in the
pipeline is presented on figure 4.1. The pipeline could be used with any set of confocal
images of an epithelia processed with MorphoGraphX. Here we illustrated each step with
our own dataset on the shoot apical meristem (SAM) of Arabidopsis thaliana. For all
examples presented, results rely on images of 3 LTi6B-GFP (WS-4) dissected meristems
acquired every 12 h during 48 h at a single angle with a confocal laser scanning microscope.
This number of samples might be too limited for robust conclusions but is sufficient to
present the possibilities of our pipeline and to draw future research perspectives. As an
important variety of variables may be explored with such a combined set of 3D mesh data,
we focused the illustrative examples around the question of cell division at cell and tissue
scale.

4.4 The choice of 3D surface

In this section we discuss the choice of 3D surface, relatively to our research questions.
For our case study, one aim was to compute the predictions of Besson-Dumais rule at
the SAM of Arabidopsis thaliana (Besson and Dumais 2011). For each cell, the Matlab
script written by Sébastien Besson, later refered as "Besson script" (Fig. 4.1), computes
all plane possibilities and indicates if the cell selected the shortest plane or another one.
The Besson script offers a graphic interface to draw manually the position of each vertices
and edges of a 2D tissue. Confocal stacks of the shoot apical meristem were projected
in 2D with MerryProj (Barbier de Reuille et al. 2005, Fig. 4.1) and a few images were
processed manually or using the semi-automatic segmentation tool Merrysim. The first
results obtained on 2D top-projection of p35S::LTi6B-GFP shoot apical meristems were
encouraging: we could see that length of chosen plane computed by Besson script was
variable, but that a majority of cells had selected the shortest division plane. We were also
struck by a spatial bias: a preferential enrichment of long planes in the boundary region.
This region has a saddle shape which evolves over time. As 2D projection could strongly
bias length of plane in this region, we could not be sure that the observed spatial bias was
linked to the real plane length. At the shoot apical meristem of Arabidopsis thaliana, the
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Confocal image acquisition

Computation of the predictions of Besson 
and Dumais rule on the whole tissue

Extraction of 3D surface and segmentation
Computation of lineage, growth and curvature

Local flattening of newly divided cells and 
ordering of vertices of fused daughters

Computation of maps of the predictions.
Resampling among theoretical predictions

Modification of stack format

Fiji

Besson script, Matlab

R software

MorphoGraphX

Modified Besson script, Matlab

Computation of cell features (aspect ratio, angles at 
vertices, number of neighbours) and tissue features 
(maps of elongation, map of growth heterogeneity)

Computation of the predictions of Besson and 
Dumais rule cells by cells

R software

Comparison of predictions with cell features

Stack projection

MerryProj

Python script of Vincent Mirabet

Segmentation of projected tissue

R software

R software

2D

3D

Figure 4.1: Analysis pipelines in 2D and surface 3D.

epidermis layer has a constant thickness and divisions are anticlinal (see previous chapter),
ensuring that plane length and symmetry of daughters area at surface is consistent with
plane area and equality of volumes in 3D. Thus, for our case study, we chose to extract
cell shape directly from 3D surface and to project cell vertices locally in 2D to limit as
much as possible the bias induced by the projection. As presented in the introduction,
different tools exist to extract 3D characteristics of biological tissues: the Matlab scripts of
Kwiatkowska and Dumais for scanning electron microscopy images of replicas (Dumais and
Kwiatkowska 2002), MARS-ALT (R. Fernandez et al. 2010) or MorphographX (Barbier
de Reuille et al. 2015). The two first methods require the acquisition of images at multiple
(2 or 3) angles. Multiple angle acquisition is time consuming, and, in the case of confocal
imaging, increases the time of image acquisition, which is not without damage for the
meristem. The lightness and the quickness of the image process allowed by MorphographX
to reconstruct 3D surface oriented our choice. The different topological features of the 3D
mesh and other useful cell characteristics were also easily extractable from MorphographX
outputs files with R.
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4.5 Detailed description of the pipeline

4.5.1 Reconstruction of 3D surface and segmentation with MorphoGraphX

A B C D

E F G H

Figure 4.2: Extraction of 3D surface and cell segmentation with MorphoGraphX.
(A-D) Global view of the tissue. Scale=10 µm (E-H) Close-up on a few cells. Scale=1 µm. (A)
and (E) Confocal image of LTi6B-GFP (WS-4) dissected shoot apical meristem imported in
MorphoGraphX. Plasma membranes of L2 layer are visible by transparency on (E). (B) and
(F) Smoothed and subdivided mesh. (F) Mesh resolution is below membrane signal thickness.
(C) and (G) LTi6B-GFP membrane fluorescent signal is projected on mesh. Colored seeds,
visible on (G), are added manually to label each cell and to allow initiation of segmentation
with a watershed algorithm. (D) and (H) Cellular segmentation of the shoot apical meristem
with MorphoGraphX. Mesh is decimated (e.g. simplified) and adapted to cells’ morphologies,
as shown on (H): only one vertex at the center and a few on the edges. Here cell walls must be
longer than 1 µm to receive an extra vertex (or more) in their middle.

The 3D pipeline (4.1) starts with the acquisition of confocal images in a proprietary for-
mat, its saving under the .tif format with Fiji (Schindelin et al. 2012) and its importation
in MorphoGraphX (Fig. 4.2A and E). Methodology for 3D surface reconstruction in Mor-
phoGraphX is extensively described in Kierzkowski et al. 2012 and Barbier de Reuille et
al. 2015. Here, mesh was smoothed and subdivided until its resolution went below mem-
brane signal thickness (around 0.5 µm, Fig. 4.2B and F). Fluorescence signal of membrane
marker LTi6B-GFP, taken between 1 to 3 µm below the surface, was projected on this
mesh, and cells were identified manually with coloured seeds (Fig. 4.2C and G). Other
fluorescent signals can also be projected on the mesh. Semi-automatic segmentation was
performed using watershed method, allowing delineation of cells (Fig. 4.2D and H). Lin-
eage between two snapshots was recorded by superimposing two snapshots and identifying
manually corresponding cells.

MorphoGraphX provides tools to compute area, Gaussian curvature and main curvature
axis on a single snapshot, and growth rates and principal growth directions between two
snapshots, when a lineage has been previously defined. It also allows to define manually
regions of interest. Outputs of these computations can be displayed in MorphoGraphX
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Figure 4.3: Examples of maps generated by MorphoGraphX. (A) Map of regions. Regions
are defined manually: main meristem (beige), primordia (green) and boundary region (blue).
(B) Map of cell surface area. (C-D) Maps of curvature. Curvature is computed locally in each
cell, on an area of 20 µm in diameter. (C) Map of Gaussian curvature (product of principal
curvatures). (D) Map of principal curvatures. Red lines indicate a negative curvature and black
lines indicate a positive curvature. (E) Map of growth rates between two snapshots. Here growth
rate are projected on the oldest of the two snapshots. (F) Map of growth directions between two
snapshots. Red lines indicate cell shrinkage and black lines, cell expansion.

as maps or exported as text files. For our case study, we defined manually three regions
based on a visual appreciation of curvature and an expert knowledge of the SAM: the
meristem, forming a dome at the center of the SAM, the outgrowing primordia surrounding
the meristem, and the boundary region, which is the crease between primordia and main
meristem (Fig. 4.3A). Then, we computed maps of area, main curvature axis and Gaussian
curvature, growth rates and principal growth directions, to compare with our definition of
regions. Such maps are relevant for any epithelia and already provide a lot of information
per se. Here we see that variables are spatialised enough to distinguish, by eye, different
regions on the SAM, which are more or less the ones we defined by hand. Map of cell
surface areas showed that, on the particular snapshots of figure 4.3B, cell areas can vary
by a factor 4, ranging from 20 to 80 µm, but the biggest cells are located in the primordia
and the smallest are preferentially in the boundary region. Map of Gaussian curvature
clearly showed a strong spatialisation of curvature at the shoot apical meristem: negative
in the boundaries (i.e. curved inward), positive in the primordia (i.e. curved outward) and
close to zero on the meristem domain (i.e. almost flat, Fig. 4.3C). Gaussian curvature is
the product of the two main orthogonal curvatures. Map of main curvatures showed that
the boundary had a saddle shape, with a positive curvature along the crease and negative
curvature perpendicular to the crease (Fig. 4.3D). In the boundary region, curvature is
thus anisotropic. In the primordia and main meristem, curvature is mostly isotropic.
While comparing two snapshots of the same meristem, map of growth rates (Fig. 4.3E)
indicated that, during 12 h, cells in outgrowing primordia grew more than other cells.
Cells in boundary grew less than others or even apparently shrink, when curvature is
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high, even if this surface shrinkage is not necessarily traducing a volume shrinkage. Map of
growth direction (Fig. 4.3F) indicated that growth was more isotropic in young outgrowing
primordia.

4.5.2 From MorphoGraphX to R: integration of several snapshots and
computation of new variables

A B C

E F GD H I

Figure 4.4: Cellular Mesh. (A) Example of cellular mesh (min wall length=1 µm). (B) Cells
are identified by colored labels. (C) Cells can also be labeled according to lineage. Daughter
cells share the same label. (D-G) Close-up on one cell of the mesh. (D) Definition of edge
(red line), vertex (blue: main vertex at the intersection of three cells, black: central vertex and
grey: secondary vertex between two cells) and triangle (pale blue). (E) Default resolution of
mesh (min wall length=1 µm, e.g. vertex are added in the middle of an edge). (F) Decimated
mesh (min wall length=3 µm). (G) Comparison of default (E) and decimated mesh (F). (H)
Ordering vertices of two daughter cells. New wall is between the two blue vertices. (I) Definition
of neighbourhood. Neighbour cells (blue) share a common wall with the central cell (grey).

MorphoGraphX can load only two snapshots at the same time and thus displays a max-
imum two maps in parallel, which is limiting for studies on higher number of snapshots
in a longer temporal range. Moreover, informations from the different maps cannot be
compared directly in MorphoGraphX. However MorphographX allows the exportation of
text files containing information on the mesh structure (Fig. 4.1D and H) and on the dif-
ferent cell features computed directly in MorphoGraphX, such as cells’ area, growth rates
etc. (Fig. 4.3). We gathered these outputs into R-software (Fig. 4.1) in order to compute
new complementary variables and to provide new data visualisation possibilities. Mesh
structure is a triangle mesh defined as follows: (i) Mesh is fitted to cells morphologies
(Fig. 4.4A). Each cell is defined by two labels maximum: the label in current snapshot
(called "label" in Barbier de Reuille et al. 2015, Fig. 4.4B) and the lineage label (called
"parent" in Barbier de Reuille et al. 2015, Fig. 4.4C), if a previous snapshot exists. The
lineage label gives the correspondance with the parent cell in previous snapshot. (ii) Cells
are defined by a set of triangles. Each triangle has a unique label and is delineated by
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three vertices, one being at the centre of the cell -the central vertex- and the two others
on a cell edge (Fig. 4.4D). We define two types of edges vertices: main vertices are located
at the intersection of three cells and secondary vertices are located between two cells.
On the mesh computed with MorphoGraphX default parameters, secondary vertices are
added to a wall only if its length is superior to 1 µm. The minimum size of cell wall can
be adjusted by the user. An increase of this size decimates (e.g. simplifies) the mesh (Fig.
4.4E-G). (iii) Each vertex is defined by its own label, a set of x-y-z coordinates, the labels
of triangles and labels of cells it belongs to.

Many features can be computed from mesh information only. For our case study, (i) We
explored computed cell wall elongation to assess the effects of an ablation (see Fig. 3.1
in chapter 3), (ii) We extracted main and secondary vertices of fused daughter cells (Fig.
4.4H) and projected them in 2D thanks to a Principal Component Analysis performed on
the 3D coordinates of vertices and for which we kept only the two first dimensions (see
Fig. 2.7 in chapter 2). Coordinates of 2D projected vertices of fused daughter cells were
then ordered, identified either as mother vertices or as new cell wall vertices and injected
in Besson script. (iii) We also computed the number of neighbours (Fig. 4.5). Neighbours
of a given cell share a wall with this cell (Fig. 4.4I). Connectivity between cells can easily
reconstructed by looking at cell labels associated with main and secondary vertices. The
number of neighbours also defines the number of sides of a cell. The number of sides of
neighbours was shown to influence the orientation of division plane in Drosophila epithelia
(Gibson et al. 2011). This definition of neighbourhood can also be used to compute
local features such as growth heterogeneity (as defined in Uyttewaal et al. 2012), circular
variance of main curvature direction or main growth direction.

4.5.3 Combining and synthetizing information

The main aim of this pipeline is to gather and merge observations of multiple epithelia to
be able to show results on quantified variables with a significant statistical weight. The
use of R for combining information allowed the computation of different statistics on the
variables collected and the production of graphical representations of merged observations.
As we saw above, maps of MorphoGraphX highlighted differences between our manually
defined regions on the SAM (Fig. 4.5A). Here, to give an example of application of the
pipeline, we combined information from 15 snapshots (3 SAM, 5 snapshot per SAM, one
snapshot taken every 12 h) and presented the contribution of four variables to the region
identity: number of neighbours, cells’ area, cells’ growth rate and cells’ growth anisotropy.
Each variable was plotted in function of the region. We observed that whereas the number
of neighbours was not different between regions of the shoot apical meristem (Fig. 4.5B),
cells’ area (Fig. 4.5C), cells’ growth rate (Fig. 4.5D) and cells’ growth anisotropy (Fig.
4.5E) were different in average between regions. Boundaries seemed to be characterised by
smaller cells, more anisotropic shapes, slower growth rates and more anisotropic growth.

When the number of variables is large, multivariate analysis tools, such as Principal Com-
ponent Analysis are useful to explore the data and isolate the variables explaining the
greatest part of the variability. Here to give an example, we performed a PCA on 8 quan-
titative variables: cell area, cell growth rate, cell aspect ratio, growth anisotropy, sign
of Gaussian curvature, curvature anisotropy (ratio of main curvatures), absolute value
of Gaussian curvature, number of neighbours and we added one illustrative qualitative
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Figure 4.5: Description of regions. (A) Example of manual definition of regions. Blue:
boundary. Beige: Meristem. Green: Primordia. (B) Number of neighbours. (C) Area (in µm2).
(D) Growth rate. (E) Growth anisotropy.

variable: the localisation of cells at the SAM. The first and second dimensions explained
only 50 % of the variability of our data, which is low. Variables were not very well pro-
jected, but curvature anisotropy and sign of Gaussian curvature appeared to be the ones
contributing the most to the first dimension (Fig. 4.6). On the individual factor map,
the individuals were coloured according to their region of origin and we could see that
boundary individuals partially detached from meristem and primordia individuals along
the first dimension, which is not very surprising as our manual definition of regions is
based mainly on the visual appreciation of curvature.

4.6 Application: New perspectives for the study of cell division
at the shoot apical meristem

Looking at individual meristem maps does not always allow the expert eye to distinguish
patterns. In particular, when the number of events is relatively small. The combination of
results from many epithelia gives a new vision of the biological phenomenon considered and
produces more trustable results. Here we took advantage of the combination of information
of multiple observations into figures of objective variables offered by our pipeline to address
two questions about cell division: (i) How is the division regulated spatially and temporally
at the boundary? (ii) What are the cell shapes characteristics correlating the fact to divide
or not in the short term?
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Figure 4.6: PCA on all SAM cells. 8 quantitative variables: cell area, cell growth rate,
cell aspect ratio, growth anisotropy, sign of Gaussian curvature, curvature anisotropy (ratio of
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Figure 4.7: Mitotic index. (A) Mitotic index in function of region and type of interval: day
(9am to 9pm) or night (9pm to 9am). (B) Heatmap of clonal origin. Cells sharing the same
mother (one row of division) or grandmother (two rows of division) have the same color and
are separated by dashed cell walls. Color code gives the number of descendant within the
patch. White=1 (no division occured). Yellow=2 descendants. Orange=3 descendants. Red=4
descendants. Dashed cells: missing lineage information. Black asterisk: group of non dividing
cells at the center of the SAM. Black arrows: this boundary is already curved at T0.

4.6.1 Spatio-temporal regulation of the division at the SAM

We took advantage of our pipeline to combine results across time and we performed a
spatial and temporal exploration of our 48h kinetic data. Here, as described above we
defined manually three regions based on a visual appreciation of curvature and an expert
knowledge of the SAM: the meristem, forming a dome at the centre of the SAM, the
outgrowing primordia surrounding the meristem, and the boundary region, which is the
crease between primordia and main meristem (Fig. 4.3A). We focused our interest on the
division activity in the boundary region.
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We observed a few divisions in the boundary regions: mitotic index was inferior to 10 %,
Fig. 4.7A). Boundary mitotic index was lower than meristem and primordia mitotic index
(Fig. 4.7A). Mitotic index was previously reported to be very low in the boundary region
(Breuil-Broyer et al. 2004; Reddy et al. 2004). No striking difference of mitotic index
between day and night intervals was observed (Fig. 4.7A). Contradictory informations
have been published on a possible circadian control of mitotic index. Whereas Reddy
et al. 2004 did not observe "any striking diurnal variations in time-lapse experiments",
Shapiro et al. 2015 reported that the quantity of division occurred "in waves" over time,
the period of these waves being around 10 to 12 h. In these two cases, plants were grown
under continuous light, while in our study, plants were grown in long day conditions (see
Material and Methods).

We computed a heatmap of clonal origin (e.g. of common ancestry) to get a more precise
spatial distribution of divisions and highlight regions that were dividing the most and the
least (Fig 4.7B). We could observe that divisions were well spread over the whole meristem
and that cells at T0 gave only a few descendants at T48h (between 0, when no division
had occurred, and 4 at most). On the presented snapshot, we observed a zone of a few
cells at the centre of the SAM, where no division had occurred during the 48 h of image
acquisition (black star on Fig. 4.7B). This observation is consistent with previous study
which found a cell cycle rate of 36 to 72 h in the central zone of the SAM (Reddy et al.
2004). On the contrary, there were hotspots of division (2 rows of division) in outgrowing
primordia but also in younger primordia and even in young boundaries. Localisation of
these hotspots are consistent with cell cycle rates of 18 to 36 h in the peripheral zone and
in primordia until stage 2 calculated by Reddy et al. 2004. One boundary exhibited no
divisions at all in our 48 h time frame (black arrows on Fig. 4.7B). This boundary was
starting to fold on the first timepoint of the kinetics, and was folded 12 h later (e.g. second
timepoint of the kinetics). This result is consistent with the low mitotic index observed in
boundaries by Breuil-Broyer et al. 2004 and Reddy et al. 2004. This also raise the question
the existence of a folding threshold that would stop the divisions.

4.6.2 Cell shapes characteristics correlating with the absence of division in
the short term
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Figure 4.8: Characteristics of dividing cells. Not dividing: cells which will not divide in
the next 12 h. Dividing: cells which will divide within the next 12 h. (A) Cells areas (μm2). (B)
Local Gaussian curvature (in a radius of 20 μm around the cell). (C) Aspect ratio per regions.

We saw above that boundaries were characterized by smaller cells, negative Gaussian
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curvature and smaller aspect ratio (Fig. 4.5). We also saw that mitotic index was lower
in the boundary region (Fig. 4.7). However, smaller cells and small aspect ratio were also
found in the other regions of the SAM. Here we address the question of the permissive
range of these variables toward the possibility to divide or not, independently of the region.
Here dividing (resp. not dividing) cells refers to cells that will (resp. will not) divide in
the following 12 h. We compare this division status with cell area, Gaussian curvature and
aspect ratio on current snapshot. In the SAM, dividing cells tended to have bigger surface
area than non dividing cells (resp. median around 40 µm2 compared to 30 µm2, Fig. 4.8A).
The interesting point is that the range of cell areas was smaller for dividing cell, suggesting
that being too small (<25 µm2) or too big (>90 µm2) may interfere with the possibility
to divide (Fig. 4.8A). Similarly, although the median of the Gaussian curvature was very
similar between dividing and non dividing cells, the range associated with cell division
seemed narrower, suggesting that a high curvature (inward or outward) could prevent
cell division. Regarding aspect ratio (ratio of short over long axis of a cell), dividing
cells were on average very similar to non dividing cells, except that very anisotropic cells
(aspect ratio lower than 0.5, meaning that length of short axis represent less than 50 %
of long axis) did not divide (Fig. 4.8C). These very anisotropic cells were mainly located
in the boundary region, but interestingly, the few very anisotropic cells of the meristem
and primordia did not divide either, suggesting that low aspect ratio is limiting for cell
division independently of the region (Fig. 4.8C). The combination of different meristems
observations allowed to highlight correlations between extreme values of area, Gaussian
curvature and aspect ratio and the fact to not divide in the short term (e.g. within the
following 12 h). In a single meristem observation, even through time, these non-frequent
values could have been treated as outliers, noise or natural variability. Here a larger sample
size would be needed to definitely confirm these initial findings.

4.7 Discussion

This paper proposes a pipeline combining different tools to analyse 3D surface of an
epithelia thanks to the R software. So far, MorphoGraphX has been used in surface 3D
on the shoot apical meristem of Arabidopsis thaliana (Shapiro et al. 2015) and of tomato
(Kierzkowski et al. 2012; Nakayama et al. 2012), and on Drosophila (Barbier de Reuille et
al. 2015), and in whole 3D on Arabidopsis embryo (Bassel et al. 2014; Yoshida et al. 2014).
Its use and thus, use of described R pipeline might be extended to any cohesive epithelium
processed only in surface 3D. The pipeline combines outputs text files of several whole
kinetics from MorphoGraphX. It can display graphically cellular mesh of the epithelia
and compute new variables such as the number of neighbours. We chose to implement our
pipeline on R because R is free, open-source and is a statistical software, which offers many
packages to analyse datasets. Here we presented simple boxplots, maps and an example of
multivariate analysis, the principal component analysis, but R offers more complex tools,
notably, to analyse spatial correlations.

We did not integrate the tools developped on cytoskeleton (see Chapter 3) but they could
be integrated in the pipeline to analyse the locally (e.g. at cell scale) projected fluorescent
signal of microtubules or actin. MorphoGraphX allows to select the depth at which the
fluorescent signal is projected and, for instance, for cortical microtubules, we can keep only
the few first micrometres below the surface to get a clearer signal than on 2D projection.
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Note that FibrilTool has already been implemented in MorphoGraphX (Boudaoud et al.
2014; Barbier de Reuille et al. 2015)

Finally, as revealed by the two examples seeded in this paper, and in particular the last
one, the combination of information from multiple observations into figures of objective
variables may lead to unintended vision. This reinforces the idea that human eye cannot
capture and synthetize all this information at once. This pipeline and the different scripts
developped open a Pandora box in which new perspectives of research are numerous. In
a growing context where scientific results are questionned, using quantitative tools into
automatised procedure helps to increase number of observations and to give statistical
weight to scientific results.

4.8 Material and Methods

4.8.1 Plant material and growth conditions

The LTi6B-GFP (WS-4) was already described in Marc et al. 1998. Plants were sown
on soil, kept at 4 ◦C during 48 h, then grown in short day conditions (8 h light at 19 ◦C ;
16 h night at 17 ◦C) during 4 weeks and transferred 2 to 3 weeks in long days conditions
(16 h day at 21 ◦C ; 8 h night at 19 ◦C) prior to dissection. Meristems were cut from the
stem, dissected the day before imaging and stuck in "Arabidopsis apex culture medium"
(2.2 g l−1 Duchefa Biochemie MS basal salt mixture without vitamins, 1% sucrose, 0.8%
agarose, pH 5.8), as described in Hamant et al. 2014. Medium was supplemented with
vitamins (1000X stock solution: 5 g Myo-inositol Sigma, 0.05 g Nicotinic acid Sigma, 0.05 g
Pyridoxine hydrochloride Sigma, 0.5 g Thiamine hydrochloride Sigma and 0.1 g Glycine
Sigma in 50mL water) and 200 nmol N6-Benzyladenine. Dissected meristems were kept
in a phytotron in long days conditions (Sanyo, 16 h day at 20 ◦C ; 8 h night at 20 ◦C,
synchronised with growth culture chambers).

4.8.2 Imaging

1024x1024 pixels stacks of dissected meristems, with Z slices every 0.5 µm, were acquired
every 12 h during 48 h on a Zeiss LSM 700 upright confocal microscope, with a 40x water-
dipping lens. Stacks from the kinetics were processed with a C++ script using Level Set
Method (Landrein et al., submitted) to detect the 3D surface of the meristem at high
resolution. Meshes of these surfaces were then created with MorphoGraphX (Kierzkowski
et al. 2012; Barbier de Reuille et al. 2015). Surface geometry of processed stack was
extracted with a marching cube algorithm. Initial mesh had a 5 µm resolution. Mesh
was smoothed and subdivided until its resolution went below membrane signal thickness
(around 0.5 µm). Fluorescence signal (1 to 3 µm below the surface) was projected on this
mesh. Semi-automatic segmentation was performed using watershed method, allowing
delineation of cells.
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4.8.3 R pipeline

.vtk files exported from MorphoGraphX are composed of a series of matrices gathering all
the informations coming from the mesh: four matrices describe the vertices of the cells
("Points") and four matrices describe the triangles formed by these vertices and one vertex
at the centre of the cell ("Cells"). Only four of them are used afterwards: matrix of x, y,
z coordinates of vertices, vector of labels of the vertices (equal to -1 if the vertex is on an
edge and equal to the label of the cell if at the centre), matrix of triangles and matrix of
labels of these triangles.

We can combine these informations to create new variables. A cell is defined by a group of
triangles (see Fig. 4.4D and H). Starting from any of these triangles and choosing one vertex
as starter point, one can easily order vertices of the cell. This step was parallelized with
the R snow library (Tierney et al. 2013). Cell shape was projected in 2D by performing
a principal component analysis on coordinates of cell vertices R package FactoMineR (Lê
et al. 2008) and keeping only the two first dimensions (see also Fig. 2.7). Vertices can also
be ordered on fused daughter cells (see Fig. 4.4H).

Cell shape tensor is computed as the covariance matrix:

MC = 1
NC


NC∑
i=1

(xi − xC)2
NC∑
i=1

(xi − xC)(yi − yC)
NC∑
i=1

(xi − xC)(yi − yC)
NC∑
i=1

(yi − yC)2



Angles at main vertices (see Fig. 4.4D) are computed using a scalar product between the
two vectors starting from this main vertex and joining one of the two next main vertex.

Each vertex can now be defined by the labels of cells it connects (3 labels if it a corner,
2 if on an edge and 1 if at the centre of a cell). When lineage has been computed,
main vertex lineage can also be defined by comparing the set of three labels between two
snapshots. Match between main vertices of different snapshots are useful to compute cell
wall elongation, as well as cell deformation and thus project growth directions or curvature
directions from one snapshot on another, using the method described in Goodall and Green
1986. Neighbours of a cell are identified by looking at the labels of the vertices of the cell
which differ from cell’s label. Number of sides of a cell is equal to the number of neighbours.
Number of sides of cells located at the border of the mesh are ill defined, as part of their
neighbours have been suppressed during image processing. A specific label is added to
indicate that connectivity of these cells is partially missing and allow to suppress these
cells from analysis (as done in neighbours barplots, see Fig. 4.5B).

3D visualisation is achived with the RGL package (Adler and Murdoch 2014).
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5.1 Anisotropic mechanical stress fields contribute to the
orientation of division plane at the epidermis of the SAM

This PhD thesis addressed the question of the contribution of mechanical stress to the
orientation of division plane at the epidermis of the shoot apical meristem (SAM) of
Arabidopsis thaliana. During the PhD, we explored the effects of different internal (regions
of the SAM) and external (ablations and compressions) mechanical stress fields on cell
division plane orientation. Analysis were performed with a quantitative approach: we
developed an integrated pipeline to track cell division in the different regions of the SAM
and quantitative tools to measure response of cytoskeleton to compression.

The effects of mechanical stress on cell division plane orientation are not very well known
and cell geometry is currently proposed as the default directional cue in symmetric di-
visions, both in plants and animals. In animals, mechanical stress is known to influence
division plane orientation in single cells (Fink et al. 2011) but its effects on whole tissues
is less well characterized. In plants, contribution of mechanical stress to the orientation
of division planes has been probed in different tissues but results are contradictory (Lou-
veaux and Hamant 2013). Indeed, since the end of the XIXth century, cell geometry had
been hypothesized as the main default factor influencing cell division plane positioning in
both plants and animal cells. Several rules were proposed at the same period. Hertwig’s
rule postulated that animal cells divide at cell center of mass and perpendicular to longest
axis (Hertwig 1884). Sach’s rule postulated that new division plane is perpendicular to
parent wall and divide the cell evenly (Sachs 1878). Hofmeister’s rule postulated that
cell division planes are perpendicular to the direction of the fastest growth (Hofmeister
1863). Errera’s rule originally postulated that "a cell wall, at the moment of its formation,
tends to assume the form which a weightless liquid film would assume under the same
conditions" (Errera 1888; Besson and Dumais 2014). This latter rule was simplified as
"the cell divide along the shortest path and divide the cell evenly" during the whole XXth

century. None of these rules perfectly explains divisions at the shoot apical meristem of
Arabidopsis thaliana, but Errera’s rule in its shortest path version is the closest (Shapiro
et al. 2015). However, Errera’s shortest path rule fails to explain why the quadrant cells
of the trichomes of Dionae, despite their identical shapes, can select different possible di-
vision planes. In 2011, Besson and Dumais went back to the exact definition of Errera’s
rule (Besson and Dumais 2014) and could reproduce the predicted planes positions with
two soap bubbles confined in a quadrant shaped box. They showed that these planes
were equilibrium configurations of soap bubbles interfaces and local length minima. They
proposed a probabilistic version of Errera’s rule in which several possible planes exist with
different probabilities to be selected.
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In the present work, we explored the limits of the Besson and Dumais division rule and
pointed out the specificity of anisotropic tissues, where the orientation given by mechanical
stress seemed to overcome the orientation given by cell geometry. The Besson-Dumais
rule had been tested only in rather isotropic tissues, such as the central zone of the Zinnia
capitulum or the thallus of the green alga Coleochaete orbicularis. However, most of the
epithelia have a 3D shape and a non isotropic growth. We took advantage of the shoot
apical meristem of the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana, which is a place of divisions and
which has different regions with different growth dynamics and shapes, to explore the
application of Besson-Dumais rule in a more general epithelial context. We showed that if
Besson-Dumais rule accounts well for divisions in the meristem and primordia regions, it
does not account for divisions in the boundary region, which has a saddle shape and a lower
growth rate than surrounding regions. Our hypothesis was that, as none of geometrical rule
account for all the divisions, directional cues other than cell geometry might be involved
in the control of division plane orientation. We explored specifically mechanical stress, as
this cue is non specific of a given epithelia (contrary to biochemical signals) and can be
derived from shape or differential growth. To test for this hypothesis, we compared in
silico two division rules: one based on cell geometry, a simplification of Besson-Dumais
rule, and the other based on supracellular mechanical stress. Growing tissues simulated
with mechanical division rule and submitted to an anisotropic supracellular stress field
gave outputs which were not consistent with Besson-Dumais predictions, as observed in
the boundary region of the SAM, but tissues submitted to an isotropic stress field also
gave non consistent outputs. To sum up, mechanical rule better accounts for division
plane orientation in the (anisotropic) boundary region, whereas Besson-Dumais rule better
accounts for division plane orientation in the (isotropic) meristem and primordia regions.
To comfort our observations suggesting that anisotropic mechanical stress fields gives a
directional cue which overcome cell geometry, we produced local anisotropic perturbation
of mechanical stress pattern with laser ablation. We performed single cell ablation on the
meristem region of the SAM and quantified division planes orientation around the ablation.
We observed that new planes oriented circumferentially around the ablation, which is
consistent with the stress pattern predicted by our simulations and with previous published
simulations (Hamant et al. 2008), and which is also consistent with the reorientation of
microtubules around ablation (Hamant et al. 2008) and with division plane orientation
observed around punctured cells in Tradescantia leaf cells (Goodbody and C. W. Lloyd
1990).

However laser ablation induced local elongation of cells neighbouring the ablation site along
the radial axis. Moreover laser ablation wounds the tissue and do not allow to quantify
the mechanical stress pattern produced. As we hypothesized that effect of mechanical
stress was apparently in competition with the form of the cell for the choice of the division
plane in an anisotropic mechanical stress field, this mechanical perturbation tools was
not sufficient to disentangle and quantify both effects. We developed a new non invasive
method using an indenter to apply controlled (compressive) forces on the SAM. We also
developed image analysis tools to analyse quantitatively microtubule response to this
mechanical perturbation. Our results confirmed previous published observations obtained
on microtubule response in two microtubule marker lines, TUA-GFP and GFP-MBD, and
on the katanin (bot1-7 ) mutant. We could notably observe that the response of the two
microtubule marker lines upon compression was different: in TUA-GFP, microtubules
depolymerized, whereas in GFP-MBD, microtubules were stabilised into bundles. The
katanin mutant responded less to compression and had a more intermingled microtubule
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network even in control meristems. We also brought new observations of the spr2-2 mutant
under compression: its response could not be distinguished from the response of the control
line. Both katanin and spr2-2 were crossed with the GFP-MBD microtubule marker line,
thus their response to mechanical stress perturbation might be different when crossed with
the TUA-GFP microtubule marker line. However, the current system did not allow to
modify drastically the pattern of isotropy and anisotropy on the SAM. Interestingly, we
also observed that such system had an effect on the duration of the PPB phase, but not
on the orientation of division plane.

The different results of this PhD thesis relied on a will to multiply the number of obser-
vations, which required to develop an integrative analytical pipeline. This (R-software
based) pipeline was developed to allow for the study of cell divisions of any epithelia. It
integrates the outputs of several scripts, in particular the 3D surface reconstruction and
segmentation of the SAM made in MorphoGraphX and the outputs of the Besson script
for division plane prediction. Its strength relies on the possibility to merge observations
of multiple epithelia (e.g. multiple snapshots from a kinetic, but also multiple individuals
with different or identical genotypes), to combine data to create new variables and maps,
and to perform quantitative and statistical analysis of datasets. We used this pipeline
throughout this thesis, but it also opened new perspectives of research requiring quanti-
tative objective tools and numerous combined data. For instance, we could observe with
a few variables (aspect ratio, Gaussian curvature and area) that the range of conditions
allowing cell division seemed to be limited. Cells outside a specific range that were not
dividing were not numerous in each snapshot, but the combination of data from different
meristems allowed by this pipeline highlighted their presence. In a single meristem obser-
vation, even through time, these non-frequent values could have been treated as outliers,
noise or natural variability.

5.2 Towards an experimental demonstration of the contribution
of mechanical stress on division plane orientation

Our observations in the boundary region of the meristem and our results of ablation and
compression experiments supported the effect of an anisotropic mechanical stress field on
division plane orientation. To be able to confirm this effect and to go further, both the
tools we used and the experiments we performed would need to be developed.

With the pulsed UV laser ablation of single cell, we observed a modification in division
plane orientation in the cells neighbouring the ablation site at the SAM of p35::LTi6B-
GFP meristems: new planes oriented circumferentially around ablation site, along the
new predicted maximal tensile stress direction. Although we attributed this reorientation
directly to the mechanical stress field imposed by the ablation, this could be due (i) to a
wounding signal induced by the ablation or (ii) to the radial cell elongation following the
ablation: (i) We cannot completely rule out that wounding signals could affect division
plane orientation. However, arguments are accumulating in favor of the mechanical effect
of ablation: it has been previously shown in the SAM of Arabidopsis thaliana that micro-
tubules reorient circumferentially around an ablation (Hamant et al. 2008) and that this
response is impaired in the katanin (bot1-7 ) mutant (Uyttewaal et al. 2012). KATANIN
severs microtubules and was shown to be necessary and sufficient to the establishment
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and to maintenance or reorganisation of Arabidopsis microtubule network architecture in
response to light (Lindeboom et al. 2013), cold (Zhang et al. 2013) or mechanics (Uytte-
waal et al. 2012). Microtubules also reoriented in response to non wounding mechanical
perturbations such as lateral compressions and their orientation at the SAM was shown to
follow supracellular mechanical stress patterns, at least in regions where mechanical stress
was clearly anisotropic (Hamant et al. 2008; Burian et al. 2013). (ii) Ablation provoked a
radial elongation of neighbouring cells. In this case, without a precise temporal kinetics,
we cannot exclude that cell elongation appeared first and that observed bias in division
planes orientation was only a consequence. However, in parallel to our work, we also
performed preliminary ablation experiments on clv3 GFP dissected meristems, in which
cell elongation was limited. In the only two cases where a PPB was observed near the
ablation site, we could observe a defect of division plane orientation: position of the new
cell wall deviated from PPB position and was more aligned with the predicted circum-
ferential pattern than the PPB was. Whereas the angle varied by a dozen of degree in
the first case (single ablation), it was close to 90° in the second case (cell located between
two ablation sites). Unfortunately, for technical reasons, we could not obtain a higher
number of observations, but these preliminary results reinforced the idea of the effect of
an anisotropic mechanical stress.

To further explore the effects of ablation on preprophase band (PPB), and thus on division
plane orientation, we would need a more precise laser system that could target precisely
the region of interest. With a laser ablation system directly coupled to an upright confocal
laser-scanning microscope having a sufficient resolution to see microtubules, we could select
precisely both the size and location of the ablation site. Selecting an ablation site near a cell
in which a PPB has already started to form, would help to confirm the preliminary results
obtained on clv3 GFP dissected meristems. If the reorientation is confirmed in the isotropic
region of the meristem after an ablation, this would be interesting to observe what happens
in the case of an anisotropic region, like the boundary. Indeed, the supracellular alignment
of microtubules along the crease may be in contradiction with a targeted stress provoked by
an ablation. Another set of questions could raise around the timing of mechanosensitivity
of the dividing cell to mechanical perturbation, that could also be explored with a precise
laser ablation system. As we could confirm that ablation induces the reorientation of a
preformed PPB, we could also probe the effect of an ablation on a neighbouring spindle
or phragmoplast.

Compression is another method to test for the effect of mechanical stress on division,
which is non-invasive compared to ablation. In the PhD, we did not test the effect of
lateral compression on division plane orientation because the experimental set-up available
in the team was reported to stop cell division (Olivier Hamant, pers. comm.). However,
our observations of divisions in the boundary region of the SAM, where compression is
important, suggest that cells should support such experiments, provided that a more
precise set-up could be implemented. In the original experiment, NPA-treated meristem
were hold between two plastic blades and compression was adjusted by displacing manually
the blades (see Fig.4C-D in Hamant et al. 2008). We can make the hypothesis that
compressive stress applied with this system was high because tissue deformation was large.
However, at the SAM, divisions can occur under compressive stress: we observed divisions
in the boundaries, at stages where the crease was already visible. Whether the source of
stress is growth or whether it is curvature, in this context, we expect cells to experience a
compressive stress perpendicular to the crease of the boundary. Thus we can hypothesize
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that divisions should still be observed in the lateral compressive experiment if we were able
to reduce the amount of applied compressive stress. Such hypothesis raises the question
of the interplay between mechanical stress and the cell cycle, which is discussed in more
details below. As microtubules were shown to reorient along maximal stress tension under
this lateral compression (Hamant et al. 2008), we would expect division planes to orient
in the same direction under smaller compressive stress permissive to cell division.

The compression method with the indenter was developed to be able to control the amount
of mechanical stress applied in order to produce more reproducible results. The approach
is brand new and needs adjustments but it promises good perspectives. The current
set-up did not affect division plane orientation, as new cell walls observed after the end
of compression oriented in the same direction as PPB observed before the compression.
We propose an explanation to the absence of effect on plane orientation and propose
modifications of this set-up. The mechanical stress pattern of the indented region of the
meristem before indentation is isotropic at the top and anisotropic circumferentially on
the flanks. The compression on the top of the SAM is expected to lower stress intensity at
the centre of the indented region and increase stress intensity at the periphery. Mechanical
stress pattern is still isotropic at the centre and becomes gradually more anisotropic and
circumferential toward the periphery, which is not qualitatively different from the non
indented situation. Indeed, the directional mechanical stress pattern is not qualitatively
affected, which could explain why division plane orientation did not seem affected. To
affect the direction of mechanical stress pattern without modifying too much the set-up,
the idea would be to modify the shape of the tip. The actual shape is a flat end of
100 µm in diameter. The other tips proposed by Hysitron (indenter manufacturer) have
a pointed end at their centre and thus are not very well adapted, because the applied
load will be much higher at this contact point. The long axis of a cylindrical tip of a
curvature radius smaller than curvature of the SAM would be ideal to create a directional
crease. After this adjustment, one can imagine experiments with different forces applied
onto the SAM to see if there is a gradual responses of the orientation of the planes along
the new directional mechanical stress pattern. Beside the direct exploration of the effects
of mechanical stress on division plane orientation, the indenter could be used to probe
the effects of mechanical stress on cytoskeletal components (both actin and microtubules),
which are widely involved in cell division and on gene expression, for instance, cell cycle
genes. As the amount of applied mechanical stress is controlled and can be applied over
a few minutes to a few hours (or more if we can modify the indenter software), we could
probe the effects of different levels of mechanical stress across different durations.

Beside the application of exogenous mechanical stress, mechanical stress pattern could also
be perturbed genetically. We could develop inducible lines expressing cell wall modifying
enzymes, such as expansins or pectin methylesterase (PME), under the promoter of a
gene which is expressed specifically in one domain of the SAM, such as pLEAFY in the
primordia. Expansins are supposed to remodel and loosen the cell wall by disrupting
bonds between glycans and cellulose microfibrils (Cosgrove 2000). The impact of PME
on cell wall is still debated and could depend on the interaction with other cell wall
components: depending on studies, it was shown either to increase or decrease cell wall
stiffness (A. Peaucelle et al. 2011). By modifying cell wall stiffness locally, we expect to
modify growth rates in one domain of the SAM. This should impact differential growth as
well as curvature, and thus modify mechanical stress pattern.
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5.3 Contribution of mechanical stress to cell cycle

The contribution of mechanical stress to cell cycle may require more attention, since spatial
and temporal control of cell division are linked and since several of our side observations
suggested (i) a slow-down and (ii) even a possible stop of the cell cycle controlled by
mechanical stress intensity.

(i) Compression on the top of the SAM performed with the indenter seemed to be cor-
related with delays in mitosis progression: among the cells displaying a PPB before the
beginning of the compression experiment, a higher proportion of compressed cells was
still displaying a PPB just after the end of compression compared to control cells, and in
some of the compressed cells, PPB had even disappeared without completion of mitosis.
Even if the timing of PPB appearance during G2 phase and its lasting period is known
to vary between species and cell types (Duroc et al. 2011) and is probably variable even
among cells of the same cell type and species, here PPB seemed to persist during a longer
period in compressed cells, as if cells were blocked at this stage of the cell cycle. The
formation of the PPB is linked to the cell cycle: PPB forms in cycling cells at the end of
G2 phase and several cell cycle proteins, such as CDKA, were shown to localize at PPB,
and even could be involved in its disassembly and in the concomitant nuclear envelope
breakdown (NEB) (Duroc et al. 2011). However, the cell can enter M phase in the ab-
sence of PPB, either in mutants, such as TONNEAU, in cell types in which karyokinesis is
temporally disconnected from cytokinesis, such as cells of the endosperm, or in suspension
cells (Duroc et al. 2011; Chan et al. 2005). It would be interesting to know what is the
difference between the compressed cells that divided and the ones that are still displaying
a PPB. For instance, to probe if this is a question of age of the PPB, we could evaluate
the maturation stage of the PPB by measuring its width and/or the presence of some
proteins, such as CDKA, which seem to associate preferentially with mature (e.g. narrow)
PPB (Duroc et al. 2011). The apparent delay in PPB phase provoked by compression
can also be compared to mechanical perturbation of mitosis progression in single animal
cells: compression of single HeLa cells along spindle axis delayed the transition between
metaphase and anaphase, whereas compression perpendicular to spindle axis accelerated
the transition (Itabashi et al. 2012). PPB disappearance was only observed in compressed
cells. These cells seem to be back in early G2 interphase, but they could also have skipped
M phase, endoreduplicated and be in G1 phase of a new cell cycle. In our experiments,
we cannot conclude but these observations raise several questions: could we observe PPB
disappearance in a control meristem? Why do we observe PPB disappearance in some cells
only and not in all compressed cells? Is there a PPB maturation checkpoint or a nuclear
envelope breakdown checkpoint before which the cell only explore possible division plane
configurations and after which the PPB is stabilised and cell is committed to complete
M phase whatever the environmental cues? Is PPB disappearance really observed in the
same proportions between the two microtubules marker lines (as interphase microtubules
do not respond similarly to compression)?

(ii) Lateral compressions of NPA treated meristems were reported to stop divisions (Olivier
Hamant, pers. comm.). This observation echoes several works on animals cells. Com-
pressive exogenous stress applied on animal cells spheroids was shown to decrease cell
proliferation (Montel et al. 2011). Decrease in cell proliferation is inversely correlated
to the amount of stress applied (the higher the load, the less dividing cells are observed
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in spheroids) (Montel et al. 2012). Cells are arrested in late G1 and inhibition of pro-
liferation is reversible upon stress relief (Delarue et al. 2014). As stated above, at the
SAM, divisions can occur under internal compressive stress as we observed divisions in
the boundaries, at stages where the crease was already visible. Moreover, when the crease
of the boundary was already pronounced on the first snapshot of our kinetics, no divisions
were observed on following snapshots. The localisation of cycling cells as well as the gene
expression pattern of some cell cycle genes has been explored in Breuil-Broyer et al. 2004.
SAM were cut from the stem and cultured in vitro in a medium supplemented with BrdU
during 12 to 15 h, a time interval long enough to catch most of the cycling cells. 5-bromo-
2H-deoxyuridine (BrdU) is a non-radioactive thymidine analogue which incorporate into
DNA during S phase. No BrdU could be observed in the boundaries. Then, mRNA in situ
hybridization was performed to correlate BrdU patterns with cell cycle genes. The D-type
cyclin CycD3;1, a marker of G1/S transition was absent from the boundary regions. In
Breuil-Broyer et al. 2004, no indication was given on the shape of the boundaries and the
absence of CycD3;1 does not prove that cells are arrested in G1, but these observations
raise several questions: Can we correlate the boundary curvature with a decrease, leading
to an arrest of cell division? Are the cells arrested in G1 as in compressed spheroids?
Does lateral compression experiments mimics cell cycle arrest at the boundary? Is this
arrest reversible? To answer these questions, we could record divisions in function of the
curvature of the boundary and look for a threshold curvature in wild type and mutants
impaired in the formation of boundaries. We could also work with transgenic lines ex-
pressing, as described above, cell wall modifying enzymes under the promoter of a gene
which is expressed specifically in one domain of the SAM to impair SAM stress pattern
and modify the shape of the boundary. A more promising experience would be to use the
dual-color Arabidopsis marker line published by Yin et al. 2014 to visualize the different
phases of the cell cycle. Until this paper, only lines expressing G2/M specific markers,
such as Cyclin B1, were available. This new line marks both S to G2 and G2 to M cell
cycle stages with two different fluorescent markers (respectively, Red Fluorescent Protein
and Green Fluorescent Protein). The G1 phase is marked by the absence of fluorescence.
If cells are arrested in G1 when boundary gets too curvy, we would expect cells to ex-
press successively RFP and GFP in young (not too curved) boundaries and then to stop
expressing fluorescent markers in older (more curved) boundaries. We would expect to
observe also a decrease of fluorescence in the cells of NPA treated meristem submitted to a
lateral compression. If cell cycle arrest is dependent on mechanical stress level, we would
expect that, when the shape of the boundary is impaired (e.g. the boundary is flatter), or
with more precise set-up of lateral compression allowing to apply smaller loads, cells are
still cycling. If cell cycle arrest is reversible, cell should recover from a release of lateral
compression and cycle again. Otherwise, we can make the hypothesis that cells are not
arrested at one phase of the cell cycle, but that they exited the cell cycle.

5.4 About the complex interplay between cytoskeleton and
mechanical stress

In parallel to the experimental demonstration of the effect of mechanical stress on cell
division plane orientation and cell cycle, there is a need to explore further the molecular
mechanisms behind these processes. Literature on plane orientation is quite abundant
and some molecular mechanisms have already been proposed. In the following, we will (i)
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review different molecular actors involved in the formation of the preprophase band (PPB),
(ii) discuss the hypothesis of a cortical microtubule network solely guided by cytoplasmic
microtubules, and (iii) propose a more bilateral link between cortical and cytoplasmic
microtubules. Concerning cell cycle, literature is less abundant and we can only draw a
parallel with the few observations made in animals

The molecular control of division plane orientation is different between animal and plant
cells and here, as lot of molecular actors are already known, we will focus only on plant
cells. The molecular actors involved the late steps of division plane positioning in plants
are well known but we lack knowledge on the first steps. At the end of G2 phase, cortical
microtubules reorganise to form a circular cortical band around the nucleus called the
preprophase band (PPB). PPB orientation correlates with the orientation of cell wall
at the end of the division. A few molecular actors involved in memorization of PPB
orientation are known. However, we lack knowledge on how PPB is positioned first and
here we propose to discuss how mechanical stress could be involved in this early step, with
a focus on microtubules.

(i) Despite the great number of molecular actors involved in PPB formation, none has
been proven to instruct PPB orientation and further research need to be conducted on the
localisation of these actors during G2, before and after the apparition of the PPB. TON1
and TON2 localise at PPB, but they also localise on microtubules during interphase.
Moreover, they were shown to be involved in the organisation of microtubule networks in
interphase. TON1 was shown to interact with centrin, which is homologous to a human
centrosomal protein, and is itself homologous to FOP, another human centrosomal protein
(Azimzadeh et al. 2008; Spinner et al. 2013). TON1 was also shown to interact with TRM1
(TON1 RECRUITING MOTIF1) (Drevensek et al. 2012). TRM1 belongs to the TRM
superfamily. Proteins of the TRM superfamily share common motifs, which are also found
in the sequence of the CAP350 mammal protein, which is also located at centrosomes
(Drevensek et al. 2012). The homolog of TON2 in C. elegans, RSA-1, also localises to the
centrosome (Duroc et al. 2011). Centrosomes are a proteinaceous structure containing
γ-TURC, other proteins and a pair of centrioles, which are small microtubule based
structures (Alberts et al. 2014). In interphase, a unique centrosome organize microtubules
radially, trapping minus end near the nucleus. Centrioles are duplicated during S phase
and, during prophase, centrosome splits into two and migrates at each pole of the nucleus,
each with a pair of centrioles. The two daughter centrosomes organize microtubules at
spindle poles and thus, as equator of the spindle determine cleavage site in animal cells,
are involved in division plane position. We lack information on the localisation of TON1
and TON2 when PPB starts to form and thus, we don’t know if these proteins, which are
spread along microtubules in interphase, relocalise prior to PPB formation and constrain
its formation at a certain location or if these proteins only enhance the formation of the
PPB without instructing its localisation. Apart from TON1 and TON2, other proteins
are involved in microtubules dynamics during PPB formation. PPB are likely to be
formed from remodelling of interphase microtubule network, as PPB still form in cells
where proteins synthesis (and in particular tubulin synthesis) is blocked (Duroc et al.
2011). Microtubules are more dynamic and less stable during the formation of PPB
(Dhonukshe and Gadella 2003; Vos et al. 2004). The severing protein KATANIN was
shown to be involved in PPB organisation and could also be involved in PPB disassembly:
in the katanin mutant PPB are populated with microtubules with various orientation
and persist until prometaphase (Panteris et al. 2011). EB1, CLASP or MOR1 were also
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proposed to regulate microtubule dynamics during PPB formation, but their role is less
clear (Dhonukshe and Gadella 2003; Vos et al. 2004; Duroc et al. 2011). Microtubule
dynamic instability within the PPB seems to be lower than outside the PPB. Vos et al.
2004 describes microtubules selective stabilisation at PPB site as a "search-and-capture"
mechanism (microtubules explore dynamically cellular space until they get trapped in
the forming PPB). Proteins of the MAP65 family, such as MAP65-1 could be involved
in stabilisation of microtubules at PPB (Duroc et al. 2011). MAP65-1 was shown to
colocalise with PPB (Chang et al. 2005), to bundle microtubules, to increase rescue events
(aborted depolymerization of microtubules) and to decrease frequency of microtubules
catastrophe (sudden microtubule depolymerization) (Stoppin-Mellet et al. 2013). How-
ever, MAP65-1 also colocalises with interphase microtubules and phragmoplast (Chang
et al. 2005). Here also, we don’t know if stabilising factors, that can be found also in
interphase, relocalise prior to PPB formation and constrain its formation at a certain loca-
tion or if these proteins only enhance formation of PPB without instructing its localisation.

(ii) Besson-Dumais rule makes the hypothesis that PPB positioning is mainly driven by
microtubules linking the nucleus to the cortex and not by cortical microtubules. Equa-
tions of the Besson-Dumais rules are derived from two experimental observations: micro-
tubules are highly dynamic during PPB formation and PPB formation can occur without
de novo synthesis of tubulin. As microtubules are dynamics, many configurations will
be explored and distribution of microtubules connecting the nucleus to the cortex will
tend to be uniform, but, as the pool of tubulin is limited, the edges that are the closer
from the nucleus will be connected by more microtubules (the closest edges flanking the
shortest axis). Non probable configurations may be favoured by lower dynamic instabil-
ity and the inability to find a shortest configuration. However, a lower dynamic insta-
bility cannot explain alone the orientation of PPB observed in the boundary region of
the shoot apical meristem of Arabidopsis thaliana, which correlates with the supracellu-
lar alignment of interphasic cortical microtubules (Hamant et al. 2008). In this region,
we showed that Besson-Dumais rule failed to explain division plane orientation and that
a mechanical division rule was more likely to account for observed orientations.
In both vacuolated and non vacuolated cells, microtubules connect the nucleus to the cell
cortex during PPB formation. In vacuolated cells, these microtubules are embedded in
tensed cytoplasmic strands, whereas in non vacuolated cells (perinuclear) microtubules sur-
round the nucleus and radiate in the cytoplasm toward the cell cortex. Tension within cy-
toplasmic strands of vacuolated cells could reinforce the fact to favour short path between
the nucleus and cell edges. Nothing is known about tension in perinuclear microtubules of
non vacuolated cells. Cytoplasmic strands are a characteristic feature of vacuolated cells:
in this cell, vacuole occupies the major part of the cell volume and cytoplasm is confined
in small strands linking the nucleus to the cell cortex. These strands are populated with
microtubules and actin. Laser ablation of one of these strands was shown to provoke the
relocation of the nucleus suggesting that these strands are under tension (Goodbody et al.
1991). In vacuolated cells, division is preceded by a relocation of the nucleus at the cell
center of mass. Cytoplasmic strands then coalesce into a plane named the phragmosome,
which contains the nucleus at its centre and marks the future site of division. Nucleus re-
location prior to mitosis was proposed to be due to an equilibrium of tensile forces applied
by each cytoplasmic strand on the nucleus Flanders et al. 1990; Goodbody et al. 1991.
The tension within cytoplasmic strands is supposed to be proportional to the length of
the strands. Flanders et al. 1990 modelled this process with two different set-ups: springs
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(modelling cytoplasmic strands) connected on one end to the edges of a rigid frame and
on the other end by a central metallic element (modelling the nucleus), and soap bubbles
packed in a rigid frame (one soap bubble at the centre model the position of the nucleus
and the interfaces between soap bubbles, experiencing tension surface, model the cytoplas-
mic strands). In these set-ups, both springs and soap bubbles interfaces are free to move
along the rigid frame and tend to minimize tension, e.g. their length (Flanders et al. 1990;
Goodbody et al. 1991; Clive W. Lloyd 1991). Formation and positioning of the phrag-
mosome was proposed to follow the same tension minimisation rules: strands ultimately
coalesce along one of the shortest path. It is worth noting that springs and soap bubbles
analogy assume that all cytoplasmic strands have identical mechanical properties (e.g. all
springs are the same, with the same stiffness constant). Indeed, microtubules bending
stiffness was shown to be much smaller in vitro, where microtubules are isolated, than in
vivo, where microtubules are embedded with other cytoskeletal components (Brangwynne
et al. 2006). As composition of each cytoplasmic strands in microtubules and actin may
vary and as other proteins involved in cytoskeletal dynamic may be associated with these
strands (for instance proteins stabilising cytoskeletal bundles), properties of each strands
are likely to differ. In non vacuolated cells, such as SAM cells, the nucleus is already
centered in interphase and occupies the major part of the cell. During PPB formation,
perinuclear microtubules can be observed surrounding the nucleus and radiating in the
cytoplasm toward cell cortex. Perinuclear microtubules have been described in root tip
cells of Arabidopsis (Spinner et al. 2013), as well as in non-vacuolated Pisum meristem
cells (Bakhuizen et al. 1985). In our confocal images, perinuclear microtubules were visible
when PPB was forming, but we could not be sure that they were not present in inter-
phase, since the resolution of our images was limited. Perinuclear microtubules could be
nucleated close to nucleus surface, as fluorescently tagged γ tubulin-complex protein 2
(GCP2), which participate to microtubule nucleation complexes, were found near nucleus
of Arabidopsis root hairs (Ambrose and Wasteneys 2014).

(iii) On the basis of our observations, we propose to look at the PPB as the emerging
consequence of a physical interplay between cortical and cytoplasmic microtubules (e.g.
microtubules within cytoplasmic strands or perinuclear microtubules). In both vacuo-
lated and non vacuolated cells, the physical interaction between cortical microtubules and
cytoplasmic microtubules can be supposed from the close vicinity of the two networks,
but has not been fully explored experimentally. In regions where nucleus was close to
plasma membrane, electron microscopy images of root cells of the male fern Dryopteris
filix-mas suggested that these microtubules could bend when reaching the cortex and
be intermingled with PPB microtubules (Burgess 1970). Based on these observations,
but without further experimental proofs, microtubules populating cytoplasmic strands
were also proposed to bend and interact with PPB microtubules (Bakhuizen et al. 1985).
Several microscopical observations attested of the close vicinity of the two microtubules
networks at the cortex (Flanders et al. 1990). However, bending of perinuclear micro-
tubules, as well as the physical interaction between cytoplasmic and cortical microtubules
and the molecular actors involved in this interaction has not been re-examined since.
As Besson-Dumais rule explains PPB positioning by the positioning of cytoplasmic micro-
tubules in function of cell geometry, it supposes implicitly that both cytoplasmic and cor-
tical microtubule networks are interacting and that cytoplasmic microtubules govern the
reorganisation of cortical microtubules into the PPB. The same hypothesis was made by
Flanders et al. 1990 and supported by experimental observations. Flanders et al. 1990 said
that "the cortical band and transvacuolar strands form a continuum such that formation
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of a tight PPB and formation of the planar, transvacuolar phragmosome are one and the
same process: as the band condenses, the nucleus-radiating microtubular strands gather
in the phragmosomal plane." Later on, Flanders et al. 1990 added that "According to our
observations on elongated cells, the "bunching up" of the cortical PPB and the realignment
of the radial MT strands into the phragmosome, occur concomitantly. Further work is
needed to decide whether narrowing of the band draws the radiating, nucleus-associated
MTs into the phragmosome or whether it is realignment of the radiating MTs that helps
tighten the PPB. However, several observations already indicate that positioning of the
PPB can be more readily understood in terms of the underlying MTs that radiate from
the nucleus than by bunching up of the PPB." This affirmation is supported by the obser-
vation of X shaped phragmosomes and associated PPB: during preprophase, microtubules
condense preferentially along one of the limbs or between the tips of the X, forming a
double PPB. PPB position thus directly reflects the junction of strands with the cortex.
We agree with the idea of a physical interaction between cytoplasmic and cortical micro-
tubules. However, our observations suggest that cortical microtubules can impose PPB
positioning, as they conserve their interphasic alignment in the boundary region of the
SAM when condensing into the PPB. We propose that PPB would be stabilised both by
the interaction of cortical microtubules with bundling proteins such as MAP65 and by
the interaction with cortical microtubules. In turn, perinuclear microtubules would also
be constrained and stabilised progressively by the narrowing PPB. Such mechanism could
add robustness to division plane choice and allow the cell to make a trade off between the
polarity given by the cell geometry and other polarized external cues, such as mechanical
stress. Interestingly, in the ton1 and ton2 mutants, which both lack PPB, perinuclear
microtubules are still present around the nucleus and this microtubule network seems
even more dense than in the wild type (Spinner et al. 2013). We propose that the TON-
NEAU proteins, necessary to the formation of the PPB, could either be involved only in
cortical microtubule network geometry (and their absence would impair so dramatically
microtubule network that it would be unable to condense and form a PPB) or be the
direct molecular linkers between perinuclear and cytoplasmic microtubules (thus, in the
ton mutants, division plane positioning would rely only on cell geometry and be more
noisy).

Concerning the potential effect of mechanical stress on cell cycle, the lack of studies in
animals and in plants, authorize only cautious hypothesis on the mechanotransduction
pathway. Since the first discoveries of Paul Nurse in yeast (Nurse 2002), a lot of molec-
ular actors involved in the cell cycle were discovered in different organisms. Progression
through the cell cycle is dictated by the interaction of cyclin-dependent kinases (Cdks)
with cyclins. Concentration of Cdks is constant over time, whereas concentrations and
activity of cyclins oscillate over time and determine the cell cycle stage (Alberts et al.
2014). These oscillations are at the basis of cell cycle in all eukaryotes. In animals, ex-
ogenous stress was shown to induce an overexpression of the p27Kip1 protein, which is
usually down-regulated to pass from G1 to S phase (Delarue et al. 2014). Plant homologs
of the p27Kip1 protein are known, but their expression has not been checked in response
to application of mechanical stress. The transition between G1 and S phase (also called
restriction point) is controlled by the phosphorylation state of the Retinoblastoma pro-
tein pRb. pRb is phosphorylated by cyclin-dependent kinases (cyclin E and cyclin D1).
Phosphorylation of pRb can be inhibited by cyclin-dependent kinases inhibitors such as
p27Kip1. In compressed spheroids, the p27Kip1 protein is overexpressed, but levels of cy-
clin D1 and E are not affected. The molecular pathway involved in overexpression of
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p27Kip1 is only hypothetic. Transcription of p27Kip1 may be induced by a molecular cas-
cade activated by an increase of intracellular calcium concentration. Calcium influx could
be provoked by the opening of calcium mechano-sensitive channels at plasma membrane
(strained by the compression). Tensile stress was also shown to arrest single cells in G1
and to be accompanied by an overexpression of the p27Kip1 protein. Tension was applied
by restricting cell shape and size of single cells, which were cultured on small squared
microfabricated pattern coated with adhesive proteins. In plants, the Kip-related proteins
(KRPs) share a small conserved domain with the mammal Kip family and seven genes
encode the KRPs in Arabidopsis (Scofield et al. 2014). KRPs bind to cyclin-dependent
kinases and to cyclin/cyclin-dependent kinase complexes and inhibit kinase activity (De
Veylder et al. 2001; Nakai et al. 2006). KRP2 overexpression was shown to increase cell
cycle duration without affecting the timing of cell differentiation (De Veylder et al. 2001).
However, mRNA in situ hybridisation at the SAM revealed an absence of KRP2 and 3 in
the boundaries (Breuil-Broyer et al. 2004). Further studies need to be conducted on the
expression of cell cycle genes upon the application of exogenous mechanical stress.

5.5 Conclusion

Mechanical stress impacts division plane positioning and timing of division. Our different
experiments contributed to observe these phenomenons in boundary regions of the shoot
apical meristem, but also under external mechanical stress like ablation or compression.
Further experiments would be needed to better quantify the conditions and the poten-
tial gradual response of the meristem, but trying to identify the molecular mechanisms
underlying these processes will remain the biggest challenge. Besides, it is worth noting
that both spatial and temporal division choices have an important impact on tissue mor-
phology and may notably create mechanical feedbacks. Indeed, in simulations of growing
2D tissues with different division rules based on the combination of two criteria: the po-
sition of division centre (random or at cell centre of mass) and the direction of division
(random, along shortest path, perpendicular to the direction of previous cell division or
perpendicular to cell elongation), Sahlin and Jönsson 2010 created very different tissue
topologies and geometries. Similarly, our simulations tested two division rules (shortest
path or following maximal tension) in isotropic or anisotropic stress fields. Whereas both
division rules produced similar distribution of cell aspect ratio in an isotropic field, me-
chanical rule produced more anisotropic cell shapes in an anisotropic mechanical stress
field. Hence, we note that the local integration of supracellular cues can conduct to a
regionalisation of tissue topology and could give more possibilities for the tissue to achieve
complex morphogenetic processes. The re-exploration of now well established knowledge
about cell division throughout its sensitivity to and its consequences on mechanical stress
in a morphogenetic context offers new exciting perspectives of research.
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